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Introduction 

At its January 23, 2016 meeting, the Ringette Alberta Board of Directors initiated the formation of a Task 
Force to examine Ringette Alberta’s Residency Policy. 

The current residency policy outlines how the movement of players from one association to another is 
managed.  The stated purpose of the policy is: 

To establish fair and equitable standards for athletes applying for and receiving 
releases for movement from association to association. 
 
To ensure communication with all parties affected by a release including Ringette 
Alberta, Zones* and Associations. 

 

*Zones are no longer involved in the release process.  The release transaction is only of concern to the 

player and the two associations.  

The Residency Policy is of very little consequence to the majority of participants simply because playing 

ringette in the community in which one lives is the norm.  That said, there is an upward trend in the 

number of residency related issues and the “severity” of the impact on those involved as well as 

continued struggles with administration associated with obtaining releases on time, all of which have 

triggered the formation of the Residency Policy Task Force. 

In simple terms, for those who are touched by the Residency Policy, the experience is, at best, an 

unwelcome administrative task that takes time away from more important sport development priorities 

(for local and provincial administrators alike) and, at worst, can and has lead to the loss of players.   

During the release process, players are subjected to a great deal of uncertainty and stress which should 

not be part of their sport experience, particularly if we want them to remain in our sport.    

So, while the policy affects a small segment of ringette membership overall, for those who are affected, 

the impact is considerable and, therefore, it is necessary to revisit the policy. 

Task Force Mandate  

1. Conduct a review of the current Ringette Alberta residency and related policies 
2. Present a report to the Ringette Alberta Board of Directors and include recommendations, if any, for 

improving the way player movement from one 
association to another in Alberta is managed.  
Recommendations must: 

o Be compatible with the Ringette Long Term 

Athlete Development Model 

o Be mindful of the different contexts of ringette in 

Alberta such as: relative association size, location, urban vs rural, program quality 

 
A LIST OF TASK FORCE 

MEMBERS AND BACKGROUNDS 

ARE FOUND IN APPENDIX A   

http://www.ringettealberta.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/3.0-Residency-Policy-July-9-2014.pdf
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differences from one association to the next, team viability, municipal requirements to 

access ice (impact of non-residents), etc. 

Surveys Results 
The Task Force conducted online surveys of parents, local ringette association board members, other 

provincial ringette associations across Canada and other sport organizations within Alberta to 

understand the current state of residency policies as well as opinions on the merits of the current policy 

vs one with more flexibility. 

Additionally, Ringette Alberta staff members were asked for a summary of releases and to provide their 

opinions on the appropriateness of the current residency policy. 

 

Summary of Local Ringette Association Responses 
Specifically, with respect to parents and local associations, the Task Force was interested in what the 

respondents felt the risks might be under different policy conditions.   The survey was designed to allow 

for open ended comment.  Those comments were then grouped with similar comments to obtain an 

overall picture of the risks the respondents felt would exist with the current policy or with one that is 

more flexible.   

 Assumed risks with current policy 

o Attrition 

o Local association complacency 

 Assumed risks with allowing more flexibility  

o Competitive inequity and unethical team 

formation 

o Barriers to association planning 

o Small association viability 

 Primarily concerned with not enough 

players to form complete teams 

Summary of Parent Responses 
 Assumed risks with current policy 

o Attrition 

o Limits on player development 

o Local association complacency 

 Assumed risks with allowing more flexibility  

o Competitive inequity and unethical team formation 

o Small association viability 

 concerned with not enough players to form complete teams, and… 

 A complete exodus of players from small communities to larger communities 

Observations of Parent / Local Association Responses 
Parents tended to be more athlete-centred in their responses based on the concern that a residency 

policy could limit access to environments they felt would be better for athlete development.   

 

DETAILED PARENT & LOCAL 

ASSOCIATION SURVEY RESPONSES 

FOUND IN APPENDIX B AND 

APPENDIX C RESPECTIVELY.  
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Parents and Local Associations identified the risk of not being able to form complete teams under a 

more flexible policy.  There was a subtle difference between these responses.  Associations were 

generally concerned with losing a few key players at particular level resulting in a single team at a 

particular division / level with an insufficient number of players to form a team.  Parents, on the other 

hand, tended to feel that a large exodus of players from smaller communities would result. 

The perception that small associations would lose their players assumes that larger associations would 

be in a position to accept all these players.  All sport organizations in Alberta which access publically 

funded facilities, regardless of municipality, are subject to similar requirements to not exceed a certain 

number of non-residents using these facilities.  Even if associations wanted to accept all players coming 

from outside their municipality, doing so jeopardizes their access to ice, so mass movement from one 

association to another seems improbable.   

What was not asked of the respondents who felt the smaller associations would lose players was why 

they assumed the larger nearby associations would be more attractive.  Generally, in Alberta, ice time is 

easier to obtain in smaller communities and at a lower hourly rate than in larger urban centres.  It also 

appears, from anecdotal information, that in many smaller communities it is easer for sport 

organizations to schedule consistent facility time (day of the week & time of day).  Are those factors 

important?  Is there a perception that larger associations are better at delivering a quality ringette 

program?  Is this true?  If so, why and should differences in quality of programming be acceptable?  If it 

isn’t true, why is it assumed?  These are questions beyond the scope of the Residency Task Force but are 

worth further investigation. 

Lastly, with regards to concerns respondents had about the affect of a more flexible residency policy on 

competitive equity, it appears the respondents either were not mindful of the advance / retreat option 

in Ringette Alberta’s current policy or were not confident it would be sufficient to create meaningful 

competition.   

The Task Force agreed that while it would be far better to prevent attempts by unethical individuals or 

organizations from “stacking teams” in the first place, there are mechanisms in place today that can 

deal, at least in part, with impacts on competitive equity, e.g., Code of Conduct, Team Advances.  If the 

members feel that these mechanisms are insufficient, the Task Force recommends that efforts of 

Ringette Alberta and the ringette community focus on strengthening the code of conduct, and other 

tools, to foster competitive equity rather than relying solely on the residency policy. 

 

Provincial Ringette Associations Across Canada 
 Distributed to all 

 Response from all 

 Most have very similar policies although administration of said policies and how challenges to 

the policy are managed do differ. 

 Some are more flexible than Alberta 

 Some reference “case by case” decision making.  The Task Force was unable to ascertain how 

these associations defend different treatment on a “case by case” basis or how any decisions 

made in this manner hold up to appeal.   
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Observations of Provincial Ringette Associations 
Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec are very similar to Alberta in their residency policies and the rationale 

for having one; the primary driver being to facilitate competitive equity. 

In contrast, provinces with smaller registration numbers were more concerned with a residency policy 

being a mechanism to maintain the viability of smaller community ringette associations, e.g., PEI. 

In provinces like Saskatchewan and New Brunswick, where ringette communities are more 

geographically isolated, residency is less of an issue.  This is similar to communities in Alberta where 

there is no association “next door”, e.g., Medicine Hat, Lethbridge, Fort McMurray, Hinton, Drayton 

Valley, etc. 

Other Alberta Provincial Sport Organizations (PSOs) 
 Distributed to 80 PSOs 

 32 complete responses 

 50% have some form of residency requirement 

 50% do not have any form or residency requirement 

Generally, residency policies are more prevalent in team sport vs individual sport and in non-profit 

organizations vs for profit sport clubs.  Where residency policies exist, the rationale is very much in line 

with the reasons put forth in Ringette;  

1. maintaining competitive equity  

2. facilitating association planning  

3. “other”  

Player Needs and Expectations 
In addition to surveying these individuals and 

organizations, the Task Force also considered the results of 

the Study, Reasons for Players Not Continuing, 

commissioned by Ringette Alberta in 2004.  The Task Force 

felt the study was still very relevant and is helpful to 

determine if residency rules have any impact on player retention / attrition.  

The study shows the reasons for leaving ringette are diverse and vary from individual to individual and 

are also not consistent across all age groups.  The results indicate that attrition can be generally stated 

as, the players’ needs and expectations, whatever those were for each individual, are not being met. 

Perhaps, in absence of the option of choosing a different association, players simply leave the sport. 

It may be reasonable to assume that allowing players to move to an association that does meet their 

needs and expectations could improve player retention.  When asked if the reasons for not continuing 

ringette were addressed how likely the players would be to return, overall, on a scale of 1-5 with 1 being 

not likely at all and 5 being very likely, the average was 3.44.   Excluding Bunny players, which were just 

testing the sport (as shown in the study), the average likelihood of returning to ringette increased to 

3.52. 

 
PLAYER EXIT STUDY HAS BEEN 

CIRCULATED TO MEMBERS 

PREVIOUSLY.  IT IS AVAILABLE 

ON REQUEST TO ANY MEMBER.   
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This shows that ringette has a great deal of control over retention by improving its understanding of 

players’ needs and expectations and providing options that meet them.   

If an association is not meeting the needs and expectations of its players, retaining those players means 

either making the necessary adjustments or allowing players to seek alternatives in another association.   

As some have stated in the Association and Parent surveys (see appendices), the current residency 

policy could be contributing to association complacency with respect to meeting their players’ needs 

and expectations 

Other Considerations 
Compliance Statistics  

71% of releases that were or should have been processed for the 2015-16 season (107) were either 

never submitted (25) or late/contested (51). 

 

False Addresses? 

Ringette Alberta staff relayed anecdotal stories from members citing individuals using false addresses 

for the purposes of getting around the current residency policy. There is no information to show how 

prevalent this practice may be. The Ringette Alberta staff does not support the idea of having to verify 

residences of all registered minor participants by examining government issued ID within the current 

allocation of staff time. 

 
Fairness 
The current policy may not meet one of the stated purposes which is to be “…fair and 
equitable…”.   The Ringette Alberta staff attempt to apply the policy evenly to every player, 
regardless of the situation, and by doing so this can be considered fair and equitable; however, 
the policy itself gives players little, if any, control over where they play ringette and, should the 
players disagree with the decision of a local association to grant a release, the grounds for 
appeal are quite narrow.  This could be considered an “unfair” balance between athlete choice 
and association need. 
  

Evolution of AA Programs and Impact on Choice 
AA ringette makes up a small fraction of the overall ringette participation in Alberta but its impact can 

and is felt throughout all levels; what happens at AA impacts A and B, for better or worse.   

Delivery of AA programming in Alberta is approached in four different ways with each having different 

ramifications on player movement.   

There are associations such as the St. Albert Ringette Association and the Sherwood Park Ringette 

Association which offer a full spectrum of program options from B to AA.  In these cases, the player stays 

within the same association regardless of which level she is placed by the conclusion of evaluations.  

This is the most straightforward model, as all administration and evaluation coordination happens 

within the same organization and players can move seamlessly from AA evaluations to A and B 

DETAILED ITEMIZATION OF 

RELEASES FOUND IN APPENDIX D   
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evaluations within the same association as a result.  This is not always as seamless at it seems as many 

who are not selected by one AA team, seek to play in another AA association.  Given the uncoordinated 

timing of AA tryouts, in the north in particular, the release process is confounded by the timing of 

evaluations. 

In contrast, there are associations such as Zone 2AA, Zone 4AA, and Zone 5AA, which offer one program 

option only, obviously AA.    The relationship and degree of cooperation between these AA programs 

and the other programs in their area varies from zone to zone.  There is nothing, perhaps with the 

exception of Zone 2, that mandates any sort of cooperation between the AA programs and the A and B 

programs in local associations.   

In zone 5, this has proven to be problematic in the 2015-16 season and with no action on the part of the 

Ringette Alberta Board, it has the potential to continue to be problematic. The relationship between 

Zone 4AA and Red Deer and Lacombe appears to be on solid footing with cooperation being the norm.   

In zone 2, the formation of the AA team was managed under the Zone 2 Association of which all local 

associations in zone 2 are members.  This suggests a certain degree of cooperation as well between the 

AA program and the A and B programs.  2015-16 was the first season for Zone 2, so time will tell how 

that relationship evolves. 

Edmonton has two separate associations, the Edmonton Ringette Club and Edmonton Ringette 

(Edmonton Federation of Community Leagues Ringette Association).  There is an understanding that the 

two organizations work together, however, the Task Force is not aware of any agreement in place that 

takes the lead should goodwill erode as a result of changes in leadership or if acute issues arise.   

In Calgary, all program options are run under Ringette Calgary, of which the AA committee is one of five 

partners around the table.  That said, there is no certainty about how Calgary as a greater community 

would proceed should a quadrant association decide to offer its own AA program.  With these quadrant 

associations currently being Group Members of Ringette Alberta, it is their right to form AA teams 

independent of Ringette Calgary at least as far as provincial policy is concerned. 

With four different AA delivery models in the province, a one size fits all residency and release policy has 

the potential to be problematic, as we have seen in the 2015-16 season within zone 5 (disputes over 

which association “owns” which players) and to a lesser degree in Zone 2 (impact of AA on A and B 

programs in these smaller communities).  

Additionally, when there are local associations within a zone, e.g., St. Albert and Sherwood Park, 

prepared to deliver a complete range of programs (i.e. AA as well as A and B) the need for Zone AA Clubs 

to offer the same type of programming, to at least players in St. Albert and Sherwood Park, seems 

unnecessary.  That said, there is and will continue to be, debate on which group delivers a better AA 

program with “better” being defined by the consumer. The expansion of AA programs in St. Albert, 

Sherwood Park and Spruce Grove currently investigating expansion, it seems that at least for some, 

“better” is found in their local association.  Even if we were able to determine an answer today, that 

could change multiple times going forward. 

With these different models in place, the Task Force is of two minds; first, recommend to the Board that 

all programming be delivered within the same model so that the current residency policy be maintained, 

(which will have a substantial impact on those AA programs that do not fit whatever model is deemed 
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appropriate); or, change the residency policy to allow athletes the choice of which program they prefer, 

so that these different delivery models can be maintained. 

Different rules for AA vs the Rest? 
Based on the preceding discussion about the impact of AA delivery models on the residency policy and 

the option of giving athletes choice at AA, the Task Force is left with the question of whether or not AA 

should be treated differently than the other levels. 

Ringette administration aside, The Task Force is uncertain that Ringette Alberta could justify to a player 

and her parents that she does not have the same options for choosing where to play ringette because 

she ‘just missed’ making a AA team, for example.  

Residency Policy and the Law 
Should the Ringette Alberta Board wish to retain the current residency policy, the Task Force 

recommends that the Board proactively consider whether or not it would choose to invest the time and 

money to defend the policy in the courts if it came to that. 

The Task Force did not attempt to ascertain the likelihood of the current residency policy being 
successfully defended and it is unlikely to be definitive until a challenge is made.  The Task Force 
encourages the Board to consider the cost of defending the residency policy relative to the benefits.  It 
may decide that defending the policy isn’t a worthwhile endeavor, but still retain it until it is challenged 
or, it may decide to avoid a challenge by eliminating the current policy altogether.    

Goals: 
The Task Force approached the formation of recommendations by first defining goals that a residency 

policy should accommodate. These goals are aimed at addressing the risks identified by stakeholders, as 

well as the parameters included in the Task Force’s mandate  

1. Above all, the solution must be Athlete-Centred;  

 Athletes must have options   

i. The current policy represents an imbalance of power between association and 

player.   

 Support LTAD, specifically… 

i. Retention 

ii. Better match between player needs and expectations 

2. Associations must be able to plan effectively 

 Associations must know their numbers as closely as possible in order to plan accordingly, 

particularly when it comes to securing sufficient ice to accommodate the players they 

expect.  Player movement into and out of their association makes this challenging. 

 Bulk of player movement, if we are to accommodate an Athlete-Centred approach, must be 

sensitive to municipal ice allocation rules. 

3. Consider the possibility of unethical team formation and implications for competitive equity.  

 The primary driver for the original residency policy and those across Ringette in Canada and 

in other sports is the desire for competitive equity.   

4. Local Association viability 
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 This goal was hotly contested.  The current policy does not include local association viability 

among its principles and it was argued that individual players should not bear the 

responsibility of association viability as that rests with the associations themselves.   

 If there has to be a choice between being athlete-centred and supporting association 

viability the former has to take precedent.  The challenge is where being more athlete-

centred for a few individual athletes, may limit or eliminate opportunity for the majority of 

athletes and how to address that conflict.   

 Based on this, the Task Force agreed to include Local Association viability as a consideration 

but, not as a stated goal of the residency policy 

Recommendations 
1. Ringette Alberta abolish its residency requirement 

If there are requirements for residency at any level, they should be established by local 

associations and should be based on criteria such as municipal rules with respect to non-

resident access to taxpayer funded facilities or the availability of resources to the local 

association (ice, volunteers, etc.). 

 

2. Each year, Ringette athletes and their parents should be free to register with the local Ringette 

Association of their choice (not team) provided they comply with the registration requirements of 

the chosen local association including executing the player / association agreement found within 

the local association registration document / process and the payment of all required fees. 

While athletes should be free to choose, local associations may have restrictions that affect an 

athlete’s choice, such as those identified in #1 above.  Just because a non-resident may want to 

register with a particular association does not automatically require the local association to 

accept her. 

 

Conceivably, Ringette Alberta and its associations would be in a stronger position to defend a 

related appeal if it were merely enforcing the terms of an agreement between player and 

association, which both parties entered into freely, rather than defending the current residency 

policy.   

 

 

3. Nurture Cooperation and Communication between Associations and Clarify Options for Athletes 

 Associations that do not offer a full spectrum of levels (AA, A, B, C) must have an Association 

Agreement in place with other association(s) so that, between the cooperating associations, 

they provide athletes access to a full spectrum of options (AA, A, B, C). 

 Association Agreements are renewed on an annual basis and in effect prior to athlete 

registration. 

 Association Agreements are division and/or level specific or all encompassing. 

 Athletes register with the association that offers the lowest level and then attend the try 

outs for the level(s) that interests them within the association they have registered with / its 

partner association(s), e.g., players do not register with AA teams directly. 

 

4. Obstruct team shopping and team stacking 
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Adopt a policy to prohibit team staff selection and or applications until after player registration 

is complete, in order to minimize the freqeuency of...  

 coaches being able to recruit players for teams they do not yet coach   

 players being in a position to select their specific coach 

 

5. Ringette Alberta should focus its efforts on… 

 Assisting local Associations with maintaining their viability and providing the most attractive 

options possible.   

 Assisting local Associations by providing appropriate standard wording to include in a player 

/ association registration agreement. 

 Assisting local associations by providing concepts they may wish to include in association to 

association agreements. 

 Establishing and upholding penalties for non-compliance of an executed Agreement 

between player and local association, and between cooperating associations: 

 

Implementation 
1. Implement for all U14, U16 and U19 “AA” programs offered in Alberta, for the 2016-17 season.  

 

2. Subject to satisfactory results at the AA level, the same approach be taken for all remaining minor 

levels across the province in the 2017-18 season. 

 

3. Ringette Alberta seek legal advice to assist with the development of a simple standard agreement to 

be included by all local Associations in their player registration process.   

 For associations that offer a full spectrum of levels, this agreement will include the 

stipulation that athletes are committed to play for the Association and should the athlete 

not “make” the team that she has tried out for, she will play for whatever team within the 

association that, through further evaluations, is deemed appropriate by the association. 

 For associations that do not offer a full spectrum of levels, this agreement will include the 

stipulation that athletes are committed to play for the Association or its partner 

association(s) as determined through evaluations conducted by said association(s). 

 

4. Ringette Alberta and Member Associations begin an intensive and sustained process to act on the 

causes of player attrition, as identified in the player exit survey, including but not limited to: 

 Rapid completion of Club Excellence Level 1 certification 

 Continuing the exploration of clarifying ringette program options to help players and 

parents make more informed choices and have associations consciously choose the types of 

programs they wish to provide, i.e., Fundamentals / Physical Literacy, Competitive / Active 

for Life, Pursuit of Excellence 

 Making recruitment a true priority by establishing formal growth targets and establishing 

formal action plans to achieve them 
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 Associations which are geographically close, look at ways to either cooperate to achieve 

common goals or consider merging, where appropriate, to form a single association with a 

critical mass of players 

 

5. Clarify Boundaries (as they will remain in effect for non-AA for the coming season) 

 Ringette Associations may not “claim” players living outside their municipality’s boundaries.   

 This would eliminate trying to draw lines through rural areas of the province in an 

attempt to delineate “catchment” areas for each association.   

 This would also eliminate the administrative task of trying to plot rural addresses on 

maps and attempting to determine where players physically reside, which is also 

often compounded by a differences between mailing addresses and actual physical 

residences. 

 Individuals living in areas outside municipalities which have ringette associations 

would be encouraged, but not required, to register with the most conveniently 

located association.  It would be entirely those individuals’ choice to determine 

which association makes the most sense for them. 

 Ringette Associations may not claim players living within boundaries where there is already 

another ringette association. 

Communication 
If these recommendations are accepted by the Ringette Alberta Board, communication with members 

and participants is critical.  The following outlines proposed steps to communicate the change and 

process which would require member input before proceeding: 

1. Ringette Alberta prepare and distribute standard wording for player / association agreement to 

be included in registration. 

2. Ringette Alberta prepare and distribute considerations for Association agreements. 

3. Ringette Alberta prepare a simplified summary of the change and implications for individual 

registration and circulate via all available electronic means, as well as standard mail, noting the 

timeline for AA (2016-17) vs the other levels (2017-18). 

4. Associations put desired Association Agreements in place. 

5. Associations include player agreement in registration.  For registration that has already taken 

place, associations communicate to players that they will be required to complete the 

agreement before the first ice session (or sooner) if the associations wish. 
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Appendix A – Task Force Members 
 

Sandra Fenton 

 Current Ringette Alberta Director 

 Current Black Gold League Scheduler 

 Large / urban association perspective 

 North perspective 

 Non-AA perspective 

 

Michele Wheeler 

 Current Ringette Alberta Director 

 Previous Zone 2 Association President 

 Smaller/rural and Larger/urban 

association perspectives 

 South perspective 

 AA perspective 

 

Jennifer Luzia 

 Executive Director, Synchro Alberta 

Former head coach, midget boy’s hockey  

 Former power skating instructor 

 Former Program Coordinator, Skate 

Canada (Alberta/NWT/Nunavut) 

 Other sport perspective – no residency 

policy 

 

Darren Dekinder 

 Executive Director, Baseball Alberta 

 Former Head Coach, baseball at multiple 

age categories 

 Current administrator of residency / 

transfer policy for Baseball Alberta 

 Other sport perspective – residency 

policy 

 

Jim Dawson 

 Former President, St. Albert Ringette 

 Former President, Ringette Alberta 

 Former President, Ringette Canada 

 Member Ringette Canada Hall of Fame 
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Appendix B – Parent detailed survey results 
 

Athlete / Parent: Residency Policy Survey 2016 

5850 individuals (these are email addresses associated with 

individual player registrations) were solicited for input 

Which Association? 
Airdrie Ringette Association 23 

Beaumont Ringette 25 
Bow View Ringette 53 
Brooks Ringette Club 2 
Calgary - Calgary AA 19 
Calgary - Calgary East 11 
Calgary - Northwest 65 
Calgary - South Calgary 54 
Calgary - Bowview 2 
Central Alberta AA 8 
Cochrane Ringette 27 
Drayton Valley Ringette 4 
Edmonton - Edmonton Ringette (EFCLRA) 37 
Edmonton - Edmonton Ringette Club 21 
Fort McMurray Ringette 7 
Fort Saskatchewan Ringette 15 
Hinton Ringette Association 2 
Hussar Ringette 1 
Indus Ringette Association 10 
Lacombe Ringette 21 
Leduc Ringette 10 
Lethbridge Ringette 6 
Medicine Hat Ringette 10 
Pembina Ringette Association 0 
Red Deer Ringette 48 
Riviere Qui Barre Ringette Association 0 
Rockyford Ringette Association 9 
St. Albert Ringette 71 
Sherwood Park Ringette 72 
Strathmore Minor Ringette Association 18 
Spruce Grove Ringette Association 36 
Zone 2 AA Club 4 
Zone 5 AA Club 34 
 725 
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Q1. Current Residency Policy 
Ringette Alberta should have a policy that allows local ringette associations to control player movement 

from one association to another. 

Agree - 65.2% 

Disagree - 34.9% 

…and Why? 

Players should play in the community they belong to if there is a level and age group in that area for them to play. 
 
Allowing open borders may end up excluding community athletes from playing because they get bumped by "more 
skilled" players from outside their association. 

This is not in the best interest of the Athlete or growing the sport. Athletes that are forced to play somewhere that is not 
in their best interest be it for devlopment reasons, enjoyment reasons, makes them leave the sport. 

I think you run the risk of one coach trying to take multiple players from one Association to a club team.  This potentially 
has huge side effects on the local associations and in fact, could cripple it. 

A coach or group of girls could get together and stack a team. Individual cases are different.  

Based on what works best for my family, we should get to choose where to play. 

I think families should be able to choose where they play based on what works best for their family.  Some Associations 
are very small and it really limits the ability of some players to play to their highest potential if the team doesn't have 
enough players to field an 'A' team, but they are forced to play at that level in their local association.  Particularly at the 
AA level, players should be able to choose where they want to play based on where they think they can develop the best.  
As well, most high-level sports allow families to choose where they want to play. 

Players should be able to choose where they want to play, particularly at the AA level 

Speaking from a player perspective I think that it should be the kid and family's choice to where they want to play not 
the assosiations.  

If there is a player being bullied in an association and they are unable to move due to their club forcing them to stay, 
they might not only quit ringette but also suffer emotional damage. Also, if there are girls who would like to play at a 
higher level and are unable to due to their club holding them back, that will only decrease the growth of ringette and the 
people that play it. 

As the home association the Player should be bound to the program laid out for them. If there is conflict or significant 
reason for someone to leave then this could be decided by the association.  

Players should be able to play for any association they desire. Coach and player may not be compatible. 

However the definition of grandfathering the movement needs to allow the option for the player to remain in the 
association that she has been moved to. 

While I think it is important for players to play out of their home associations in instances where the home association 
would otherwise not have enough players to make a team, it is difficult to enforce without creating negativity. 
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I strongly disagree.  Most players and parents will want to stay with their local association so the girls can play with their 
friends and travel is minimized.  However, choice is absolutely necessary to avoid unfortunate circumstance for our girls. 
Would we allow our daughters to be subjected to a teacher that she is unable to learn from and is damaging her self-
image?  Of course not.  We parents will insist on her changing classes to provide a situation more conducive to her 
education and positive image.   If that request cannot be accommodated by the school at that grade level we would 
move her to an alternate school.  How is Ringette or any sport any different?  It is not, and for a similar situation if a local 
association is not able to provide choice of different teams at that age group and level and the family is unable to obtain 
a release, this will force girls/parents to endure the undesirable situation or to quit Ringette and pursue other sports.  
This last year we were front row for some of the uglier politics of possession where girls and their families had another 
choice that they felt was better for the development of their girls.  Releases should have been granted and a closer 
examination of the situation should have been performed by a non-partisan third party to understand why so many 
girls/parents thought that a release was the best option.  However, that was not done and instead the requests were 
uniformly rejected.  This was damaging for so many reasons and perhaps the most of which is that it demonstrated to 
the girls that they are possessions.  Is that really what Ringette Alberta wants to teach them? The local associations have 
to consider the development of ALL the girls in the organization and part of that is to ensure choice is available so that 
individuals can also seek a better situation, even if that means releasing a player to another association. 

I agree there needs to be some sort of agreed upon "guideline" but I believe the subject needs a substantial amount of 
critical thinking rather than the type of question that has been presented.  
 
I am free to change schools if I am dissatisfied with the current situation of my child's educational experience but as the 
rule presently stands, my choices are extremely limited in organized  sport.  
 
If we are trying to grow this sport we need to allow greater options for the differences in both the demographics of the 
various associations as well as the caliber of players and their respective aspirations of what they want out of the sport. 
If we don't, we will continue to lose numbers to the various other options that are out there; and there are many. 
 
In my opinion, recreational sport has lost sight of what it was intended to offer; an opportunity to development life long 
skills in a venue free of judgement, ridicule and exclusion. 
 
At the end of the day. all these girls (specifically U12 and up) really need is a ride to the arena. They don't need over 
zealous coaches judging or ridiculing them, they don't need refs controlling the game, and they certainly don't need over 
demanding parents putting unrealistic expectations on them. When I think back on my youth, we would play for hours 
on end, on an outdoor ice - kids from all municipalities joining and leaving during the course of the day until suppertime, 
where the rule was next goal wins. Kids honed their skills without the demands of the adults. The focus wasn't on 
winning it was just participating for the pure joy.  
  

Ringette is a very small community, often with only one team at an age level. When conflicts and disagreements arise 
that cannot be reconciled, and home associations control player movement, families are left with two options: continue 
in an unpalatable situation, or leave the sport altogether. Too many highly gifted athletes and coaches are being lost to 
hockey because of this. 
 
Allowing local associations to control player movement creates the environment in which the girls can be treated as 
possessions, without regard for what is in the best interest of the individual players and families. 

There has to be some structure within an oganization but will also allow an athlete to advance. 

Avoids disgruntled parent politics 

A player should have a right to play for whichever team they want. For example, someone who lives in south Edmonton 
may want to play for Beaumont, as it is only 10-20 minutes away, as opposed to driving 30-40 minutes for a practice in 
Castledowns.  

I think the player and her parents should have the right to choose where they want to play.  
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The associations surrounding the Edmonton area have thriving ringette communities, which is great!  These associations 
are relatively close in proximity as well so driving to anyone of these groups is not difficult.  We need to support those 
players who chose to play at the next level. Many of these players have aspirations of representing their province or 
country and they are willing to give up many other activities in order to achieve these goals.  They want to be coached by 
the best, they want to be surrounded by skilled players, they want to play against the top players in their province and in 
their country.  Problems have arisen from associations trying to keep players - a number of talented players have left the 
sport completely due to the pain caused.  Ultimately we want to keep these girls playing the sport.  Let them try out 
where they want at the AA level. If they don't make it, have them try out for another AA team.  Other sports use this 
method, in particular Club Volleyball.  They are putting an incredible number of hours training on and off the ice, and if 
they want to play where there friends are or where there favourite coach is, let them do it!  Let's support and celebrate 
what these athletes are doing! 

There should be some control so that players don't pick and choose wherever they are going to play every year.  No 
restriction will affect competitive balance.   There needs to be a process to keep track of any player movement so that 
associations know their player/team numbers. 

Where athletes play should not be decided by the current volunteer association board members. Controlling player 
movement fosters an atmosphere where associations are not working together and just closing themselves off from 
other associations.  All associations need to work together to ensure every athlete has an appropriate place to play. 
There are a number of reasons why athletes choose to move associations and we should not limit that as there are so 
few ringette players in this province.  Not everyone is going to want to move, we are probably talking about a small 
handful of players that want to play elsewhere and a large number of reasons why- proximity to other association, 
familiarity, parent/coach conflicts, etc.   

it limits player development as the players will being playing with the same cohort. This limits the introduction of new 
thinking, challenges and subsequently growth and development. It also forces players that have disagreements with 
coaches and other players an opportunity to continue the game in other association. Blocking movement will cause the 
girls to leave. This has happened time and again to former teammates. 
 
Also, allowing players to pick their association will force associations to run top notch programs or fail. In the end there 
will be better player development and increased growth in the sport.  

Free movement of players would be too chaotic for planning purposes for the local associations at all levels and would 
reduce the competitiveness of the league if players could move to the association of their choice without compelling 
reasons. 

I believe our kids should have a choice of where they want to play. Not be restricted to where they live 

I believe a player should be able to play where there friends are and they are the best fit for a team  Also if they are 
released one year they should be released again. 

Players should be able to play where they want to play. 

The control of player movement from one association to another can lead to ringette becoming a sport that is controlled 
by parents stopping the players of playing in an association where they are in a more positive environment. A player 
should be able to choose when she wants to switch associations instead of a member of Ringette Alberta doing it for 
them. Ringette Alberta is not able to know the full reasons as to why players are switching associations.  

I don't think there should be a policy controlling where athletes play, we should be able to play where we want without 
all the trouble. I think this because if we want to play at a different club, for whatever reason, it's mostly affecting us, so 
we shouldn't have to have permission to go to another club. 

Past resident releases are sometimes muddle by extremely determined associations to compete for winning associations 
at all cost rather than the girls that that keep the associations alive.  
 
Then there is the association which does what they should do in the best interest of the athlete and that is grant the 
release and let the athlete keep playing the game and give some unlucky non board member's kid a chance to play at a 
higher level. 

Allows for small associations to keep and build teams without losing players to bigger associations 
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Because we are closer to smaller communities.  If we allow Strathmore residents to go play in the smaller communities - 
Rockyford, hussar, etc we will eventually not have enough players  

At the "A" and "B" level I would somewhat agree with this statement. It is important for home associations to have a 
viable program for every age group to continue the growth of our sport. However, for "AA" Ringette, to allow 
associations to have the power over where an athlete plays or doesn't play can cause many problems. For starters: since 
the format for the Canadian Ringette Championships has changed and Provinces are able to send more than one team, 
the team you play for needs to be a top team at National if you have any hope to win it. For smaller associations with 
limited numbers or limited access to talented players, their options are either to forfeit Nationals or pay an excessive 
amount of money to attend and not always see strong results. At "AA" there is a focus on development but there is also 
a focus on competition. Families pay a lot of money to allow their daughter the opportunity to play at a higher level. 
Every association who hosts "AA" is responsible for their own product. Families should be able to choose what product 
they wish to purchase and if they are not satisfied with one, seek out different options who offer the same product for a 
better service. Home associations are run by the parental group that makes up the executive. For this reason, it is 
difficult for those parents to look past what's best for their daughter and focus on what may be best for that player. If 
she is a strong talented player, Associations would be more likely to not release her so their team can remain strong. 
There are too many variables to decide what a good reason for a release is and what isn't. There are more and more 
families seeking a new product from what their Association may provide and allowing Home Associations the power to 
dictate whether that family can play for another team outside of their associations leads to a tremendous amount of 
time, money, and stress on the player. Time spent on deliberating the release, money spent on an appeal process which 
in turn takes more time and stress on the player not knowing IF or WHEN she will be able to play. Home Associations will 
always look at what's better for their Teams and not what's best for the individual. The only people responsible for the 
players ultimate happiness is their parents. There is little regard with the current policy for the inividual this making the 
entire process extremely difficult. Home associations have also written their own release policies making it impossible to 
win a request for a release When the request is denied, families must pay and appeal to the samePeople who denied 
them in the first place as it is impossible to change the outcome that was initially made 

I think it's fine for each association to have there own policy. 

Wide open residency has not proven successful in other minor sports associations.  It does not allow for associations to 
make projections about new seasons.  Nor does it lend itself to encouraging people to work together to better their 
home association, when they can simply leave.  The prospect of a fleury of recruiting is also a large risk to take in minor 
sports. However, there should be a process in place when their are exceptional circumstances (not able to provide an 
appropriate level of play, ongoing bullying etc) 

Controls "Super Teams" from forming. Allows for fair play and development of those within that area to then play. 

my daughter has been in this association for the past 8 years and (i feel) has not had the opportunity to play up to her 
skill level 

Being a single mom I like the ability to be able to have my daughter and son where I have friends and help with the 
season  

We have seen, in other sports, situations where a few associations will "poach" better players.  This leads to one team 
dominating the league, which is discouraging.  Worse, there will be players (of a lower skill level) who SHOULD be playing 
for that team but for whom there will no longer be space. 

to curb recruitment or baiting.  however, there are also legitimate reasons for player movement that must not be 
stopped 

Due to the fact that a policy like this does not always keep what's best for the athlete in mind.  The decisions in these 
cases can often be what is best for an association.  May work for the Association this time but they will not have the 
athlete to worry about next year as they will leave the sport 

this is a fine line however with guidelines in place, player movement could be beneficial.  for example where an 
association has low participation numbers, having the opportunity to move to another association from an association 
with large participation numbers would be mutually beneficial.   

Because having local players move to another association can impact a small associations ability to offer programming. 

I don't care 

This allows clubs to field competitive teams without all players being recruited or selecting to go to only the top clubs. 
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Some of the smaller associations cannot offer full teams at the correct competitive level. 

I believe that your address should control what association you play for.  With that said, I would also like to see a 
grandfather clause that would allow a player to stay with an association if they move into another association.  Players 
have developed relationships over their playing time and this is an important part of team sports. 

Should be up to players and their families. Conflict can exist between various people including, coaches, managers, other 
players etc. Individual players should have the opportunity to play where they feel they will have the most positive 
experience and not have the association decide for them 

Evaluation fairness 

I feel that it should be in the parents hands as the majority of parents including myself see it as a financial reason for 
potentially moving associations.  Depending where in the City of Edmonton you live it might be more economical to be a 
part of St. Albert, Sherwood Park, Leduc, Beaumont or Spruce Grove.  I know in my family I have three girls in ringette 
and the costs keep building especially when our teams are comprised of girls from all over Edmonton.  This makes 
practices and home games at all corners of the city.  Another point for making moving around easier is some associations 
do not do a good job of ensuring that they have coaches in place that parents are accepting of, usually what I see is they 
get the position based on who they are not taking into consideration how these coaches are seen throughout the 
association.  I would like to see options for parents to get releases made a lot easier and keep the girls in the sport of 
ringette.  I know of families that have left ringette due to not being granted a release and those girls are lost forever. 

Otherwise it's like a club.  You can belong anywhere across the city.  It doesn't make sense to have everyone driving 
everywhere for practices etc. 

Where you live shouldn't necessarily determine what team you want to be part of. If people want to commute that 
should be there decision.  

Look at what is happening with softball Alberta. There is no transfer policy and players are poached. This does nothing to 
develop the sport in communities. 

U16A ringette was completely obliterated this season because of a AA zone 2 team that was formed.  In fact A was 
completely gutted in all of Zone 2 at this age level.   

Stacked teams 

If one particular association has teams doing well it can give the perception that this association is producing better 
players. This in turn can result in better players leaving their association to join a perceived stronger association. 

FMRA has so few players, and is so remote that any player who wants to play, should.   As well, due to the nature of 
FMM, there is a lot of movement, particularly between FMM and Calgary.   Holding players would only result in players 
not wanting to play. 

Helps protect the pool of players in an association. This is especially vital in rural areas to keep teams viable. As long as 
rules are consistently applied, kids can still have the ability to move under certain circumstances.  

It should be up to the parents.  

I agree to an extent.  I think that if players were to move associations how ever they want to, it will hurt areas that don't 
have a large group of girls in them.  That being said, it the player has a good reason and it is reviewed and accepted by 
her original association, that she should be allowed to be released to play in another association. Movement can't just 
occur on a whim and there must be a valid reason for it. 

proper process for transferring player. 

Girls like myself should have the opportunity to play where we want to. So many people I know have left ringette 
because they can't go with their friends. It's becoming stressful and not fun anymore. 

I think having local assiocations controlling this causes us to maybe have to much power over where a player wants to 
play or not. Releasing players or getting players from other areas should ultimately be up to ringette Alberta.  

Generally speaking I believe this is how it should be done.  Otherwise, cherry picking an association can cause issues.  
That being said, if there are circumstances that require a player to be in another association an accommodation may 
need to be made.  (ie. parents live in two areas of the city where the primary home of the player is not where the 
primary parent for ringette lives). 

Keeps associations equally balanced 
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As long as associations have this kind of control they are not held accountable with poor policies and weak programs. In 
order to keep associations competitive they need to earn their players- if an association is being poorly run athletes and 
parents should have options to pursue the best coaching for them. 

Let the girls play where they want. The more hurdles and negative experiences they encounter only pushes them out of 
the sport. The associations are not in the position to encourage that behaviour. If you maintain good programs 
throughout all age groups it would only be a small number of girls that might seek team membership abroad which is still 
positive because the alternative is quitting. Lastly the association does not own the player nor do they pay the fees.  

Local associations should compete for players certainly at the AA level. The only control required is to avoid a stacked 
team or to re tier a team that is not competitive either higher or lower,  

to ensure that the associations are aware of player movement and to ensure that stacking of teams/associations does 
not occur 

Player could leave local teams to play with perceived better teams 

Player choice would be more likely to lead to more positive experiences and lead to kids staying in sport longer.   

Based on our experiences with hockey we've learned that it's important for associations to understand the reason's 
players are moving and have some control over this movement. 

Adults on association boards are using the policy to try and force the best players to play for them instead of allowing 
the players to play where they want. Personal experience has shown kids quitting the sport because the adults in charge 
are manipulative a-holes. 

Is there a reason that a player should be allowed to move? Maybe a bunch of girls want to play in another association 
because they think it's better, because they have friend from gymnastics there, or whatever- creates unbalanced 
numbers and makes things more complicated, I think. Keep it simple- the game should be fun and not so dramatic 
(there's enough drama from our girls elsewhere, right?) 

If the parents want to move their child to another ringette association then that should be up to the parents and not the 
association. The associations would have their own agendas which may not be at the best interest of the child. 

Maintain competitiveness of all associations. 

I think it should be a player's right to choose which association they would like to play with. 

Don't know 

Local associations have the best information into the events and circumstances surrounding players, divisional 
registration numbers etc, so we feel they are in the best position to decide if a player should be released to another 
association.  

I believe that these yong girls should be able to choose their own path.  If there is competition between two AA 
associations, it will encourage competition and up the skill in coaching and support.  We are talking about children. 

You should play for your local division only. 

Local associations often let personal feelings interfere with the process. 

over the years, i have noticed the executive making choices i do not agree with in there favor towards coaching. my 
daughter loves ringette but i am ready to pull her so i do not have to deal with them/ all our executive taking up most 
the coaching spots and volunteer hours when there is other parents who want to coach but not on the board. (no i do 
not want to coach) but saw it happen to 2 parents on my daughters team this year. One famiy let there daughters quit. 
Hence giving us a smaller team 

In certain situations such as a sudden decrease of numbers, I think it should be possible for a player to be released and to 
play in a different association other than which they reside. But not if this forces an association to make more teams or 
significantly larger teams to accommodate such releases.  
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Players & parents should have a say in where they play, particularly at the AA  & A levels.  Players will want to work with 
experienced coaches & have opportunities to further enhance their skills.  This should not be restricted by an association 
that is presenting & presuming that players are the property of the association where they reside. In hockey, if a player is 
released to another club, then they are part of that club for the foreseeable future. If the player elects to try out 
elsewhere from there, they work with the current club they are a member of.  Asking players to bounce back & forth 
each year, pending the needs of the team where the player originally resides doesn't support development of the 
athlete.  ie: One year there is no AA team & the player goes to another association where AA or A is available.  The 
following year, that player should not have to go back to the originating association.   

I believe it will keep all associations competitive.  

It should be up to the player (& parents) not the association. 
 
If you have a girl who moves but still wants to play with her former teammates/friends then why not or the other choice 
is she may want to give up ringette all together and quit the sport. 

To have an unbiased opinion. 

Although I think there needs to be a balance, it is also important for associations for planning purposes, ice allocations, 
player development to be able to have some certainty as to the players that will be registering from year to year.   

Only top tiered players should be allowed to move to other associations if there is not a team of their caliber within their 
own association. All other players should be required to stay within their own associations. 

We want our daughters to play a sport - if for some reason they would like to play in another association they should be 
allowed to do so.  
 
Politics seem to always get in the way of the reason we are having a children belong in a sport.  
 
In associations such as ours, Rockyford, we are always low on numbers, having a players from another larger centre 
come and play with us would benefit our teams greatly.  We would then have more teams to compete. 

If a family has lived in an area for most of their life and they choose to be part of that community, it should be the choice 
of the individual. 

To make things fair. 

Regulation and consistency 

I am a board member for another sport that has no control over player movement and it is utter chaos.  Poaching 
between organizations happens.  Players are offered all kinds of things if they move to another organization and when 
those promises aren't fulfilled, they want to come back and displace players that have played in the same organization 
for years.  It has affected the sport and we have seen numbers shrink because there is no control of the movement of 
players.  All it takes is poaching a few key players from an organization and then that organization is perceived as weak 
and then no one wants to play there.  It is a down hill slide and especially affects the smaller organizations 

People have various reasons for wanting to move between associations. 

I'm not sure whether to agree or disagree. I play in one association, and am happy there.  

Some associations may or may not have enough athletes to make a team at a specific skill level (A or AA). By allowing 
players to move to other associations, these players would be able to play within their skill level and not be held back. 
This should be done on a case by case basis 

An exodus of players puts the existence of local associations at risk. 

Because we might be interested in moving.  
 
But I can see concerns with it if many top players moved one association.  

need to have viable numbers for team formation for small associations like ours. 

Make it the same as Minor Hockey Associations....Seems to work for them so that teams are not stacked because they 
want to play on a certain team especially in the areas of concentration like Edmonton, Sherwood Park, Spruce Grove, St 
Albert...All relatively close and if they choose could join any team? 
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I think player movement should be allowed but there needs to be some control.  

Players need to play for their association.  It alleviates a power team being built 

If control is given to the LRA to determine movement, any player who attempts to move to Red Deer will automatically 
be denied.  We have personally experienced this with one of our three ringette daughters. 
 
Within a smaller association, more tolerance is given to coaches who abuse their power.  Fortunately, this has only 
happened to us once in all our years of ringette, unfortunately, when it does happen it drastically changes one's 
perception of the sport. 
 
We've witnessed players quit because of this and we've had players quit every "second" year they are placed in the same 
situation.  Given the option of keeping our daughter in this sport and driving to Red Deer to give her a positive playing 
environment would be ideal. 

Kids should generally play in their home zone however there may be family circumstances (parents in different areas) or 
grandparents have primary care responsibilities that would have a child better placed in a different zone. Also there 
should be consideration for ease of commute that could be accommodated  

I believe each Association should have programs in place to develop all their own players.  It is not fair to the players in 
that current group if a player comes in to take a spot on the team. 

I agree that players should try out for the highest level of play possible, if this is not achieved at their local association 
level then associations should not have the choice but to release this player if they make a higher level outside of their 
association. 

Player development, coaching conflicts, teammate conflicts or so that one league doesn't have a stacked team. 

Every association varies in size and qualifications and availability of teams.   

Without structure and control for associations it becomes a free for all and recruitment of players starts by coaches and 
associations. 

I am extremely unhappy with our association.  They cancelled all training and conditioning camps a few years ago.  Our 
girls are at the mid-bottom of the city league.  My daughter in particular has not won a game in 2 years.  Two years!!!!  
Her coaches have not provided any mentoring or true coaching and the girls have not bettered or progressed what so 
ever.  Myself and about 4-5 other parents are investigating how we can play for an association that invests in their 
athletes.  It's that or we switch to hockey or not play at all. 

Otherwise you end up with strong teams and weak teams, that end up playing each other. I think that teams improve 
faster when they are playing teams thst are equally matched in abilities. 

Stability of the the local ringette associations. 

Otherwise players will just play for any association potentially resulting in grouping of strong players in on area.  This 
would create a logistic issue for associations as there would be no predictability in year to year numbers reducing the 
ability to plan.  In addition it potentially could result in all the strong players flocking to one association essentially 
stripping other associations of their key players and limiting the ability to develop players or field viable teams from 
these associations. 

Probably not relevant to younger players but I imagine this may be an issue at more senior levels.  

Smaller association are constantly challenged to have viable teams and need some certainty in the pool of players they 
are working with.  

I think it is important to ensure control over this so all associations across Alberta follow the same rules. 

I am concerned that when a player has played with an association for numerous years ,and then the parents move to a 
new area where a new association is, they have to leave all their friends. 

Existing policy has worked well,  protects associations from poaching,  keeps smaller associations viable. 

Residency is tricky. We have to ensure that associations have enough players to make a team for the benefit of the sport 
and the majority of local players, however we also have to help individuals play at the highest level they can. Ensuring 
consistency across the province and from association to association requires that Ringette AB have a policy to restrict 
movement so that the political agendas of a few do not destroy ringette in an entire community. 

Could lead to some very strong, populated ringette associations and leave others with lower numbers / unbalanced 
teams 
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Local association should have some say in player movement. I don't think it should only be their decision but should be 
adjudicated by RA 
 
There needs to be transparency at all levels for player movement so it does not hinder overall fairness and development 
for both the player and association involved 

In a small association such as ours we need to keep players for as long as possible.  When you have only 9 or 10 players 
losing one can cause the team to collapse. 

Ringette alberta should have the final say.  Volunteers should not have to make these decisions on were a kid plays. 
Ringette Ab. should get all facts and make decision based on what best for player and family not for individual 
associations.   

If a player doesn't make a certain level they want (AA,A), then they shop around to find an association that will take 
them at that level 

Players should be able to play where they choose. 

Current policy for our local association (St Albert) is unfair and punitive, they lack common sense to properly 
demonstrate a fair system in player movement.  They have demonstrated they are unable to enact reasonable guidelines 
and should not be allowed to continue to act in a manner that is detrimental to player development and self esteem. 

I do not see why this is necessary and it seems like a lot of work for Ringette Alberta to administer 

It restrains some valuable players from moving on and excelling in the sport.  Some small associations have a tight group 
or clique at the helm and if your not with them you are against them and this reflects on your daughter or sons 
advancement.  Clearly preference is given to "their" athletes.  Off the subject, evaluations for AWG's and AA should not 
be done by these same members within the same association.   

The only immediate thought I have is to monitor any potential of teams "stacking" good players from one association to 
another.  But parents should not have an issue of oversight if the transfer request has legitimate reasons that can be 
explained to a 3rd party. 

Sometimes the movement is in the best interest of the player, not necessarily for the association. The association 
doesn't appear to take into consideration what's best for the kids. At least that's what is seems in SPRA. 

There may be extenuating circumstances that need to be consider. For example, a girl has played in on association for 
years and years, moves just outside the boundaries for that area an would like to stay with friends. Perhaps exemptions 
should be made in situations like that.  

I believe one association can't have all the best players and the way how we could control that is controlling the player 
movement.  

I don't think we want to be in a situation were people can easily move because they are unhappy with the team they end 
up on. 

Prevents other teams from poaching higher skilled players to make a "super" team 

If there is a conflict with the family and the current association in my opinion the child should be permitted to go to 
another association rather than have the quit playing altogether. I believe our goal should be to retain as many players in 
ringette as possible regardless of where they play 

Policy should be implemented that will encourage, foster and grow the sport. 
 
Restrictive policies that govern based on a geographical home address that don't take into account additional 
considerations such as the support network or school that a player goes don't accomplish the above goal. 

Ensures that one association does not actively recruit players from other associations for the betterment of one team. 

To ensure local associations have the numbers and talent to remain competitive. 

a policy has to be in place to ensure athletes can play at a proper level for their ability whether in their association or 
another, yet not simply letting athletes dictate where they choose. 

Local associations hold grudges. Let an impartial 3rd party decide if player movement is appropriate. 

Promotes fair play, no stacking of teams, no poaching of players, allows home association ability to predict growth and 
thrive. 
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I believe that players should play in their local association as I would not be in favor of players jumping from association 
to association depending on how they perceive the strength of a particular team to be from year to year. It also helps the 
associations build their programs.  

To continue to build skills in ringette with local teams, community spirit and friendships. 

There needs to be control but for the right reasons (i.e. Stacking teams). 

I believe without that policy you are opening up to the possibility of creating teams without parity and building 
powerhouse teams which may then jeopardize an associations longer term success. 

Ringette Alberta acts as a middle person with no emotion attached to the situation 

there should be a blanket governance for all; when players can try out for a different association, they take places from 
girls that belong to that specific association. 
 
also, girls shouldn't be able to try out for associations that are already full/heavy; redirect to associations that need 
players! 

I agree to a point.  If the local association isn't going to develop the kids at the level they should be then they should be 
able to go else where 

I feel that local associations should be able to review any requests for players to move to another association. This can 
help control 'poaching'. However, if the parent and player wish to play for another association instead of their home 
association, then the request should be heard and mediated on, dependent on the reasons for the move.  

Are you kidding??  This is a parental choice - we pay big bucks to play. 

I agree with this to a certain point. It should be based on the individuals needs and not the associations needs to make 
the numbers work when it comes to players needed to make up teams. 
 
If a players abilities are above the highest tiered team then they should be able to seek out a team from another city or 
town where they can be tiered according to their skills and abilities. 
 
 The weaker players need to be challenged to improve and the same is true for the more skilled or gifted players. 

Players will typically want to play where there friends are.  A boundary should not stop this.  Also as small associations 
typically have the same coaches year over year, if a long lasting conflict arises, a player should be able to move and 
play/be happy.  the alternative is that she will quit. 

I think a general policy that allows for planning is useful. However it should not handcuff athletes and associations should 
not view themselves as "owning" any particular athlete. There has to be room for the athlete to leave the association if 
requested. 

Athletes should be free to select the Association they feel is most suitable to their personal goals.  Soccer is run this way 
in Calgary and it works very well.  Registration is largely along geographic lines anyway but players are free to register 
wherever they want.  This creates a very healthy competition among clubs to offer the best programs. 

Sometimes boundaries are so close that requests should be seriously considered 
 
If a family wants to move to an area, have the commitment to that area then let them go. 
 
If there is a great influx from one area to another, then maybe the area affected negatively should take a look at their 
program and see what they can do to retain players. 
 
This is not a professional sport, nor do we see same development in the near future - allow some flexibility 
 
It is not always about the best players moving away, it is about family needs/requirements/convenience, if flexibility in 
boarders is not considered it may be a variable to pitfall in the sport continuing to build. 

unless the player is looking to play higher level ringette.  ie, "A", or "AA" when local association doesn't carry that level.  

To ensure a process is in place 
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There may be reasons why a family would live in one community but find it more convenient for their kids to play in a 
neighboring community. Also sometimes kids stay in a sport because of a friend who they get to play on a team with; if 
they no longer get to play with that friend (because one has moved) they may choose to leave the sport. 

I think players and parents should be able to choose where they play.  For some it would be less travel to play in an 
outlying area.  Also I want the best program available, which doesn't always mean the home association 

There should be set policies that are applied fairly to all registered players in ringette so that players are treated fairly, 
players are not discriminated against, and Associations provide athlete development for all registered players without 
stacking teams or discriminating against players unfairly to help grow the sport with positive development experiences 
for all youth.  Residency policies should also help maintain fair competitiveness in the sport of ringette. 

There needs to be a clear policy in place to make a level playing field for all, and to prevent "poaching" of players from 
other associations. 

To encourage a well rounded diverse team in lieu of super teams.  

A player should be able to play in any association that best fits their needs and wants.  

I feel that my daughter does not get the opportunities within her association and will be looking at moving her to 
another association 

Ringette alberta should control this. They should stick to their policies. 

Local associations need to have the priority in maintaining their sustainability and growth.  

There is no loyalty in players shopping around for a 'winning' association in community ringette.  

This is my second year with Ringette, so I am not sure too what age group this question becomes of significance. I 
personally want to stay within my local community of South Calgary for many reasons that I hope are obvious. The only 
reason I would consider moving my daughter to another association or even into "hockey" is her development as a 
player from all aspects. This year as a player she developed well, good coach, good support staff. However she was bored 
during games. There was no challenge for her like others on her team. So I am not sure the importance of this question 
for a U10 player or older...I neither disagree or agree.   

Disagree because playing in Sh Pk under the current executive is not favourable.  They only look after whats in theirs and 
their friends best interest. 

its a player/family choice  

It opens up coaches to try and pre select athletes and lure players onto their team. Soon it  would become the highest 
bidder wins for a select athlete. Why is the policy for Alberta winter games selection strict and hard saying if you live in 
these boundaries you play for this zone but yet there are ways for parents to move their kids to other teams when there 
are teams in the association and zone that fit the athletes playing level. It's a double standard that doesn't make sense to 
me.  

Player movement to different associations can affect team numbers in local associations. 

Players should be allowed to play beyond the current boundaries with cause. For example shared custody or parental 
work commitments etc.  

Players and their parents should be the ones to make such decisions. No association should be able to CONTROL a 
player. This isn't the NHL. 

If players move for a valid reason (i.e. to stay with friends) that should be allowed. 

Undecided but that option wasn't available. Some ringette associations have really well developed policies on this 
matter, others do not. If all local ringette associations have an appropriate policy, that puts the developmental  interests 
of their athletes first and limits discretion (e.g. also has to have a transparent and effective evaluation policy) then this is 
not as much of a concern. However, this is currently not the case. Until this happens, it makes sense for Alberta Ringette 
to have a policy that will police the local associations. Although I don't think the current Alberta Ringette policy is 
effective because it gives too much discretion on what a "suitable" team is. Moving players between associations casts a 
ripple effect, which is why I hesitate on having local ringette associations control player movement. Unfortunately 
ringette is not like hockey where you have numerous trained coaches and multiple teams and moving down one division 
isn't as big of a deal. Wish I knew the right answer. 

as long as the policy is provincially overseen and is fair, the associations should be trusted to follow the procedure set by 
Ringette Alberta. 
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I think that if you live on the outskirts of the boundaries separating ringette associations, and your non-local ringette 
association is so big that you are financially spending more money in travel to practices, wear and tear on your vehicles 
and 15,000km extra mileage in practice travel etc. than the nearby association that has it's local practices literally 5 
minutes away from your house, you should be able to register in that neighbouring association.   

The opportunity to play with different athletes from different clubs can provide a better experience for both the athlete 
and the family.  Where members have both a home association and an AA club the family should be able to choose 
where their child plays as they are eligible to be members of either entity.  Families are spending a large amount of 
money for their children to play ringette and they should be able to choose where they want to spend the money.   
 
Some families want to play with a different club to get away from toxic environments in their home association (i.e. 
bullying). They should not be prevented from moving to a healthier environment.   

To encourage players to play in the same community that they live in. Unless the level they they play is not offered in 
their community  

Really, you can barely manage the policies you currently have. Why introduce a new policy when you can barely govern 
current policies and procedures. 

What is the definition of "local"?   

Not sure I agree with allowing Associations to make that call. Could potentially blackball families/players and cause 
issues. RA making the call is more unbiased.      

If local associations are not making ethical decisions when it comes to formation of teams and addressing concerns of 
parents/players, then players should have the control to move if another association is willing to accept that player. 

To ensure that players are not moving to another association because of the other teams skill or personal reasons.  

local associations should have authority to make these changes within a policy boundary. 
Movement should be capped or limited to a specific number of players transferring in or out per year and per team.  
Movement should be for specific reasons that fit within specific criteria. 

First and foremost this sport should be about the kids, not parents.  In the Beaumont association, board members very 
much included, this is not the case.  To many parents, and board members, ringette has become a social event for the 
parents to get together and party. We have been with this board for 12 years and have seen the decline of this 
wonderful sport, mostly due to the philosophy, ignorance and idiousy of our board members and their lack of 
competitiveness and understanding of those who want to be competitive.(I am sorry but we are so frustrated and tired 
of this crap, and so upset to see our daughter unhappy, that we have reached our limits!)  Our board is filled with many 
parents who have never played a sport or others who don't understand the concept of competition. They allow their 
buddies to hold positions that they shouldn't hold and deny positions to people who are well deserving of those 
positions.Our daughter has played this sport from the time she was 4 years old, and from the very first day, she loved the 
game.  She loved playing, she loved her teammates and she loved to compete.  Due to this love, she also excelled at the 
sport and played A level ringette for the majority of her 12 years in the sport.(When it was available to play A level. She 
still loved playing when it wasn't A level...just loved the game.)  As she has gotten older, we saw that her desire was to 
play high level ringette, and unfortunately we couldn't afford to put her into double A ringette.  So that meant that our 
only other option was to have her play A level ringette, which we were fine with and most importantly she was happy 
doing.  She was able to play a sport she loved, with the close friends she had established over the 12 years playing...win, 
win...or so we thought. Over the past 3-4 years  her desire to play has faded, not because her love of the game was lost, 
but because of the politics of the board and the parents who connived their way into the board members favors.  The 
board has maneuvered the teams around, for the past few years, so that they would insist upon having an A team, 
knowing that the numbers would be very low, making teams of 9 or 10, and also not allowing girls who wanted to play 
competitive ringette able to move to other associations. We have requested a move to more competitive associations 
for the past 3 years and are continuously denied at the last minute by the board because they squeeze an A team 
together, with barely enough players to play, often with B and C level girls on the team!  This is very much why 3 
Beaumont players basically quit ringette, which should NEVER happen, to join Leduc's competitive team - and somehow 
the board managed to allow this!  What is the point of having rules in place when they don't have to be followed by 
everyone?!!!! (As I'm sure you're aware, the Leduc team just won provincials, because they take the game seriously and 
are competitive!) So what we have been left with is A level teams with some A players, B and C level players, and barely 
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enough players to play, especially when they are sick.  So then we come to the crap coaches we have!  This year took the 
prize. Our coach, who has been a shitty coach and assistant coach in the past, got his position, because he weaseled his 
way around, spreading rumors, making himself look great to the board, and got the head coach position.  This, after 
getting negative coaching reviews from previous years.  He managed to back stab a potential coach, who is a young adult 
who has played ringette most of her life, reffed at very high levels of ringette, came to help a struggling team last 
year,(who had a coach who didn't show up most of the time) later in the season last year (of which this back stabbing 
coach basically deserted...trying to take the head coach position, without making the effort to get the coaching course, 
but wanted the TITLE, and she saved his butt and took over the head coaching work, doing a GREAT JOB, WITH THE GIRLS 
ABSOLUTELY LOVING HER! ) SHE was DENIED the head coach position by our wonderful board this year, because they 
were "sold" by the weaseling coaches' sales pitches and back stabs that he believed she wouldn't be able to handle the 
girls. He then promised her he would bring her on as assistant coach, and lied and weaseled in some parents who are not 
competitive, soft, one who belittled some of the players in front of the team and low and behold, they got the assistant 
coaching positions. This lovely, hard working ringette girl didn't get anything!When I took my coaching course for 
ringette, one of the things that resounded with me was the philosophy that our presenter presented to us, that ringette 
Alberta and his own philosophy was to have ringette players give back to the sport, and to be encouraged to be put into 
coaching positions.  This makes total sense to me as a parent, as a coach and as a person who has played sports all my 
life.  So why would our 'wonderful' board select a weasel, salesman dad, who doesn't show up for 3/4 of the practices, 
some of the games and doesn't come prepared to practices when he is there over a girl who wants to give back to the 
sport, comes very prepared to practices and games, and does it for the right reason...to give back to the sport?  Because 
our board is full of idiots!  This year broke our hearts because for the first time ever, my daughter didn't want to go out 
on the ice to play a sport that she has adored and loved for 12 years.  She lost her passion and her game play regressed 
due to the terrible coaching/lack of coaching that she has received by this weasel coach and the equally weak assistant 
coaches.Our association does not listen to parents who want to be competitive, and puts in these crap coaches who only 
do it to look good and put the title on a resume.  My daughter for the first time ever, said she wanted to quit playing 
ringette, NOT because she didn't love the game any more, but because she was tired of the terrible coaching, belittling 
that went on from the coaching staff, and being on a team that was constantly beat over and over again.  These factors 
wore her down so that she wants to now try hockey, even though she still maintains that she loves the sport of ringette.  
We are so saddened and angered at our experiences over the last number of years, as we just want to see our daughter 
play and excel at a sport she loves.  We have been denied this with our association for too long and this is why we 
believe we should be able to be released to an association where our daughter can thrive. 

We always have to focus on the athlete and if an association can not provide for a specific athlete, let them go.  The main 
focus is to keep athlete playing the game. 

I agree with this although I think that if my child was to have a bad experience and the only thing keeping her in the sport 
would be to change associations I would expect a release. The sport is about the child and not the numbers in the 
association.  

Would be nice if people could choose based on their personal circumstances  

Players should be allowed to tryout on whatever team they want at AA level, Associations would then have incentive to 
provide the most competitive program.   

I think it would be chaotic without such a policy. 

players should stick with their zone as it helps keep the interest and teams full  

Just let the kids play with their friends.  If you restrict players moving to different teams then players will end up leaving 
ringette.  The whole point of ringette is to keep the girls active it shouldn't matter to anyone which team they play on.  
Just let them play and be with their friends. 

Bias - not sure every individual association would interpret guidelines the same 

Hopefully the ice the association gets will be local and that would diminish the amount of driving for the families. 
 
So that a team can't be "stacked". 

There should be some control but more importantly it lets the association know that there are problems.  The biggest 
difference I see from association to association is the level of coaching and the support offered to those volunteering. 

You play where you live. 
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I think it is important for all players to have the opportunity to play in the place they live, but as well I do understand that 
some families are willing to travel to another city or area to play and I think they should have that option. 

So all the good players don't leave 

I disagree until ringette Alberta or Calgary ringette have complete control over boundaries and fair allocation of ice. 
Association's policies will generally  have the associations best interest in mind versus the players.  Players should not be 
forced to play for poorly run associations, or associations that have less ice time to the detriment to player development 
because of where they live.  Also,  it does not aline the interests of players and the association.   

Some areas of the city are seeing much more growth than others.  The bigger associations/areas typically will have 
stronger teams due to the larger talent pool.  However, developing the smaller associations is also important and players 
should be retained in their community to encourage the growth of the sport. 

I think there should be a process through RAB to obtain releases, however, I do not believe the associations should own 
the children. I believe the children and families should have some choice of where they play. I believe that if a player is 
released one year and successful in securing a spot in another association, they should be free the following year to do 
as they choose.  
 
I think the associations need to work better together to resolve differences. 
 
Both of my daughters played AA this season and so my thoughts are coming from that perspective.  

I believe if you live in a community your child should play in that community. To prevent stacking of teams.  

Players should be able to play where it is convenient to do so. 

This is a very poorly worded question?  Are you asking if "control" of player movement should be in the local associations 
hands?  So if a player wants to move and both associations agree then the player can move?  What if only one 
association wants the move - does the player get to move?  This could cause more "organized" associations to "raid" 
players to build stronger teams.  In my opinion, players should play where they live, including AA level.  If you don't make 
your local AA team - you play A in your association. 

Players should have an opportunity to play where they are most comfortable, and if a player moves to a new community, 
but has connected with a group of players, I don't feel they should have to commit to a new community 

Local associations are in a good position to make decisions about the needs, collaborate with each other and evaluate 
the issues. There could be an escalation process to address any disagreements.  

It gives the association an opportunity to a) find out what is motivating said player to move associations and b) makes 
the association aware of the movement 

Assist with ice requests from year to year. Community spirit. Play close to home. Play with friends. Keep associations 
viable. Equalize competition.  

Need to be able to move players to other associations with some control.  For example you may have a U16 team with 3 
goalies and another U16 team in another association with only 1 goalie.  Additionally if a player tries out for U12A and is 
unsuccessful in their association their skate times should be considered for another association if the player wants.  They 
may make another associations U12A team.  Why hold a player back? 

Ok the have grandfather clauses that allow families already in association to stay 

Accountability, we are paying for a service and deserve the right to choose what program is best for our family. 

You should have to play for your own association. 

Our association is very poor and exe only do what is best for their kids.  How many exe have kids on the AA team as an 
example. . Basically the whole team and basically all the first years are quitting ringette. Great job SPRA exe.  RAB 
supported this and a number of our coaches and players quit ringette over it.  Great job David!!!  

So long as kids stay in the sport and are having fun, that's all that matters.  If the parents or the players don't like the way 
one association runs its programs, it should be free to choose where to send their kids.  This may encourage the leagues 
to make sure that their programs are run fairly. 

Individual families/athletes should be able to make this decision. 

helps maintain membership and stops free agency 

Athletes & parents should have the ability to make a decision in their best interest. After all, parents are paying for their 
daughters to play the sport. Athletes in community sport are not owned by their local association. 
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To prevent a coach creating one ultra-strong team that would win all the games & tournaments.  That situation restricts 
player development & love of the game. 

Ringette is a fairly small sport so in some instances leaving your home association might be the best choice for the 
player. I hate the idea that some girls choose to quit if the home association doesnt fit their needs. 

i prefer a free market 

You will end up with stacked teams and player recruiting if you allow player movement. Kids will end up driving long 
distances to be on a certain team and you will have less competitive balance. Look at the GTA hockey experience in 
Toronto vs the Calgary model where boundaries are enforced.  

1. Allows association to plan and grow without being pillaged by other associations.2. Prevents individuals from 
"grouping" to self-serve and strengthen to make elite teams at the cost of weakening other groups. 

Players should be allowed to play where they like, within reason.  

Try to keep your community players together 

Some associations won't release a child to allow the child to excel.  

You need a base line to allow association to retain players who are not trying out for AA and want to leave for other 
reasons 

you are the governing body.   

I think a player should play in the association where she lives, unless she is more advanced than the level of play 
available in her association.  If that is the case I can appreciate that she would seek out a more competitive program.  
However, in order for every association to remain viable, players need to stay in their home association as much as 
possible. Also, positions on more competitive teams need to be available to players in the home association first, as 
opposed to bringing in players from elsewhere to augment the team.   

If the association that a player is currently registered in is not meeting the needs of that specific player or how the 
association is run is not acceptable to the players parents they should not be restricted from choosing to move to an 
organization that is a better fit for them  

To avoid stacking of teams.  

The local associations are more knowledgeable about the situation in order to make the correct decision in regards to 
the players involved. 

It is not in the best interest of the child. When a child or family do not have a say they are forced to quit or go to another 
sport if they are not happy at a particular association no matter the reason. 

There will always be local dynamics at play that will differ between specific associations.  Allowing some degree of 
control will ensure some ability for associations to better manage thier local interests, longterm objectives related to 
growth and ensure consistency in approach. It also protects against individuals players/families pitting associations 
against one another, which quite frankly only hurts the sport and the associations.   

Our association suffers with low player enrollment, allowing players to leave hurts the players that are left. 

I feel this will allow smaller associations to be able to field teams otherwise if players can go wherever they want, some 
associations may end up not having enough players to make up a team. I also feel some teams in a zone may stack a 
team with the best players and then the other teams may not be able to be compettitive. 

Has a negative impact on growing Ringette as a sport in local communities. Should only be considered if a team is not 
available locally for a player to play then they should be released that year to another association 

Boundaries are important. Every other sport my daughters have been apart of have clear boundaries and these are 
respected by the associations. If the flow of players if determined by players and/or parents (instead of associations), 
then we will be victims of aggressive coaches or other associations recruiting the best players away. Especially in the 
South, the potential for abuse is huge. We are already seeing parents/kids decide that Calgary is perceived as more 
competitive and they apply for releases to go play in Calgary. This is not right and this severely disadvantages the smaller 
associations that are growing ringette. What message are we sending to the athletes of the local associations? We are 
seeing parents say that we are too good to be playing in Cochrane and they try to go to Calgary.   

I have no idea how common or how much a problem this is??? 
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I have seen enough kids/families give grandparents addresses etc. To show eligibility in other associations. If there is 
freedom of movement it at least eliminates this manipulation. Also I view ringette as a "fun" sport and am not worried 
about my daughter making a career out of it, also I currently coach a team and know that lots of the girls want to play 
with their friends (for fun.....no other reason) but are in some cases restricted due to boundaries. I also understand that 
competitively you could have team stacking if you eliminate boundaries.....but that is also where we see the 
manipulation of grandparents addresses etc.....so it happens now in some cases even with the restrictions 

Ice is allocated based on postal code, if the association loses too many athletes it will continue to to get less and less ice 
and can't provide programming for less and less athletes - vicious circle. 

Players NEED to play for their association UNLESS there isn't a team for the player. Particularly for tiered teams ... AA and 
A level. A player must try out for their association and if they don't make that level team they can try out for another 
association. Or if their numbers don't allow for a team in their division then players may try out for other associations.  

I actually don't really know what that means and how it would impact the teams 

But must also be prepared to make exceptions and allow players to play for an association that they're not zoned for, 
under certain circumstances. For example, some people work/go to school in a different town than what they're zoned 
for.  

To allow for fair and even distribution of players. Without giving the possibility of stacking a team.  

Players should be allowed to play where they want.  

There needs to be a governing body that looks after the interests of associations and ensures that all associations can 
build their program and provide equality for athletes.  If there is a place in a home association for an athlete to play at 
their level ,there is no reason why they should need to go to a different association to play at that level. 

We need to ensure we have enough strong players to build our own teams in or own community before allowing our 
players to go outside of our community. 

Shouldn't you play where you live? 

Ringette associations should be able to control what players are coming in or going out of their associations.  

I don't believe it should be the responsibility of Ringette Alberta but of the association who knows what there situation 
is. 

It allows flexibility for players to continue to play with previous friends / players if circumstances force as change in 
location.  It also enables associations to work together to ensure teams are filled appropriately. 

It keeps a level of an even playing field by having controls.  I have seen this done in hockey for years and in some rare 
circumstances it makes sense to release a player from the zone but in most cases it is just a parent or kid feeling they did 
not get placed on a certain team or they got cut from a team.   

So that everyone follows the same rules. 

Increases the probability of having even teams. 

I agree, because I believe some assocations would attempt to stack their team for the win. As long as the player has the 
right to appeal that decision (without paying a fee/fine/cost).   
 
I disagree, because sometimes a player wants to leave and their reasons are personal (eg. fear of reprecussions from: 
local teammates, local teammates families/siblings,  the assocaitions inability to keep reasons confidential, etc.  
Sometimes associations do not keep things as confidential as they think they do.  
 
There has to be the ability for a player to address their concerns to a higher party where they are ensured confidentially 
with no reprecussions from the community they live in if they ask to be released to another association. 

I think if a player would like to play with a different association, they should have the opportunity to try out there. 

Agree only for very strict reasons and needs to be approved at a higher level or a panel of peers. Having parents decide 
they dislike an association is not a valid reason to get an approved change. 

Some associations so deficient in players, hard to stay excited on a team that can't win 
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We had registered in the wrong association in our first year as we had googled ringette in south Calgary and the only 
association that showed up was South Calgary Ringette. We got all the way through the evaluation process before 
realizing we were on the wrong association. We were able to move but it was almost too late. It would have been good 
to have had this caught before it got that far.  
 
Both associations were good about switching us though.  

Difficult to answer, I agree because I should be able to play where I want, it's my money & time. I disagree because I 
don't want to see teams in certain areas being stacked. That's the long & short of it. 

I think it depends on the age of the player . If they are little and just beginning to play and they want to move leagues to 
let them play with a friend then fine. maybe once they are of a later age and play at a higher caliber then a governing 
body should be part of the decision. However,If I am willing to drive my child to a different area/association AND I am 
paying for it then I suppose that should be my choice.  

Player movement should be controlled by the provincial body with input from the local boards and only in exceptional 
circumstances.   Local boards will tend to have a bias and not see the big picture 

In smaller associations if free movement is allowed to occur there is a possibility local associations would not be able to 
field a team and as a player there may be more travel involved. 

Otherwise chaos occurs - help keep the competition on the ice only 

I agree under the sturcomstances that it is best for the player not best for the association. 

I feel that situations based on lack of numbers, poor coaching, better potential for the player development, and 
unforeseen circumstances (bullying or conflicts at current association) may warrant a player wanting to register with 
another association. Most often this choice is based on the want and the needs of the player and parents and ringette 
Alberta should not interfere. I would assume this does not happen often as the cost of traveling to another association 
would be restrictive. If the goal is to keep players happy and continue to play then there should not be barriers limiting 
movement. I see it as no different than a 'aa' level player not wanting to commit to a higher level team and playing 'b' 
level ringette. Thanks  

I think if control is given to local associations, they might dictate where your child can or can't play...which in turn could 
result in some players quitting 

To help keep politics (favorites) out of the team strategies.  Fair for all playets 

To control the discrepancies that occur from one association to the next and allow fairness for all players. 
 
I believe that a simple guiding principle such as if there is a viable team at your level within your association, they that is 
where you should play.  However, if you wanted to play on an A team and your home association didn't have one, then 
you should be free to go and tryout for an A team elsewhere....just an example. 

Associations need the guidance of Ringette Alberta with issues such as this 

I believe my child should have first crack at making a team within our association before trying to go to another 
association to play and vice versa.  I do not think it is right that players from other associations come and take positions 
that local girls should be able to have.  It is not quite to the extent of foreign workers or students, but it is along the same 
lines.  Positions need to be offered to the local kids first. 

The decision should be up to the child as to where she/he would like to play.  Keep the politics out! 

Players should be allowed to play where they want. Far too much drama is created and far too many girls leave ringette 
bc they are forced to play somewhere they don't want to. 

Unless the athlete wants to play AA and it is not offered with their local association. If an athlete tries out for AA and 
doesn't make it, that player should return to their home association.  

Without control of player movement from one association to the other, a migration of top talent towards the stronger 
associations will occur, further weakening the smaller associations. 
 
Considerations should be made in special circumstances, however, when a local association is unable to accommodate a 
player at the level that she is evaluated to belong. 

I believe that unless there are previous issues that have been unable to be resolved or other legitimate circumstances, 
then the player should support the team that there residence I within the boundaries for. 
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So smaller towns and cities can stay competitive without losing top players to larger cities. 

It really depends on the situation. 
 
For the most part kids should stay in their respective ringette associations unless for extreme circumstances  

Small associations will struggle.  

It would appear that certain areas have better, more aggressive coaching. To be able to put my child in a perceived 
better coaching situation to improve her skill should be okay to do. 

Kids should be able to play were they would like to. They might have had a bad experience in a local association, and 
would like to move on. 

Strathmore and Rockyford  can not agree on any thing , Strathmore past president  said that we had to play in 
Strathmore or not  at all  , even though we live in Rockyford but have a Strathmore mailing address. 

To ensure the integrity of the team and competitions is not jeopardized. 

If a player is able to play at a higher level and their own association can't provide it, there should be no restriction to 
them playing where the appropriate level is available.  

Some associations will suffer at the expense of others. Difficult to plan for future years when never know what numbers 
would be from one year to the next.  
 
Using soccer in Calgary as an example players move back and forth across associations based on how happy they are 
with the level their child was evaluated at etc.  

I think you need to to ensure that an association can survive 

This should be a no brainer. If a family moves the child should be able to play in the new association.  

These are kids-not property.   

Some associations may take advantage of player movement if there is no policy 

I would worry about certain associations getting "stacked" with players/families choosing stronger associations - much 
like soccer currently.  

You should play within your community.  If there is a request to move associations, it should be considered.  However, 
parents should not be able to move to "winning/strong" associations as they please. 

I don't think this rule should apply to any players participating under AA or quadrant play.  

Terrible to have a boardmember/parent of a player control some other girls chance to play ringette where ever she tries 
out or wants to play. 

I think there are reasons that a policy should exist and all of them have to do with the well-being of the athlete from 
social reasons to ice time availability to program preference. 

to avoid loosing players and stacking a team 

It's nice to have the option 

I'm actually very torn about the subject. I know that Fort Sask Ringette is shrinking, so for them to have control may very 
well save them but I wonder if it's a short term fix?  We had one daughter play outside of the association this past season 
to find a more competitive team, so it was great to have the option to go elsewhere but we did make sure it was ok with 
our association first 

Because you are not enforcing it now. For example 3 players from beaumont in leduc.   

Without a policy, it would just be a "free for all" and would potentially limit access to a local athlete who wishes to play 
in her own city. 

It has the potential to hinder players from playing at the level and caliber they are at. 

Clearly, they need some policy to refer to when people opt to change associations. Though it may be a rare occurance, a 
policy in place can circumvent issues that may come up. 

Players that live in neighbourhoods that are just outside of city limits are forced to either play for a rural team when all 
of their other activities, school and friends occur within the city.   With the current system a player would have to wait 
and wonder whether they will get a release from the rural association right up until the last minute during the fall 
tryouts.  The current system forces players to find a way to work around the release system to play for the association 
that works for them. 
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As some associations are stronger than others  

keep the nutty people in sports like soccer where its wide open 

I am answering this question from a AA perspective -  Playing at an AA level is a very large commitment, and playing with 
your resident association is not always in the best interest of the player. Since there are only a handful of girls that 
residency affects, they should be able to play where they want to, as long as the receiving association is amenable to it.  

It is very difficult to grow an association, competitive teams and develop players if releases are given. The person who is 
signing off on the releases, are they doing it for the right reasons. Teams become stacked with strong players. Why 
wouldn't a player want to be on a winning team.  If a winning team could get stronger player from a different 
association, of course they would definitely take that player. Every year, the smaller associations are struggling to put 
together a team because they have no idea who's staying or going. Unfortunately, this is very difficult for parents and 
players. They have no idea if there is going to be a team at their level or if other associations have to band together to 
form a team. This is always done at the last minute. If releases continue to be given, the smaller associations will 
disappear which in the end effects the growth of ringette.  

I think there should be some guidelines to ensure an association continues to be viable, but I don't feel that we should 
put strigent guidelines.  There needs to be flexibility to allow a player to move when there is a viable reason. 

I am actually unsure how to answer this as we only have one option here. Not sure how it works if they were to leave for 
ringette--like our hockey players do. In hockey they have to go to a aaa team that is associated-girls-st Albert/boys--fort 
sask.  

My daughter should be able to where she wants to play. 

Ringette associations should support athlete development and work together with the needs of players and youth as the 
first and only priority.  

Athletes should be able to play where they are most comfortable. If families are willing to travel and incur increased 
expenses that should be their choice. Associations do not own the rights to a player plus as a parent it is my right as a 
consumer where I spend my money. Also associations should respect parent decisions of what the parent deems in the 
best interest of their child.  

Players rights exist in other sports, usually with a address change exception. This prevents players from switching teams 
just to be on a stronger one and also protects clubs from losing players in large amount to prevent the collapse of an 
association 

I agree with this to some extent. I think that sometimes, especially in the case of goalies, there are associations that do 
not have enough and some that have extras. This would allow for goalies to be allowed to move to a different 
association to get more playing time and allow associations who don't have goalies to have a dedicated goalie. 

To make certain that everyone follows a standard procedure.  This also eliminates any kind of discrepancy that could 
happen.  I like that ringette Alberta takes an unbiased look at things to make decisions. 

Easier for each association to treat movement personally case by case. 

Local Associations should be able to predict with a fair amount of certainty who their player pool will be each year and 
should be able to set their own policy on accepting players from out of zone or releasing players from their zone to play 
elsewhere.  The Associations are best set up to make these decisions as they would have the information at hand to 
make the best decision. 

With accommodations made for special instances for example if the level a player wants to play isn't offered in their 
community ie) A & AA 
 
And families should be able to present any special instances.  Stongly feel that children should not be "property" of any 
association 

A player should be alowed to play AA  Ringette in the club of there choice  

There should be an overarching policy that maintains an equal playing field for all associations. 

Otherwise some parents would go " shopping" for their daughters and other associations will suffer 

Don't we just want the athletes to play ringette?!? 
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Having defined rules allows there to be clear understanding of player situations and movement. If these policies were 
left to associations would create imbalance and inconsistency among associations. Which in turn would present unfair, 
unethical, and or very lopsided scenarios. RAB should be the overarching policy for movement as they can present an 
unbiased policy that is not centric to any single association. 

I believe once a player has been cut from there local association once they should have the right the following years to 
play where the athletes feel most comfortable. I feel the home association then has lost rights to that player. I feel this 
will make the associations more accountable and involved in player selection. ( ie avoiding parent coaches from choosing 
child and friends) 

Local associations know the player level/ability more so than provincial level 

Ultimately I think if you refuse a player to switch associations, you potentially have a player leave the sport or play with 
animosity towards the association and ruin the experience for other players.  It is sad and there are definitely risks 
involved but at the end of the day it may be the best decision. 

You should support your own community and their programs.   

free player movement would be disastrous 

Otherwise there would be players just because they didn't like a coach or evaluation placement.  

Ringette Alberta needs to set the guiding policy that local associations abide by so there is consistency across the 
province.  

Different circumstances can't use one rule for every player 

I see many reasons for such a policy. A couple being the potential for athletes simply following programs and coaches 
thereby compromising the competitive equality that we have presently. Ice allocation would be another consideration 
for most resident associations. much of the ice is allocated on the basis on local residents with in a geographical location.  

I feel if an individual is willing to travel to participate with another team, they should be given the opportunity so long as 
it is at the start of the season. There may be personal reasons making working as a team very difficult. Sometimes letting 
a player go to a team that is a better match for them works out for the best to the home team as well. Luckily, our team 
has not experienced that but as a parent, if I knew another player was struggling with coaching staff or other players I 
would much rather see them on another team playing than quitting altogether. Our players are not being paid to play so 
they should have the right to move teams. 

Associations can be built and developed efficiently, without any conflict as to where a player should or should not be 
playing 

Hinders stacked teams, favoritism. 

Keeps crazy parents at bay and prevents stacking of teams 

The biggest reason people want to leave  association is because associations aren't run properly and isnt transparent , in 
regards to financials and evals. 

I agree and disagree with this statement,  in a case where a kid or a couple kids have the talent to play say at an A level 
and their home association only can feild a B level team, in some cases it is not fair to the player to be held back. This can 
be tricky as you don't want to leave a team (home association) short handed either.  However I have heard a president 
say they will not help fasilitate a move even tho the team could handle it numbers wise. That attitude is not fair for the 
kid in my opinion.  

If a player developes greatly they should have the choice toover to a different team if they have space available.  

We would like to play with the Indus Association but were refused a transfer 

So all associations have players. For example if not enough players choose to play with zone 5 AA when that is their 
"home" then players from associations who dont have their own team wont be able to play at the AA level  

I agree to a certain extent but if an Association does not invest in better coaching for example, why should the player 
development suffer for it.  

Discretion of where a parent and player want to play should be their own. In many associations, there are politics and 
limited coaching skill access, and challenged personal relationships. Many decisions are made by exception because the 
association. Membership numbers are low and everyone has a loud voice. Fifedoms emerge which inevitably push 
families and players out of the sport as their options are limited 
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The policy as it is written does not work. It does not allow Ringette A players to move when their is no suitable team for 
their level of play.They must remain and play with C and B players. My daughter played Ringette for 9 years and had to 
play on a team last year with players that were playing for their first year. My daughter is an A level player now in her 
tenth year. She was successful in her tryout for the Winter a Games Team. 

Otherwise the potential for "super teams" 

Our sports participation is declining in the last 3-5 years.   We do not have the ability to force kids and families to do 
things that they do not want to....our goal is to keep the athlete and family in the game.  If an athlete wants a release to 
play elsewhere the local association should not stand in the way.  What they should be doing is asking themselves why 
the athlete is leaving and is it prudent to review the value they are offering.  Is there program sound?  Is it providing 
athletes and families with what they need....holding them back only creates animosity and long term the athlete will 
leave the sport.  If the only way you keep your program running is to force them to stay how long will your association be 
around...Not long 

Within reason but you wouldn't want people just moving around for no reason. 

It's my opinion that a policy should be in place so that local associations can control player movement b/c I would hate to 
see a local player displaced by someone out of the area.  That player and family has devoted time, $$ and skills and 
should not be put aside for someone who has not shown the commitment to the area.  

Seems fair to have some oversight on player movement.  

To prevent associations from manipulating registrations in an effort to produce winning teams at the expense of the 
sport. 

This should be the choice of the parents and child. Who they wish to play with (Coach / Ass. Coaches) vs someone they 
do not work well with  

I feel if we allow players to move to other associations than where they live it could lead to a huge disadvantages 
especially if on association loses talented players because they feel they may have better opporties elsewhere.  
 
In the event where one association doesn't have a U12A team because their is no enough strong athletes to make a 
team those players should be placed whithin heir associations next level down so that they can make a strong B team for 
example. Otherwise this will weaken the U12B that has to play against other associations with stronger teams this 
leaving an association at a disadvantage.  

Only if control means disallowing player movement from one association to another except in the case of AA athletes. 

Zone 2 is a smaller rural association and needs control of player movement to keep the integrity of the AA program, 
otherwise we may be subject to players moving into the Calgary association. We need to keep as many players in our 
zone to keep our teams competitive. We will also be willing to release or accept players as circumstances dictate.  

Not to block reasonable requests, but to have movements managed in a way that is sustainable for the affected 
associations (both overcrowding and depleted memberships) 

I believe the current policy works well. 

Coming from cal-east... We have hardly enough players to form teams and be competitive now. If there was no control, 
our association would likely fold. 

Flexibility to play elsewhere. I.e.  Trying out for AA 

I think with the borders that are currently in place family should be able to choose an association that is within a closer 
proximity than the one they are forced to belong to for example McKenzie town to Indus  

Because, if a player wants to play with a certain association they should have the right to play for that association  

If an association doesn't have a team at the appropriate skill level for a player or there's a shortage of goalies or players.  

Small associations would lose too many members  

We find some associations offer better programs for certain age groups, this should not apply until an elite level of 
athleticism is at play or a certain age group.  
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Q2. Risks: Choice 
Being as brief as possible, what are the risks, if any, of allowing players to choose where they wish 

to play? 

Players might all gravitate towards the team they might consider to be 'better' than the others 

See comment in previous question 

No risk to the player. Risk may be to Associations that are only running their Association in their own best 
interest, they will lose players to other Associstions that run a better program with the athlete interest first. 

My specific concern is letting players leave their local association so they can go and play for a club 
team...example zone 5.  The zone 5 teams then are chosen because of who you know and not what your skill 
level is. On the other hand, if someone from the West End of Edmonton wants to play for St. Albert...that 
seems reasonable.  I think allowing players to choose to play for other associations is one thing...allowing 
them to leave because they want to play for a double AA team...not a good idea. Especially if the home 
association has a double AA team. 

T 

n 

A coach or group of girls could get together and stack a team. Individual cases are different.  

The 

I don't see any risks 

no risks 

Keep players in the sport longer 

Too many people transphering it starts to affect there hike assosiation. 

I see no risks 

Growing associations can suffer, evolution of the various associations need all the players 

May potentially have a super star team unlikely but possible. 
Shortage of players for associations. 

Some associations may have an unfair advantage especially in the more competitive levels of the sport.   

If a player is allowed to move from one association to another, then they should have the option to remain or 
grandfathered.  This is particularly true for AA players that start in a zone and should a new zone team be 
created from their residential area, they should not try to claim back a player that has previously been playing 

There are instances where this leaves their home association without enough players to form a team, leaving 
several players either without a team, or having to scramble to register elsewhere. 
Associations can "pick" best players and stack teams 

Stronger players may choose to leave weaker associations creating an imbalance in competition. Especially for 
those weaker teams.  

Creating unnecessary animosity and rivalries between associations, especially at AA 

Larger associations experiencing significant player loss will be forced to examine what is causing the 
movement and make improvements to increase retention. 
Smaller associations might hot have enough players to field a team at a specific age group. 
Excessive movement could create a higher administrative burden. 

I believe the biggest risk might be the challenge of ensuring "local user ice rate" quotas are being maintained.  
I know Leduc teams must maintain a minimum of 90% local athletes per team to ensure they pay the reduced 
"local user rate". I'm assuming other organization have similar policies. 
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- It is possible the home association might not have enough players to field a team at the desired tier, 
however, this could be indicative of problems within the home association and provide motivation to change 
and improve 

Losing smaller town associations 

Harm smaller organization. But athlete also has to be happy where they are playing or they will quit and move 
onto another sport which will also harm organizations. 

Complete domination from one area or association  

`stacking` teams and not having a level playing field 

Taking away a locals athletes spot 

None 

May be a lot of movement, which could be a lot of work for the association. 

I see no risks. 

not having enough good players to form a double AA team 

Allowing players the choice of where they want to play will resolve so many issues!  Many of these players 
want to play at the highest level possible so they want to find a coach that works for them and team mates 
with the same vision.  They are willing to invest so much time, effort and money to achieve this.  If they are 
willing to do this, lets support them.  Holding them back in our own association is not always best for the 
player.  If they can thrive with different coaches and other same skilled players, lets support them and not 
hold them back. Playing at a AA level is huge for the player and the family. Parents want their daughters in an 
environment where they can grow as a player and a person while enjoying the sport.  Give families a choice. 

Competitive inequity between teams and associations.  Player poaching.  A small association could die if it lost 
a lot of players.   

- could make it hard for some associations to maintain teams 
- some associations might get swapped and not have the ice time, jerseys, structure to handle a large influx of 
players 

-associations will be forced to provide excellent programs to retain athletes.  
-associations will have issues with ice requirements if many athletes from outside the boundaries are 
registered 
-associations will be forced to work together to ensure that all associations remain viable  

no 

there is no downside to choice 

* reduced competitiveness as strong  players will be drawn to play for the strong teams 
* possible collapse of other associations as a result 
* difficulty planning coaching staff etc. as numbers would be difficult to predict 

None 

The players if allowed to go to other assoc.  will hurt the local association and run be to the detriment of 
smaller associations 

By playing where friends are could potentially weaken a association. But if released the previous year year 
how important are these players to that association. 

Little risk.... More risk having to much fun... Should learn competitivness 

There is a risk that home associations may not have enough players to make a team.  

Some associations may be stronger than others due to the movement of stronger players playing together.  

none. 

1 

No risk 
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None 

Small associations will have to fold. 

You end up with not enough players for an association. 

stacking teams 

Players should play where they want to play. 

1. Programs can lose many talented players and have "weaker" AA teams. 2. Player may feel pressure from 
coaches, other parents or players to play on a specific team. (Which would be no different from what happens 
with today's policy) 3. Coaches may attempt to "poach" or "bake" their teams (Which can be prevented with 
clear policy about recruiting) 4. Smaller associations who lack the AA caliber coaches may not see a large 
enough interest from potential players to field a "AA" team.  

Smaller associations and more expensive fees to cover costs  

The biggest risk is there may not be a team in that association/ age level. Also other players may follow. 

Could effect the viability on an association to put together a viable program.   

Loosing to many players to where associaion doesnt have enough for team.  

Probably none for players just harder for parents to meet time schedules [ paractises ,meetings etc} 

None 

It could make stacked teams and take spots away from players who might have a chance at a higher level of 
play. 

When one team is allowed to "poach" high-skill players and dominate the league, players on the other teams 
get discouraged.  Some will quit prematurely.  When the lower-skilled players - who SHOULD be playing for 
the poaching team - are squeezed-out then those youngsters miss their opportunity to play.  All in all, a very 
bad idea. 

-see previous answer 

The trouble in a small association is that you may lose some of the best players as well as having the numbers 
to field teams is tricky, sometimes losing one or two players can be hugely detrimental to a small association. 

Loss of Play opportunities not able to re-locate. 
Favoritism for rich. 

some associations may not have enough players left to compete and/or survive 

It does not allow the growth of the sport in those areas and creates a disadvantage if you loser more skilled 
players to other associations  

None 

creation of imbalance in competition between associations 

means that associations who cant offer  a strong program will have a tuff time with registrations 

Possibility of "stacking" teams. Recruiting. 

if there is such a thing as haves and have nots amongst the various associations, a risk could be that no one 
wants to play in or with a particular association.    

Possibly ice.  Numbers for certain associations could decrease. 

Example: we only have 10 U12 players, 2 players decide to move to another association, we don't have 
enough to make a U12 team. 

None 

Competitive imbalance 

Some associations are smaller than others, so if players can move, then a player from one association could 
take the spot of a player who is in that association.  (Ex.  someone from Spruce Grove trying out and getting a 
spot in Edmonton.  Someone in Edmonton now has one less spot to work for, even if they have played with 
their association for many years) 
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their home league might suffer if to many players choose to go elsewhere 

Lower memberships, stacking teams  

Risks... stacking teams, discrimination, exclusion, missing opportunities to build community and expand the 
sport with word of mouth through local sources 

The risk would be potentially having an association stacking its teams. I think there are some positives as well. 
i.e. an okotoks player might be best suited to play in south Calgary or Bow view rather than Cochrane or Indus. 

collapse of the assosiations 

with so many associations icing AA teams now the talent pool for A teams in any one association is watered 
down if players start trying out at multiple associations until the eventually "make a AA team".  Parents end 
up "shopping" their kids around.  Also I do not like the idea that some associations have be rumored to 
"Poach" players prior to them trying out for their own associations by offering them spots on teams that have 
not even been formed yet. 

-Associations building and recruiting players to form super teams. 
-Can cause association to be weaker due to losing players.  Northeast Calgary has not one U10 Step 3 team 
not sure why?  Are they losing all of their top players? 
-Strong balanced associations make everyone better. 

Possibly 'stacking' a team 

No risks 

Has the potential to 'water down' a club in a certain area and possibly make another area's club stronger. 
Consistently across the board is best.       

might not be in the best interest of the associations 

Associations may lose enrollment numbers but this would only put in the spot light other weaknesses in the 
associations which many are not willing to admit. 

Teams could become "stacked" but player may be happier which is the most important factor. Also, we had a 
terrible coach and lost every game but one this year. If we had this same coach next year, we would want to 
move. 

Some organizations/clubs will do nothing to develop players, only take skilled players to form AA teams. 
Creates uneven competition across the Province.  

None 

None come to mind. 

Risk of injury if a girl is playing up a division 

Small associations would collapse  

Not enough players in home associations to form a team  

No risks. 

Mentioned in previous comment. 

There would be too many in one area and not enough in another. 
Girls would move just to play with there friends. 

None from my Fort McMurray perspective.  There is no where else to play. 

leaving the association short good players 

Player movement could complicate the sensitive aspect of team selection. 

Better players my go to better teams outside their community if they are allowed.  

fghfgh 

Registrations could be lower in one organization. 

With no limitations it makes it difficult for smaller associations to remain viable and attract new players.  

It could hurt the participation in smaller associations. 
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There is also the risk of creating dominant teams if a lot of strong players are able to join another association 
that is already strong-create an imbalance. 

stacking a team with the best players 

Loss of associations  
Overcrowding other associations 
Ability to make stronger teams ie recruiting stronger players 
No association spirit  

Some areas may not have a team 

None . Be confident in what your association has to offer.   

May load some organizations with better players if they are allowed to shop around. 

Some teams could receive more players and others would be left with less than they could play with.  

It may cause an even more imbalance in skills of players who wish to be in an association that has 'better' 
players.  It may also make it more difficult for some associations to recruit enough players by creating a tiered 
league where there are favorite teams 

Players can form stronger teams 

Cliques.  Coaches may get advantages in selecting teams. 

Larger associations can scoop up all of the talented players. Smaller associations may struggle to keep enough 
numbers to even run a program. 

None. The sport is dying don't add fuel to this fire.  

People desiring to stack a team should not have that ability.It may take more effort at the association level to 
retain players but forcing players onto an assigned team may also cause players to leave.  

stacking of player talent, parent involvement in the decision making and politics of who plays where 

Stacking teams becomes a risk 

Weak associations may see a lower enrolment, or kids leaving. However, the fix is to make these associations 
better. Not forcing kids to stay in a weak association.  

Could have devastating affect on smaller associations! 

Problem Parents don't resolve problems with their current organization and then create unexpected problems 
for the organization they move to. 

Associations losing players because the players can't stand playing for that association. 

Loses control of the balance in player numbers 
becomes a popularity contest for girls playing with friends 
becomes much more complicated to help ensure even competition if the numbers are really skewed 
Is there any really good reason why we SHOULD allow it? Aside from 'my friends play for...". There is 
something to be said for learning to adapt to your new environment and meeting new players. 

Uneven teams. Not enough players/too many players in different associations. Kids won't meet new people.  

I don't see an issue  

Stacking teams, taking away spots from players in that association, making other associations less 
competitive, potential to put most good coaches in one association  

- unfair team stacking, too tightly knit groups, recruitment of players, 

Risk of too many/too few players in certain associations. 

Don't know 

Smaller associations will loose their higher caliber players to the larger, more competitively focused 
Associations.  
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The risk is weakening one association over another.  But the ultimate goal is to encourage more girls to play at 
the level that they want to strive to achieve, and enjoy their experience, whether that's B A or AA 

parents may pressure players to move 

The lack of diversity of played type, teams that are unbalanced due to not being tired properly 

Stacked teams. Incentives for players.  

Team stacking 

smaller communities could lose having a team to the bigger assocations 

Depleting smaller assocs. 
 
Players that want to play in their home assoc may be forced to play elsewhere  

- stacked teams 
 
- an association that is not as well developed may be forced to forfeit their A/AA teams because of a 
significant decrease in numbers, (caused by players leaving to go to a "better" or larger association) and only 
have a B/C team. This does not allow certain skilled players the challenge in the game that they need to 
become better players.  
 
- many players who legally reside in a certain association may lose their spot on a higher-level team to 
someone who is not legally supposed to be there. (Someone who does not reside in the area of said 
association.) I find this particularly frustrating when I see someone getting kicked out of their spot for 
someone who could have just as easily played at the same level somewhere else, and let the other player 
retain her spot.  

There would be too many players in one association. 

The risk is that players leave an association or coach who is inexperienced or treats the athletes poorly to go 
to play for a coach who is respectful of the athletes, develops players & builds successful teams.  Having 
stronger players move out of an association actually opens up opportunities for players who are not as strong 
to get on teams where they receive more playing time & the ability to improve their skills, instead of being the 
lesser skilled players who are not provided opportunities.  This brings the overall skill levels up, if the coaches 
are well trained.  

It is hard to maintain steady teams. Good teams get better, bad teams get worse-not good for team or 
association continuity-it will affect  team numbers the next year-the teams will end up being a greater range 
of skill-ie 3 B players on an A team-frustrating for everyone. 

Inequities in association competitiveness, especially in areas of city jurisdiction.  

If one league is run better than another, why not. 

They could switch any time they want, even for something small and not work it out with the association. 

None  

worst case scenario you get a stacked team best case you have girls who make life long friendships. 

Team stacking and favouritism.  

The possible risks involve an increased amount of players at one association and not enough in another.  

It will erode local talent pools. Players wishing to move have potential to "stack" an association. Associations 
invest $ & time to make the sport available to players in their community. If a child moves communities 
(assured by utility bill) movement should and is granted. But if a child moves from St Albert to Spruce Grove to 
be with "friends" I take issue. Or a player who moves from Red Deer to Lacombe or vice versa. 
 
That being said a case by case hearing should have guidelines to follow. 

Causes lack of respect 
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When players choose where they want to play, the decisions are not always made to better the organization. 
Only players that are skilled beyond those of the group within their association should be allowed to move. 
This keeps tiers appropriately balanced. It also keeps players from leaving and joining another association for 
their own personal purposes. 

no opinion 

it will kill small, rural, programs; especially towards their older age groups.  Allowing is suited for the 
competitive family that wants to drive hours to play, i man not want to drive hours for my daughter to play.  If 
a spot is 'taken' by an out of area athlete, I am now forced into driving to find a place to play.  

Risks:  Too many players leaving one association and leaving too few players to make a team. 
 
This though would hopefully make the association / team be a "fun" team to play with - maybe the association 
would have to look at its policies / personalities and make it a better association to play in. Keep the politics 
out. 

The risks are that you will have a bunch of "free agents" trying to make all-star teams.  If I'm understanding 
this issue correctly, in Central Alberta we have Red Deer, Lacombe, and the Central Alberta Sting.  In my 
opinion it should be Red Deer Players play in Red Deer, and Lacombe players play in Lacombe...whether 
they're AA, A, B, or C level.  Having the Central Alberta Sting AA teams negatively impacts Red Deer Ringette, 
and Lacombe Ringette, watering down each associations talent pool, making it harder for them to compete in 
Black Gold for example.  (EG:  Spruce Grove has no AA program, and has strong A, and B teams because they 
have no AA program to play) I'd rather see Red Deer & Lacombe have one association, or completely separate 
associations, and players play in the town they're from.  This would mean I support getting rid of Central 
Alberta AA ringette.   

I don't think there are any risks as I am biased towards players/parents choosing where they want to play. 

No risks 

Stacking teams 

Unfair advantages of skilled players playing all on one team. Stacked teams... Not enough players left in an 
area to make a team. 

unequal teams 

Enrolment issues...too many or not enough to create equal or decent teams.  

I don't believe there are any risks. 

none 

Stacked teams, travel safety, money being spent outside of our home community 

Stacked teams perhaps?  

It would be comparable to overcrowding in popular school divisions.    

Difficult to maintain associations in smaller communtities 
Affects competitiveness of communities 
Home town pride 

That one association attracts al the to players and causes the other associations to be less competitive or not 
competitive at all. 

uneven team level 

It may be taking away players from their own associations and then there may not be enough players to field a 
team in their own association.  It also be diluting the teams ability to compete against other stronger teams. 

Too many players wanting to be Ina certain division 

Wanting to play for a different association because they know the team is stronger. 
 
Also playing for a different association because they know they would make A instead of B 
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- not enough players to make teams 
- associations stacking teams with top players from multiple associations 

non 

Losing too many players to other associations and weakening our teams.  

- conflict of interest with ultra-competitive coaches 
- loss of congruity with existing association/coaches/teams 
- negative effect to the child's love of the game (the grass isn't greener and the other team's chemistry or 
acceptance is not what was anticipated) 

I don't know. 

Teams create a advantage over smaller centres. 

Unfair distribution of talent 

N/A 

None 

I think they should get approval from there association prior to moving associations.  
One of the risks is if the association loses a player might not be enough players to make a team. 

It can lead to 'stacking" teams whilst, leaving other teams and associations struggling to get the required 
numbers they need for a team. 

Not sure of any risks.  

Smaller associations that don't have the population to create teams.  

No power teams. 

Stacked teams, more teams in certain divisions in some communities, which means less teams in other 
communities - which would conflict with ice availability (not enough or too much), not enough or too many 
coaches, fees would go up (down) accordingly,  

I don't see a problem. 

The LRA has stated they are a small association and they fear losing players to Red Deer.  This is not fact.The 
majority of players will continue to play where it is convenient...people want convenience.We've seen many 
great athletes from good families quit due to bad decisions our association has made. If movement were 
allowed we would be able to keep these "affected" players within the sport of ringette.  A healthy association 
should exist because athletes choose to play for them.  If an association exists solely because a policy states 
players may only play for them.....there is a problem.  Our athletes deserve the right and freedom to choose 
an association they can excel within.  As parents it is our job to ensure we place our children in the best sport 
environments we can offer.There are no risks.  If anything it will encourage the small associations like 
Lacombe to start following proper procedures regarding tiering and coach selection if they want to retain their 
players.  Removing residency restrictions would result in associations working FOR their athletes to promote 
fair, healthy and productive environments.  Instead of risks, consider the numerous BENEFITS such as parents 
knowing they have placed their child in an appropriate atmosphere and happy, empowered athletes playing a 
sport they love in an association of their own choice! 

Players may select the higher skilled league leaving another zone disadvantaged.  
Player numbers and access to ice may get skewed. 

Viability of a home association to field a competitive team or even a team. 

We are a small association, if players are able to choose we won't have enough kids to fill teams.  

associations could recruit players to come play for them. smaller associations may not benefit from this as 
players could leave them to play for a larger association with more opportunities. 

Promotes team shopping - not good!  Associates would always be uncertain about numbers or if they can field 
viable teams. 

Teams will then be uneven and it should be based on skill set. 
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Uneven teams 

I feel the only risk would be that the player may be held back if they are not allowed to move to an association 
that they can excel in.  There might be a better placement for players elsewhere 

It has the potential to cripple small town Associations....i.e 
 
*other associations could start recruiting which would compromise Home associations 
 
*players could start 'shopping' around for clubs, putting existing players in jeopardy of not getting to play at 
the level they want to play at in their home associations plus potentially leaving smaller associations without 
enough players. 
 
*players could make emotionally reactive decisions if there is no governing policy...i.e. team drama, don't like 
the coach, choose to play with my friend somewhere else.  There are always extenuating circumstances, but 
players and families need to work with what they have utilizing the local Board for support if there are issues.  

None known 

hh 

Overcrowding  

Allow associations to cap the amount of teams / players they can have.  Most other sports have try outs, and 
once the teams are filled, the excess girls are released.  They can then try out and play for any other 
association they choose.  It works quite well in basketball etc.  Don't see why it can't work here as well.  Then 
you FORCE associations to better what they offer to the athletes. 

I am involved in other sports where there is no governing policy related to this. Coaches and associations 
actively recruit players and make promises to parents and athletes. It builds resentment between associations 
and relationships deteriorate at the expense of developing the athletes. 

It is important to keep adequate numbers in each association to keep the program's going and, easily 
assessable to all players. 

they should play with friends or relatives if they want outside the area.  You might end up having stacked 
teams in one area however evaluations and tiering should over come that 

You end up unequal teams. And could end up with the collapse of one association. Girls don't want to 
continue playing if they're always loosing by a large margin, they will find another sport to play. 

Possible stacking of talent for one association, also hard for new or smaller organizations to build a solid 
program. 

Risks - associations unable to field a team in a specific division because players have moved 
 
- inability to plan effectively for each year as it is unknown where the players will be 
 
- inability to have effective player development as all strong players are gone 
 
- development of a super team that effectively limits player development on losing and the winning team 
 
- decreased morale on losing teams as they have no hope of competing which may result in girls quitting the 
sport totally 

There is no risk. Let each Club stand on it own merit. If you run a quality program the you will get quality 
players.  

Inequitable distribution of player talent.  
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The risk is that I cannot register my child in my own community because players from other areas register 
here because it is convenient or some perceived advantage. Volunteers are also less committed to an 
association when they can shop around every season for a "best fit". All association are run through 
volunteers.  

Ringette is a small community sport with a limited number of athletes.  By allowing parents or athletes to 
select an association within the community sport structure (A-B-C levels of Play) then local or small 
associations may not survive and participation will diminish.  With the growth of AA boundaries and residency 
are equally important but again players may choose a program if in fact it is not offered by their home 
association. 

Smaller associations (rural) could suffer if parents/players choose to play in the city. 

Team Stacking and loss of competitiveness between associations. 

Teams can be stacked, incentives given to players and families  

Some leagues having stacked players and coaching teams.  And being much larger than others. Meaning less 
ice time, etc per team.  

Too many players seeking to join associations which actually produce results and are focused on player 
development. associations that are not doing as well will see decreasing enrollment figures.  

Risks are that some associations may lose their best players but most girls do want to stay where their friends 
are 

The risk is causing the collapse of an entire association if there are not enough players remaining to form 
teams.  In our case Sherwood Park and St. Albert are close enough to enable players to drive quite 
comfortably to play.  On the flip side, of this it is convenient for our U19 players to still be able to play as we 
do not have enough players at this age group to form a team.  

- potentially affects the ability of smaller associations to form a single team at an age division (random 
example...10 resident players at U14, and 4 decide they want to play elsewhere,  so 6 players do not have a 
team to play on and we lose those players forever) 
 
- possibly have recruitment activities (behind the scenes)  to 'poach' talented players  
 
- possibly affect viability of small associations 

1. Risk that a team may fold in one area due to a lack of players 
 
2. Risk that teams in one area would end up 'stacked', and other areas weaker if players/parents collude on 
where there kids should play 
 
Risk of NOT allowing a player to choose could mean losing that kid from the sport altogether, kids can't 
choose where there parents decide to live, and friendships are just as important as sport. 

Very strong teams creating a monopoly for an association  - can impede player development on various levels  

Again, there is potential for certain associations to become very popular and successful whereas other 
associations who are losing those players could face consequences in terms of skill level and registration 
numbers 

stacked teams.  

It will be a free for all. By allowing our children to play where ever they want if they don't make the grouping 
they want(AA), we are not teaching resiliency in our players. 

Losing Local talent, thus decreasing quality of local teams. 

Teams will be stacked. 

All the best players could go to one association. 

They need to know all the rules of all positions  
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if an association puts together a quality program and has strong development in its players, then players will 
want to play there.  The risks are players will choose not to play somewhere due to quality of program and 
they may not have enough players to field a team 

Possibly lower athletes in certain associations.  Smaller associations could join larger local associations. 

Lack of players in a certain area to make a team 

This would produce stacked team which would further disadvantage out weaker teams 

Uneven distribution of skill 

... 

It would make it difficult to grow the sport in some areas. But if it comes down to a girl leaving the sport 
verses playing in her area, I believe the association is not meeting the needs of the girl and allowances should 
be made.  

With respect to any association (and as Spock would say) - generally the needs of the many out weigh the 
needs of the one.  The loss of a single player in the smaller associations can cause an entire age division team 
to fall short of enough players to operate a team.  If an association continually loses 1, 2 or 3 players a year, it 
can kill the higher level programs the association may be trying ro build. 

stacked teams 

The risk is that there will be competition between associations to keep players as they now have a choice. 

association losing players  

I do not believe there is a risk. some areas seem to struggle to find enough players to even join ringette, i.e. 
Fort Sask. as a result some are forced to look else where. That being said, because of this other teams fill up 
faster and there is no room left to join, ie..Sherwood Park.  
 
The Fort has struggled to find enough players every year to make teams. Some children suffer as result. My 
child was forced to play with girls way older than her for her 1st year. I worked out tho, she became very 
strong player and a great leader for being the youngest. But then the next year there was enough girls, so my 
child was forced to play with girls that are way younger then her and she was quite discouraged about it. She 
was bored and told me that she wants to play hockey because then she could play at her level or higher and 
improve.  

You risk having a team that is stacked with top players. It may not allow for all associations to develop 
properly.  

All the best players will want to be on the same team making unequal teams. 

I think you risk harming smaller associations if your athletes can freely move to a larger association that has a 
larger range of teams.  I think we need to adjust boundaries to try and even out the size of associations so that 
it is a more controlled process. 
 
I think the politics would get that much worse if people can move their kids if they are unhappy with where 
they evaluate. 

Leagues will potentially deteriorate. 

Their home association does not have enough kids to field a team. 
 
Creates "super" teams 

Some local associations would have decreased enrollment (a risk to them) but the overall enrollment and 
growth would be up for the sport which should be the superseding goal.  

I don't see a problem with this at my daughters young age.  

As before it could create an uneven balance of loaded teams if all the best players choose to play on one 
team. 
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No restrictions allows potential for recruitment and the build up of strong teams. It may result in associations 
losing some of their better players to the competition.  

not sure of any 

Everyone wants to win...the strong, (larger area to pick from), teams would get stronger. 

If I was volunteering with a board of a Ringette Association and my players had the choice to play elsewhere I 
would think it would be very frustrating to try and plan for upcoming years and to allocate resources. 

An association will shrink if they cannot attract players. However, this will force associations to compete for 
players by offering a better ringette experience. 

Stacking of teams 

Imbalance to associations and lack of potential parity in a zone 

no risks 

I think that associations may be at risk of folding if this were to happen as they may lose their best players and 
then other players may quit as there isn't enough players to field a team or they feel that without the stronger 
players that they may not have a team that can compete.  

Minimal growth of the sport in Alberta communities. 
 
Super or power house teams in the larger centers 
 
Disables B and C programs from having a spot for girls to play 

If they have a valid reason they should be allowed to move. 

I strongly agree that players/parents should be allowed to choose which association their children plays for. 
Registration should open for all associations on the same date. Their needs to be a maximum amount of 
players per association (determined prior to registration opening). Parents need to know that if they choose 
to register for an association in the South and they live in the north )as an example) that they will experience 
more drive time and games/practices farther from their community.  

Stacking teams with the best players. 

I believe without that policy you are opening up to the possibility of creating teams without parity and 
building powerhouse teams which may then jeopardize an associations longer term success. 

Recruiting of players/families  
 
Smaller associations not having enough players 

There are little to no risks.  This is a personal choice and if the ringette area your child plays in is a toxic 
environment you should be allowed to move!!!!!!! 

As stated, it takes away positions for athletes that belong to the association.   
 
Allowing players to join an already full association (NW) does a disservice to associations (NE) struggling to 
keep players/divisions. 

Well it really hurts little associations like ours. Calgary should be more willing to help with the small 
associations.  

The risks are to the Associations. An association is going to market their league within a catchment area, and 
should have the rights to players within that catchment area. 
 
There is a benefit to the players/parents, but I believe the Associations should be able to maintain their 
boundaries, and not encroach on others. 
 
Also, enforcing boundaries creates a sense of community. 

stacking teams 
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Not having enough players in some associations. 

Creation of Super Teams 
 
Closure/Weakening of local associations 
 
Parents choosing competition teams instead of players playing with their friends 'for fun' 

The only risk is that will the player be accepted into the association that they want to join.  

stacking of teams, politics, enticements 

Too many good players in one association  

associations getting too strong 

I see no risks when it is based on an individual's needs.  

Minimal risk.  people will not want to drive unless there is a good reason. 

One association could become much more competitive/weak, lack of ability to plan could cause associations 
to fold, hard to long term plan especially for key items like ice availability which require numbers to support 
such requests 

A potential risk would be that all the higher skilled players would migrate to one particular association.  If this 
proves to be the case then the issue would be to determine what that association is doing that makes it so 
desirable and then replicate it.  If programs are equal people will register where it is most convenient 
geographically. 

If a player isn't playing in their local association I would think that the possibly of missing practices or games 
due to travel would be greater than if they stayed in their local association. 

None 

You allow associations to build "all-star" teams which will in the end result is more players leaving the game 
early. 

Self-interest will come first; not the needs of associations or the game. 

Certain districts have greater higher tiered players than others. 

hard to plan year to year (#'s), hard to determine why people are changing, hard to build skills year to year if 
new pool of players esp at higher tiers. However if people are forced to stay in area that they are unhappy 
with can become toxic to group. 

you make super teams, unfair, and small associations will fall.  loose sense of community. 

Could create teams that are not equal in skill level. 

Team stacking. Most players would choose stronger cities no that is even coming from a player located in 
Calgary.  

Good players could choose to play outside of where they reside. 

Some associations having low numbers, but if they are running a good program this should not be a problem, 
so this actually might be a benefit 

- Unfair competition - ie stacking teams 
- discrimination of minors 
- unsatisfied players leaving the sport instead of growing the sport 
- improper development of minor athletes in community based team sports 
- unsatisfied parents 

It can harm small associations if they can't field teams.  It can allow teams to be "stacked" with strong players.  
It can encourage "poaching" of strong players.  It can become difficult for associations to plan for 
numbers/teams. 

Super teams.  

The loss of players and numbers in a particular association.  

Too many teams in one area vs not enough in  others.   
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The only thing that would be a risk is that the numbers would be affected. The association could be affected 
not the player 

This risk is having the strongest players from the local associations be picked up by Calgary. This will affect our 
numbers and viability of hosting teams at all levels. If players chose to play in Calgary the strongest ones will 
be accepted leaving our small town teams without the ability to compete with larger centers. I agree that if a 
small association does not have number to host a team to release those players. 
 
On the flip side, we do not have enough ice as it is to accept players from out of town. Our ice allocation is 
based on numbers and they have to be airdrie residents.   

Too often, choices to move are based on reputation (which is not always indicative of character) or perception 
that one association is more competitive than another. Many parents fall into this trap that their kids are 
respected more as players if they are playing for an association that is perceived to be more competitive, have 
better coaches, etc. This can pose a serious problem  for local associations in terms of their sustainability and 
growth. In the end, the overall growth in terms of player/team numbers and number of associations may not 
grow if the players have first choice over associations.   

I do not see this as a significant risk. 

Lack of loyalty to the communities in which your players live  
 
Lack of respect for volunteer coaches who dedicate time to players only to have them leave and find a 'better' 
association 

Stacking teams 

What risks to the player or the association? Your player number sizes decrease, revenues decrease, are we 
worried about the association or the actually player?  

Non.  Aren't we trying to grow this sport? Then, lets not hold children hostage to an association that does not 
abide with the "Spirit of Ringette".  

Moving based on coaching preference/experience - how do you predict stability  
 
Jumping from association to association based on preference  

Stacking teams in one specific area. 

Potential of not being able to have a team because players leave 

Once again it becomes a bidding war for select athletes. It would create "super" teams instead of association 
teams. If this is needed there can be a "selects" team created for travel outside of province or country  

The biggest problem I could see would be if a number of players decided to play for a different association 
than their local association, the local association could risk not being able to field a team that is competitive or 
even have enough players to compete. 

Stacked teams? Recruiting or raiding other jurisdictions 

The players will go to the stronger teams . Teams will load up on players 

Stacked teams. A player should only be able to play for a different team if they are cut from their local 
association team.  

most associations have two birth years in a division, the younger birth year will usually get the short stick on 
this one 

Leaving a home association with too few players to field a competitive team at a certain level 

This could hurt smaller rural associations where parents/players feel they may have "better" opportunity to 
be "successful" in a larger association 

Players (and parents) will move to where they feel they have the best chance of winning, and where they get 
the most ice/support/etc. 
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Potential to 'stack' associations and other small and less well funded associations to dwindle. 

Stacked teams 
Players not developing friendships within their own quadrant/area 

1. Some local associations may lose players to nearby associations for cost savings. (Fees, travel costs etc.) 
 
2. Some parents may choose to put their child in a perceived more competitive association and drain their 
local association of talent and player numbers in general.  I don't think personally you are going to see a mass 
exodus though. 

Local association numbers may suffer, however those numbers may suffer regardless.  If people are choosing 
to play in a different association from where they live, there are obviously issues in that association that exist.  
Those issues need to be resolved and than potentially families may return.  As long as the associations have a 
strong program, they should be able to manage the risk.   

I'm not sure this question makes a lot of sense. Risk of injury? competitive imbalance? Stacking? 

It could leave certain communities short enough players to form a team for that particular age level. It also 
restricts growth of an association within a community 

Players can, and have been recruited with financial inticement in the past to change associations. This 
effectively changes the playing field based on $$.  

* Weakens associations, while strengthening others. 
 
* Having players/families move because they are unhappy with a coach/ or policy.  

yyy 

People may be able to "stack" teams 

- Teams having high amounts of high skill players causing unfair competition against the other teams in the 
association  

Could decimate the local association if a group of players were to leave.  

Stack a team and weaken another team if too many players changed associations. 

Home association will weaken 

Associations can stack teams and tryouts could take a longer time waiting for players to finish with there first 
choice tryouts.  

No risk.  Then all clubs would work to provide a strong developmental program, and a draw for high level 
coaching. 

None...they can be happy and play a sport because they love it. 

It will probably done only at the higher level like AA or at an older age. 

? 

Numbers in the association may suffer. Talent may suffer if the better players leave to another association in 
search of more competitive coaching.  

teammates may become negative toward that player and not welcome them back to the team if they transfer 
back.  

Maybe somewhat less certainty to numbers each year, but I would think that would only be for newer players 
as players would generally stay with the same organization over time 

All the strongest players may end up on one team, leaving no competition. 

The higher level players might gravitate to associations known or perceived to be strong.  If associations are 
not geographic, then they probably start to look like professional organizations. 

Stacked teams  

Stacked teams, not enough players in one league  

Stacked teams.  Leaving associations short handed in both players and coaches (the "better" players generally 
have a parent who coaches or is active in the association).  Resentment to the coaches/association because of 
"what we lost".  Maybe it should be something fazed in at U16? 
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No risk. 

You get a bunch of friends playing together - no diversity.  Could become exclusive for the "locals". 

Local association that doed 

May restrict opportunities for residents. 

none - don't create barriers 

teams not being balanced. 

Stack up teams. 

Team stacking and divisional misalignment 

Some associations will lose revenue. May have difficulty finding enough coaches. 

Stacked teams 

Teams could potentially bring all the stronger players to one association, making the game unfair. In addition 
one association may have a surplus of skaters whereas another could be short.  

Building of super teams 

Players with get recruited at too young of an age 

The risk is that associations that are poorly run or have less ice time per child and are ultimately less 
successful will loose players and those that are better run or have more ice time will gain players.  Leading to a 
balancing of ice and incentive for weaker associations to improve.  Otherwise the weaker associations 
continue to get weaker,  forcing a rebalancing.  Or Ringette Alberta could force rebalancing up front and give 
associations more control over player movement. 

Benefits the athletes to play at level best suited if politics hold them back 

The smaller associations will lose their players and it will be hard to keep the organization going.   

small associations may not be viable if players choose to play across their boundaries. However, players south 
of Calgary who live close to Bowview boundary are forced to play east of Calgary and likely don't join because 
of that reason.  

Well, it is possible that some associations may not have many players wanting to stay there for whatever 
reason. For example, coaching staff, or not playing in Black Gold League as we saw with Sherwood Park 
U14AA. I would not have been happy being forced to play there and not even play in the league. There would 
have to be guidelines.  What happens if the player doesn't make the team where they were wanting to play, 
can they try out somewhere else? It could cause issues with the home association when they come back. This 
could potentially lead to some clubs not developing their own players if they think the skill level is higher in 
out of zone players that are trying out.  

Stacked associations  

Team Stacking 

Unfair competition, stacking a team 

They may be choosing to play in a different association than the place they reside in 

It could affect the viability of other associations.  

Stacking of teams  
Recruiting  
It creates animosity  

Could result in less players being available for certain teams.  

May compromise competition among associations.  Many communities allocate ice based on previous seasons 
allocation which can pose a problem if this fluctuates from year to year. Viable teams (including investment in 
goalies).  

Some areas may not have enough to form fair teams 

Stacking a team. But of course, that's more likely and possible if coaches are involved in the evaluation 
process.  
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Potential for teams to be stronger/weaker.  With proper evaluations it would work.  There is usually a reason 
that a family wants to leave and go to another association - convenience, politics etc 

See previous answer - raiding of players by stronger associations.   

Players choosing to play with stronger associations in order to advance themselves 

You can't have all players wanting to move.  You don't want associations luring players either.  Need some 
consistency knowing how many players will be in an association for the next and future years. 

Talent leaves local organization, reduces competitiveness of local team, punishing other local talent  

The level of competition may decrease in one association and significantly increase in another!  

Not sure  

None, the female hockey program in alberta, and the hockey program in saskatchewan are now using open 
boundaries 

If AA players leave to play for other associations and your own association has AA it means a disproportionate 
amount of players make AA and it weakens both your A and B teams. 

hard on local associations to loose players  

All players will want to be released to other clubs that have stronger programs.  

None it's a love of the game sport.  There is nothing for an athlete other then the love of the game.  No 
scholarship no professional league,  that you don't have to pay to be in anyway. . Protecting the Association 
from actually providing a good program is limiting your growth in the sport  

It will be a registration nightmare 
 
teams may be really lopsided 
 
teams may get stacked 

Unbalanced ability and stacking if teams.  It could become chaotic if everyone as a say and power over where 
they play with no regulation. 

The risk would be to not have enough players to form teams in certain jurisdictions and may jeopardize that 
association's ringette program 

To many kids in an area. Taking spots away 

It's all positive, it will force local associations to make decisions in the best interest of their association. If local 
associations run a first class program with quality coaches, players will want to come and play for them. If not, 
the opposite occurs. 

stacked teams - parents deciding to register U14 girls in a smaller district (example Indus) so that their girls 
will be on the A team 

Smaller associations may be negatively impacted as athletes may opt to play in larger associations. 

the "Have" clubs will get stronger and the "Have Nots or small associations" will disappear 

-creation of the ultra-team 
 
-weakening of local ringette associations both in terms of numbers of players & skill level of players 

Danger of players moving based on friendships, perceived skill level, hard to draw the line if needed (i.e. one 
association with reduced numbers to be viable) 

Could leave other associations short players and without viable teams. 

the players that choose to play elsewhere may make it impossible to have a home town team which in turn 
forces families to make a decision weather their child will play due to travel and expense. May cause there to 
be less teams to play throughout the season.   
 
If there is no team of the level you are to play in your association then you would have to look elsewhere to 
find a team.  
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If a player was wanting to play a higher caliber (A, AA ) they should have the right to choose but not if they are 
going to play the same level as their home association has.  

Having associations that 'stack' teams and taking away from local associations that may need those few 
players to make a team. 

Not sure 

htrrjhwj 

you might get stuck playing associations (bow view) who have 'no other choice' but to use male goaltenders. 
..wait, that's already happening.. 

Stacking teams 

Stacking teams and not every player has the option to play out of their association  

Players living outside a boundary may take the place of a player who wishes to play with the association in 
their area 

too many girls in one organization...but maybe there is a reason for that!?!   

Teams will no longer even be close to balanced 

- kids will move if they don't or can't make an A team 
 
- associations will recruit strong players to stack teams  
 
- ringette participation will drop  
 
- families who cause problems will move rather than learning to coexist  
 
- hard to be brief. I could go on forever with reasons this is a poor idea.  

Could make elite groups that defy competition. More difficult to plan teams, etc. 

Stacking teams with good players. Poorly run associations may not have enough athletes to continue. 

Strengthen one community over another by allowing possibly stronger players to be able to play together 

You won't have team consistency. You'll have the potential for over flooding of players.  

Unable to form a team; < 9 skaters, no goalie, unable to form a competitive team 

Losing sense of why they're playing the game 

You will see power teams.  Associations pitted against one another.  We need the players to be developed in 
their own associations rather then having kids move every year.    

Weakens that player's home association. May jeopardize the success of that association if too many players 
choose to leave for another association.  

Some smaller associations may have no choice but to fold due to low registration numbers. However, if that 
many people were not happy with how the association is being managed then perhaps that is something that 
particular organization needs to correct.  

Stacking of teams. 

I don't believe there is a risk. If you don't allow them to choose then there are risks. If associations run 
properly with the athlete in mind for enjoyment and development, players won't want to leave. If you as an 
association have to force a child to play in your association obviously there is a problem in the association 

Possibly taking the spot of a player that should be playing on a particular team. 
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- program planning would be harder since associations would not know numbers till team shopping ends. 
 
- player recruiting would increase and potentially limit the spots/ opportunities for a local athletes 
 
- lost support for association or sport from local industry and government 
 
- increased public perception of politics /bias and unfairness in athlete selection process 

Unbalanced organization strength 
 
Loss competition among different organizations 

It can create a negative dynamic where individual players can potentially play associations against one 
another, even inknowingly, resulting in inforswen and unintended consequences for one or multiple 
associations.  See previous answer as well.  

As stated in the previous question, smaller associations may not be able to field teams as they may not have 
enough players if the players can go wherever they want to go. I also feel some teams could stack their teams 
with the best players and then the other teams may not be able to compete with them. In our zone, I feel 
there are enough options for players to try out for higher level teams if their own association isn't offering a 
team at their compete level. We don't lose enough players to this movement to affect our team formations.  

Simple. The dismantling of the local associations. As outlined before, a free agency system will devastate the 
associations outside of Calgary. The best players will continue to think they are better then the local kids, they 
will be recruited, and they will go to Calgary. This is wrong at so many levels. What other sport in Alberta 
allows 11 or 12 y/o athletes to decide where they should play? 
 
The smaller associations are growing ringette with great success .... all of this will be lost. We need to grow 
Ringette in smaller associations and in areas that don't have ringette yet. 

Stacked teams 

Effects the growth of Ringette locally.  

stacking teams and depleting the talent in the association that the player has left  

Stacking teams and enticing players from other associations....... 

over-crowding in one area. Should follow similar policies as Hockey Calgary 

numbers being short on one team but most people are not interested in driving outside their association 
unless the child had a bad experience and doesn't want to play in their home association 

Players will choose the "best" teams. That is with the best history. Ringette has grown where more AA and A 
teams are available however allowing freedom to choose leads to chaos. This should be considered for C level 
too. We want like skilled players to play and have success. To love the sport.  

Teams would be uneven 

Having super teams 

Some stronger associations may see a rise in numbers and struggle for ice time & coaches but I do feel 
families should be allowed to choose if they have good reasons.  

Stacking a team.  

It could weaken another team 

This creates competition among associations and doesn't allow for cooperation among associations.  Every 
ringette association should help to build the sport of ringette in all areas of Alberta. 

Test 

Team stacking 

Not having a strong pool in your own city.  No other sport allows this so why would we? 
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Ghhu 

It seems to me that it would be possible to build a elite team, and allow some teams to close their doors to 
anyone not deemed worthy. 

Players will not stay in their designated associations. Overpopulation in some associations.  

Stacked teams (as in has all the good players), teams in a players local organization being full and unable to 
play our forced to go else where 

allowing it could cause unbalanced teams for each association.   

"Bulking" up an area with talent 

Some associations can stack players making stronger teams 

Possible dilution of talent.  

-creating a wave of player movement out of the zone 
 
-parents/kids can then feel they can just move around until they find the perfect team 
 
-hard to plan for yearly numbers if you are not sure if kids will leave the zone or come into the zone 

Teams might become stacked, making it not as much fun for younger teams to play the game. 

End up with all the good players in one association because players will want to switch to another association 
so they can be on the "winning team". 

stacking of teams 

Association inbalance 

It can cause shortage of players of one area of the city. It can also cause drama amongst players  

You shouldn't be able to pick strictly because of the teams success or lack of success 

Team stacking 

The biggest risk is stacked teams. It already exists.  

Risk not having enough interest in playing home zone 

Some associations may not get enough players to field a team. 

Parents are jerks, one minute they disagree with an association and want to move then the next time they 
disagree they will move back. This is not in the best interest of the child and her peers. 

It would be possible to stack the teams.  

Small associations need every player at some age levels to field a team. 
 
How does a association make plans this time of year for expected teams and ice requirements  

Local associations may become diminished if no players stay to play for their association. Kids who stay have 
no team because other kids go to play elsewhere. Districts will lose. 

Not a good strategy to keep strong associations and balanced teams.  Players will tend to go where they think 
the best coach, best players, or with their friends 

All good players lumped in one area. 

Parents will 'cherry-pick' association based on their priorities such as competitiveness or evaluation 

I don't think they should get to choose, they should stay within there association.  
 
Simple!  

Enough girls leaving to put your association at risk 

League dissolution or at least maybe at certain levels  

Risk of losing teams within local area 
 
Losing stronger players to other associations causing the girls to lose interest in ringette and ultimately 
quitting 
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Not enough players left behind to field a team therefore chosing another sport 

Viability of other clubs. Certain clubs may fold.  

If a player wants to play with a friend they should be allowed. No matter if it's a different association. If they 
don't make a team they should be allowed to pick where they want to play. And once they leave they have the 
choice to stay on the same team or choose to come back to their original association  

That one association will be left and another one will be overloading with players. Say one association will 
have blow out teams where 
 
another team will never win a game. 

Other girls not having the opportunity as positions are filled.  

Smaller associations may not be able to field a team if players are allowed to move for any reason (i.e. Don't 
like coach).  No team within their association for their age or ability should be only reasons. (I.e. Can try out at 
other association for A team if their association only has B team. ).  

Stacked teams, chaos and lost consistency - community environment disappears  

There could be the possibility of smaller associations losing players, which in turn could affect that 
association's success/growth 

Potential risks are athletes and parents coming together to boycott their home association for whatever 
reasons. I feel in that case then ringette Alberta should step in to review. The movement of athletes should be 
based on each player individually. Not politically motivated 

I don't think there's a lot of risks 

Some teams could end up being much stronger/weaker than others. 

Again ... To avoid stacking teams 

one association may end up with many more players than another 

Small associations get depleted by skill and numbers 
 
Associations do not build but rather deteriorate  
 
Strong associations overpower all others 
 
AA is available for those wishing elite level of play 

The risk would be special selected teams or super teams that do not allow for even play across divisions. 

See previous answer as well the local association may not be able to have full teams if players are choosing to 
go to other associations.  What would be the reasoning for it?  To hold it over the local association, i.e. my 
child should make the team or we are going to another association, etc. 

Possibility of teams being stronger 

We run the risk of loosing so many players that the remaining team members are not enough to form a team. 

There is NO risk!  You want to build this sport don't you?  Instead of ringette players to hockey because of all 
the politics involved! 

Strong associations get stronger, weak ones eventually cannot sustain operations. 
 
Players who stay within their local association don't get pushed to improve by the better players in the area. 

Several players of the same age could play for a team outside their home association to enhance team 
strength. 
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You may have a division that will only have the best players  

You could end up with stronger players grouping together or one association losing enrolment and another 
over enrolled. 

- coaches stacking teams 
 
- out of town players take up a spot on a local associations team 
 
- players will move if they or their parent aren't happy with a coach. Is that what we teach our children?   
 
- lack of or too many players to for proper teams  

Associations with low numbers may find it hard to retain players 

-possible loss of a community team due to lack of players 

Losing top player and having programs shut down because they can not compete because of lack of players. 

Small associations will struggle, we already Lise players to CAB AA Sting and now we risk losing more to Red 
Deer. With small associations, even just a few players could determine whether we can field a team.  

Potential of moving stronger players out of an association making it too weak to compete, or not enough 
numbers to form teams properly 

Too many players could end up in one association. Which would seem unlikely because only dedicated 
children/parents would be likely to move to an area perceived to have a better skill building 

Again, I feel it makes it difficult for associations to plan, and most smaller associations will not remain viable.  

Unbalanced associations. Not enough players stay to build assoc 

not enough players in a small comunity. 

There is a real risk that some associations and/or teams will get stacked with better players via 
players/families following certain coaches or administrations. This currently happens in the soccer world an 
results in associations growing or shrinking with their reputations.  

Some associations could loose their better players with one single association creating a "super" team  

I think the smaller associations will not survive as all the better players will think they need to play elsewhere  

You risk exposing bad coaches and associations that put their associations before their athletes. 

Players within an association may end up playing a lower level because other players take the A spots 

No they play in their league. Teams could be unfairly stacked otherwise.  

No risk they either make the club that has welcomed them to tryout or they play at the next available level in 
their association or another association. Allowing players to chose makes it a players game not what the 
boardmember want to try and manipulate  

Team stacking, smaller associations could lose even more players and not be competitive 

Lack of development parity at the same level (all the best players group together), administrative & 
management challenges (forecasting demand), mid-season disruption to teams and enabling politically 
motivated moves. 

Stacking teams.  Potentially a very challenging group of parents which will make things unenjoyable. 

There are no risks. Associations will balance and realign themselves. However players should not be able to 
move during or after evaluations.  
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When players move up beyond their age level it creates a scenario where there are then not enough players 
to form a team and therefore players from other leagues have to move up.  In doing this, the skill level is very 
inconsistent and not fair to the players left in their league as they are then not being challenged enough given 
that they are playing with lower leagues.  Also, this makes coaching difficult due to the various age levels. 

As I mentioned 
 
- It is very difficult to grow an association, competitive teams and develop players if releases are given.  
 
- Teams become stacked with strong players. 
 
- Every year, the smaller associations are struggling to put together a team because they have no idea who's 
staying or going 
 
- very frustrating for parents and players. They have no idea if there is going to be a team at their level or if 
other associations have to band together to form a team.  
 
- smaller associations will disappear which in the end effects the growth of ringette.  
 
- too many inconsistencies on who should and shouldn't get releases 
 
- when you give out a release to one player then more players will follow suit, friends and parents want to 
stick together 
 
- the players who don't get releases will feel betrayed 

creating a "super team" 

Team stacking, competition 

Some associations may be short players 

The risks would be that we would loose some amazing player and be short for the numbers on teams 

The risks are losing players to the point where our association can no longer out together a team, competitive 
or not, you need the bodies 

Again...Without a policy, it would just be a "free for all" and would potentially limit access to a local athlete 
who wishes to play in her own city. 

Stacking teams; some associations not having enough players 

No great risk but I would think it would create an administrative challenge and being able to properly plan for 
each association.  

Strong players may choose to try to play with other strong players creating imbalance within the leagues.I 
would argue that due to disproportionate numbers of ringette experienced coaches, there is already 
imbalance within the leagues, so I can't imagine changing the residency policy will really make the situation 
any worse. 

? 

players leave the sport (risk) with their crazy parents in tow (upside) 

Power team being built 

Possibility that there may be less variety of skill. 

none 
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There is no risk. If there is a lot of requests for players to move out of a particular association then it would be 
time for that association to take a long look at what they doing, what is driving away players and what they 
need to do to keep or bring those players back in the present and future. When players move to another 
association it creates new opportunity for someone else to perhaps compete at a higher level and improve 
their game thus improving their enjoyment of the sport. 

Association not able to put forth viable teams  

Associations may lose a lot of players as other associations offer better development programming for their 
players.  

None.  If kids are moving around, associations should take a look at why…better coaching, less pressure.  The 
flow should go both ways. 

Team stacking, other associations scouting our players. 

Stacking teams 

It is possible to have recruiting, and selective players, thereby limiting the opportunity for kids in one region to 
play, or for the region losing the players to be competitive.  It will also not support the growth equally among 
all regions. 

Do not know  

Gives Associations the ability to make super teams, displacing players from your own Association leading girls 
to quit,  lack of development in your Assoc. for bubble players being displaced, reduces ability of Assoc. to 
accurately predict their player pool to develop teams and purchase ice, allows players who don't want to 
follow rules ability to up and move rather than work within local policies, inability to form a viable team, local 
ice policies 

vb 

I don't believe there are any risks, a player should be allowed to play where they want. 

Many leaving a single association in a year crippling the association 

The risk is that the teams can be stacked or some associations will use this to lower their numbers to allow for 
only one A team. 

Stacking teams...,we then introduce totally calculated player placement and that can interfere with actual 
local players. 

Stacking teams.  But I feel this risk is low. 

Not having enough players in other areas.  Stacking teams through encouraging certain parents to move kids 
and discouraging others from moving. 

I have no idea, my daughter is 5 and just started 

Stacking teams with strong players creating an unfair advantage as well as other players May lose out on their 
spot or position due to allowing others in 

If allowing players to decide where to play we run into situations where certain communities can be left short 
for players and coaches. Furthermore creates situations that allow players to dictate where they play without 
consideration for others, bettering the game and long term development. Causing a very player centric 
situation and creating competition for players among associations. Competition for players will then create 
unethical situations and groups of players moving with coaches as they see fit. This in turn can compeletely 
strip associations of whole divisions or teams. Causing instability and increase pressure on forming teams 
consistently and stagnating growth. 

Since the ice allocations are not fair within associations, the ones with the most rink time will get most of the 
players, or the better players will play for the same association, and the teams will not be fairly matched 

I think they should have to play in the association in which they reside.  

Unfortunately, there will always be someone who is going to take advantage of this situation; however, having 
said that, there are some families who can be level headed and take their children into consideration 
according to their abilities, situations, needs, etc. 
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None.  We are the consumer and child should be allowed to play where most comfortable. The home 
association loses a valuable player due to biases within organization. I agree to the way Calgary chooses teams 
4 AA teams at U14 level from all areas of Calgary and non parent coaches. 

Competitive equity, player development, ice allocation, in fighting for players between associations, have and 
have not associations, adults behaving badly. 

n 

Too many players could leave the local team short players 

It is more about what parents think about an association not what the girls want, if the girls have no place to 
play they should have the opportunity otherwise we will lose them to other sports. 

Unfair teams. Excessive travel.  

Small amount of people will WANT to leave their association, most parents want their kids to play close to 
home. 

No risks. Only benefit a player who wants to play where they will excel. If they do not want to be in an 
association due to lack of opportunity ( no a or aa) or because they are not happy due to many reasons, 
athletes should be able to choose  who they would like to try out for. Benefits them and benefits the 
association as u do not have an athlete and family that do not want to be there.  

Smaller association to to big associations  

They will choose to play with the strongest players. This will make "super" teams and associations. 

Associations being left with not enough players to form a team and possibly folding. 

Favoritism 

All the best players go to one team 
 
Some associations possibly left without enough players 

stacking teams, hurting smaller associations,  

Some associations may not have sufficient numbers for their teams. Previous year bad experiences will 
influence people's choices.  

Some association  will loose many players 

As discussed in question 2 

Could end up with stronger teams/associations which is stacking teams 

Associations would have no control on athletes. Atletles could be with one association one year then another 
another year. I do feel if an athlete has a really good reason to move they should be allowed. I.e. Coach 
concerns. 

In my opinion, any risk is in travel. I do not see this as an extra risk as all our teams travel on a regular basis. 

Stacking a team.... losing top players from one league. 

It could possibly mean that teams will scout out players and get them to their team which then "stacks a 
team" and then other players may not make a team 

Stacking of "talent" in one association resulting in the competitive disadvantage of other associations. Or the 
dwindling of the population base of an association which may lead to the extinction of that association. 
Players should play where they live.  

The risk in my opinion is leaving a team of kids to short handed. Associations would need to work together to 
ease this however that won't happen as parents view it as kids coming in to take their daughters spot. When 
in reality that is not really the case most of the time and if associations would work together and some 
parents had a clue they'd realize their kids would do better on a lower level team as a leader than on a higher 
level team where their commitment isn't as high as other players on that team and they don't learn the game 
as well as they could to make that higher level team the next year and be able to contribute to that team.  

They should have choice. Why not? 

Reduced #'s in local areas and reduced teams. Weekend associations. 
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I feel it is little risk. Most families who wish to play elsewhere, when there is a team available, are often 
problematic athletes 

Depending on association size, this may restrict certain smaller associations from fielding the appropriate level 
team 

It can harm small associations if players decide to move to bigger centres. However there may be benefits to 
the player if they are allowed to try out and play where they prefer.  

All the best players on one team 
 
Not enough people in an association to make a team 

Stacked teams 

Allowing free choice opens the door to creating unbalance of skill and inequity among associations. People 
will shop around for the association that gives them what they want as an individual not necessarily what is 
best for the team. 

It is not fair for an association to develop players through the lower divisions only to possibly lose them at 
their peak performance years to an association that doesn't commit to player development. 

Stacked teams 

Too many players for one association and not enought for another  

There will not be enough girls left in a community to make a team. 

Might try to create super teams or have other agendas other then just being with friends  

No risk. I think it would create accountability from the association  

The sport will die in certain areas and "superteams" will be created with the "best" players 

The folding of zone 5 leading to players from little associations having nowhere to play 

N/A 

Stacked teams 

Players may go to associations where they believe they may get more ice time or play at a higher level. It is 
difficult to plan teams if players can go anywhere.  

dgxdhghjhjk 

Costs 

Perhaps well funded associations would recruit the top players? 

Some associations may not have A level teams but that is already the case. Making those A level girls who 
would like to advance unable. 

Unbalanced teams, the potential for associations to lose athletes which in turn could affect the local 
associations to ice teams. 

Stacking associations/teams 

Stacked teams 

Too many kids in some areas and not enough in others. 

. 

Unfair and overly competitive environment 

It is damaging to the local association and typically thins out the talent pool locally and increases it in other 
associations. 

-Dilute the talent pool 
 
-Optics of players being promised opportunities to move 
 
-no loyalty to who helped them get to that competitive level 
 
- having an Uneven system where teams are stacked 
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associations may not be sustainable long term if there program is weak and athletes leave for other areas. 

Super teams. Ringette is already unbalanced enough. 

Amateur sport is just that, stacking teams will inevitably occur and ruin the overall spirit of a competitive 
game. 

For a small community they might lose all their players if some play in bigger centers.  Also possibility of 
stacking one team with key players.   

Not sure if there is any risk. It would make each association accountable for their program. I would assume the 
better program would be the one that fills first. But it could also be the kids follow a coach. Freedom of 
choice. Also parents who live in rural areas need to hook up with others for driving.   

Stacking teams. 

Certain associations could become "destinations" for elite athletes, creating disparities at the provincial level. 
Conversely, smaller associations could lose players and become less competitive, which would likely 
compromise their ability to attract and retain new players. 

None 

Unfair opportunities arise 

Risks would be potentially unbalanced divisions, coaches could head hunt.  

See response to question 2 

I do not see any.  People are paying a large sum of money to play a sport and should have choice on where to 
go.  Removing this choice will result in players quitting the sport and going something else.   

Being a smaller association, player may feel that Calgary will field a more competitive AA team, so we may 
loose strong players to them, thereby weakening our own teams.  

Bumping kids who have established relationships and friendships with players and coaches.  Taking a spot 
from a local kid who has worked hard and aspired to play at a certain level, only to find out the only reason 
they haven't been selected is because kids from another association have taken playing spots away that year. 

Distortion of player distribution vs resource distribution. Weakening of affected associations (both due to 
temporary overcrowding and member depletion).  

They would have to qualify with certain criteria. NW ringette lacked goalies this year and had teams not 
playing the same level of ringette as other associations. Lots of unfairness with boy goalies from other 
associations. The NW ringette was very dysfunctional and there was preferred players and teams which left 
other teams without everything   

harmful to smaller associations, as players may leave them stranded. 

I think unless there's a boarder review there will be people choosing to leave due to politics for different 
associations and that should not be a reason it should be based on closer proximity to home or allowing teams 
to have viable teams with other people within close distance 

One team may get stacked with highly competitive players. 

Spray lakes 

"Stacked" teams 

In some associations losing 1 or 2 players can change viability to create teams  

Stacked teams 

Loosing players to competitive markets but also loosing parents who disagree with certain policies. We just 
want more players in the game  
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Q3. Risks: No Choice 
Being as brief as possible, what are the risks, if any, of preventing players from choosing 

where they wish to play? 

Players might be further away from home, as in our instance where we live in Springbank and our home 
team is Cochrane so it's 30 min each way for us. 

Players who wish to play in another association may quit the sport altogether if they are not allowed to 
play where they want. 

The risk in preventing player movement is Associations not developing in the interest of the player but in 
the interest of the Association only. If you are running an Association in the interest of the player all 
Associations would be stronger and not have to worry about players leaving. If players are forced into 
where to play, you will, and have lost them to other sports 

The risks are people may leave the sport, however, if your daughter loves ringette...it should be about 
playing ringette wherever you can.  

T 

n 

They may leave the sport. Once a player has been released once the following year they should be able 
to choose where they play, not forced back into there home association  

My daughter has been forced to play at the home association this past year, and if that happens again 
next year, she will leave ringette and go play hockey 

Players will leave the sport, which has happened to a lot of players this past year.  Local associations not 
allowing players to play where they want this past year has caused a lot of animosity between 
associations, players and families. 

Players will leave the sport, I have seen many players leave the sport over the last couple of years 
because they were not allowed to play where they want. 

-If they are being bullied, they will continue to be bullied and they will become helpless knowing that 
they are unable to move. This could lead to them quitting ringette or suffering emotional damage. 
 
-If a player wants to move to AA to be a better player, they should be allowed to move to improve their 
skills 
 
-You should be where you know you're accepted. That's what ringette is all about, having fun with your 
team mates and playing the game, not worrying about whether you're going to be bullied by your coach 
or team mates, or that you won't be able to go anywhere with ringette because you are being held back 
from the level that you want to play. 

1) players may quit, feel unhappy  
 
2) skill level and home assosiation,(too high or low for the player 

Players quitting the sport 

Some players may drop out of the sport. 

In certain circumstances, distances to the arenas need to be taken into consideration as the task to 
transport players falls on parents.  If a policy is so restrictive that it does not allow for some flexibility 
based on access to teams and time becomes a major factor it may force some of the younger players 
from the sport.  That would have the completely opposite impact to Ringette Alberta as I believe they are 
trying to bring to the game. 
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I don't believe that players should have a choice if their zone has an existing team of the level of play that 
the player can play... ie if they have an A team but not a AA team, the player should be allowed to tryout 
for the allowing AA association, but once she has made the AA team should not have go back to her zone 
if they should in the future create a AA team.  If she does not make the AA team in a future season and 
her resident zone now has a team she wants to tryout for and makes it, she should then relinquish her 
grandfather rights to tryout for the out of bounds zone team she was on before unless a new release has 
been granted. 

Existing boundaries may not be in line with a family's ordinary circle of peers (school, community) 
 
Negative feelings set up with players and/or parents by forcing them to play on a team that doesn't fit 
their goals 

Associations especially with a smaller number of players and a variety of skill levels may see a decline in 
registration numbers if more skilled players are not challenged enough or if weaker players are on teams 
with more skilled players.  

Losing players from the sport 

An association pursuing their own agenda above that of considering the best development opportunity 
for the individual(s).  
 
Loss of players and coaches to other sports who see no other alternative. 
 
Teaching the girls that they are just possessions. 
 
Bad press for and/or increased liability of the association (and Ringette Alberta) as it the forces the girls 
into a situation that both the parents and their daughter believe in not conducive to her development 
and then a situation results.   
 
Lawsuits and increased legal costs to families and associations as parents are forced to take alternate 
action to secure release of their daughters. 
 
Preventing a girl from playing in an association they might have played in the previous year(s) and also 
preventing her from being able to play at a higher level not offered in the local association. 

From my experience, the athletes wanting to leave have become disenchanted with their respective 
association and or coaches. Winning takes precedence over fun, and with limited options, they decide to 
quite rather than fight a system that has lost the perspective of what sport has to offer. Allowing girls to 
play where they want will force associations to focus on creating an atmosphere where the girls want to 
stay in their local association.   

When people feel trapped in situations they feel are detrimental, they look for other alternatives. Many 
high quality players and coaches are leaving the sport altogether for this very reason. Local associations 
that refuse to consider the best interest of the players end up causing irreparable harm to the sport as a 
whole. 

Losing potential ringette players  

They quit ringette and move onto another sport and may also take additional athletes with them. 

Level of competition they want if not available where they live 

those on or near boundaries could be segregated from their friends 

May not have a team to play with 

Preventing them, It would be not allowing the kids to excel.  

Players may quit. 

Player may be forced to to make an either or choice. If they don't like the association, coach or players in 
the area they are forced to play in the players will be forced to choose between playing where they are 
unhappy or not playing at all. 
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? 

Preventing players from leaving their associations can deny a player from achieving her goals and 
dreams, especially at the AA level.  If a player knows that a coach can get her to the next level, or  having 
the opportunity to play with like minded team mates, why are we trying to stop that?  Lets support 
athletes who which to excel!  Its good for our area and great for Alberta! 

Players may not be able to play at the level they wish to play.  Releases must be required. 

- must have some flexibility to allow player movement where there is player / coach or player / player 
conflict. 

-athletes will quit 
 
-associations become too protective of athletes and treat them like pawns 
 
-inward focus of associations, not focussing on greater good of the sport.  

no 

 players not being able to play at the level they wish to compete at because their association does not 
offer that level of play (ie. Cochrane/Airdrie do not have U19AA)* players would be greatly impacted by 
large commutes when they are required to drive long distances to play in their designated association vs. 
an association that practices closer to them  (ie. It is more sustainable for a player in Spruce Grove to play 
for St. Albert than to drive to Sherwood Park/Leduc to play for Zone 5)Note:  We think that the 
association structure for AA based on the zones around Calgary and Edmonton is not conducive for 
encouraging and sustaining players to the program.  It would be better for players, even within the city, if 
the zones were redrawn so that commute times were not as prohibitive for players. 

decline in player numbers and the end of the sport 

Preventing them from playing where they choose may end their desire to play a sport 

Players may as for release from their local association. This is also detriment to local associations 

Players could choose to play another sport and there are many opportunities out there for them. 

None 

Players playing at a lower calibre than they should be or could be playing at else where.  Players quitting 
because they are forced to play where they do not want to play.  Players playing with a coach that they 
do not want to play with. 

Quitting the sport. 
 
The unhappiness of player and parents. 
 
Ringette becoming something that upsets the player. 

Unhappy with where they're playing, don't get to enjoy the season.  
 
Don't get the coaches they want. 

losing the female athlete that makes up this very small community of Ringette. 

None 

Should always be the exception to allow players to leave to play better levels if they choose that. 

Player development may get decreased 
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1. They quit the sport. That in itself should be reason enough to allow families to choose which program I 
suitable for their daughter. 2. What I have seen many times is the players who are requesting a release 
are doing so to get away from a bad situation. If a girl is being bullied by her teammates, if her coach is 
not giving her the correct feedback or is abusing the power of their position and not creating a fun and 
positive atmosphere for the player: she quits. 3. With the current policy, it forces young players into a 
very uncomfortable and potentially harmful atmosphere. They need to attend their own try outs. 
Generally, everyone is aware who is asking for releases before try outs begin because they must send in 
an "intention" notice. This player now has to endure the awkwardness that is associated with sitting in a 
dressing room with player you do not want to be around. They are forced to attend try outs and HOPE 
they get released. This causes a tremendous amount of tension between all of the players, between all of 
the parents and the coaching staff. Forcing a child to go through this process is not good for the 
individual, not good for the parents, not good for the coaches, not good for the team and not good for 
the Association who is forcing a girl to do something she doesn't want to do just so she can play the game 
at a level suitable to her Skill. 4. If a family isn't willing to accept the outcome of a requested release that 
was denied, it becomes a very long and expensive process that leaves the athlete sidelined until a 
resolution is made. The effect that has on a player is greatly mispercieved by many. It has detrimental 
effects that will scar the player mentally and emotionally. preventing her from playing for a team she 
wants to play on willMost likely contribute to her quitting the sport. 5. In preventing the movement of 
players, it eliminated the opportunity to seek different coaching. The coaching staff of any team will 
either attract or push away potential athletes. A coach in a different association may have a different 
perspective of the game and this makes players want to be coached by them. Preventing the movement 
of players does not create better associations it allows associations to do as they please whether it is in 
the best interest of the athlete or not. If they know that players MUST play for them, there is no 
accountability to how good or bad a program is run. It does not create stronger coaches and can be a 
very negative experience for someone who either doesn't mean well with the coaching staff or who does 
not get a long with specific players. 6. If players were allowed to freely move teams within their areas, all 
associations and clubs would have to take responsibility for their programs and try to create the best 
service they can. Players will be attracted to the programs that aren't just successfulBut are beneficial to 
them as an athlete and a person. Bottom line: if you want players to stay within your teams, then 
associations need to take more responsibility in selecting suitable coaches who can attract people not 
deter them from the sport. It will force all associations to create better programs that the athletes WANT 
to be a part of not one they are forced to be a part of. Ultimately, when players can choose where they 
want to play they will be happier and most likely will stay in the sport longer. Coaches and parents will 
have a stronger relationship because those families PICKED that coach. It will make for a more 
harmonious experience for all  

drop out of sport, limit options of where to play 

Let them no risks 

Parents pulling their children completely out of the sport because they are kept getting what they want 

Getting an release, being accepted from the association they would like to play.  

Player may not develop if association does not have a program. 

That our child chooses NOT to play ringette at all.  

none  

None 

It could cause a player to walk away from the sport. 

I see no risks. 

Players leaving the sport when the home association is not a good fit. 

You may end up limiting a strong players potential by making them play well below their level. 
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Poor performing area with poor coaching may not get the same development. 
 
If it was proven that they could not meet the needs of a player (uncertified coaching staff; lack of enough 
players to make a team in area), a board could override it on a case by case scenario. 

they get stale and are never able to reach their full potential. 
 
not all families can afford to play AA 

Build the sport in all associations  

Makes is difficult on parents and is a child has anxiety about not knowing other llayers 

Potentially holding players back may drive them out of the sport 

No risk involved 

Telling someone where they can or cannot play may increase the changes of them not playing all 
together.   

Players and parents not happy in the association they have to play for.   

Players playing at a level not equal to their ability (ie no A team in their local association so they are 
forced to play B) 

Loss of freedom 

Players may end up on teams that do not always have on ice success 

There could be some players who feel that they cannot work with a coach, so preventing movement 
might encourage that player to quit ringette as a whole.  However, there is never just ONE coach on a 
team and like the real world, we need to learn to work under different 'bosses'. 

players may give up the sport if they are not allowed the freedom to choose.  

Getting stuck in assocciations where politic are prevalent, skill developement,  

Think it should only be considered in situations where you are trying to place players in correct divisions 
and their home association cannot accommodate. 

Might lose kids from the sport - if a kid who has been playing with a group of friends moves to a different 
association, as long as the parents are willing to commute I think she should be allowed to continue 
playing where her friends are.  
 
Also, although where you live determines your boundaries, some situations (School location for 1) may 
actually make a different association work better for parents getting kids to/from practices and games  

you could lose the odd player but not enough for the clubs to worry about.  opens up a spot for another 
kid 

IF a player has moved or if there is no AA program in that players association then they should be allowed 
to try out with their friend or at the skill level which suits their level of play 

-I think that when players have developed relationships with other players and coaches it is important to 
allow those relationships (do not want players quitting because they can not be with their friends). 
 
-An association might not have a team in a particular division (A) and player would benefit from playing in 
the higher division. 

Control of board members in players best interest. Should not be left up to others to decide individuals' 
area of participation 

Kid quit sport 

Travel time and costs; fitting in with another city 

generally the occasional player is allowed to  when there is a reason for it 

The girls would leave the sport of ringette and never return which does not help growing our numbers. 
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They are unsatisfied with the team/coach and want to quite. The ultimate goal is to keep the girls happy 
and playing the sport. 

Players quitting ringette if they are unhappy with their local association. 

None 

Travel time. 

Not sure if that can be prevented 

None 

They maybe won't play at all or may have poor performance on their team.  

Kid may choice to quit the sport 

None. There should be allowed movement for special circumstances. 

girls will quit! 

Girls leave the organization. 

ability to play with players of like skill 

Players in a designated zone may loose opportunities by players entering into their zone. 

I don't know 

gcjfh 

Some may choose to leave the game but if rules are applied fairly and consistently, that will be 
minimized.  

Players will leave the sport.  

They will just quit playing and the sport will lose participants. Or they can create resentment in their 
association which can be bad for any group. 

may quit but unlikely 

Small associations can't offer players their level of team 
 
Forcing players to remain where they are unhappy 

Athletes may quit  

They quit. 

unhappy players/families 
 
if there are unique reasons, maybe exceptions should be made 

Already cited one example of a separated family where the primary ringette parent may not be in the 
area of one association because the player's primary home is in another one making it prohibitive for the 
player.  There are also times when some kids really want to play with each other and not having that 
opportunity could be a detractor to them playing at all. 

None 

Unhappy players cannot change.  If certain associations have not enough coaches, ice, etc. 

Corrupt or broken associations hold players "hostage" and have no reprecutions for poor management of 
their teams/players. 

They quit. There are many other sport alternatives out there. The play ringette because they love it, they 
could also love hockey. Your not in a position to dictate game play when your not paying the bill.  

Players will leave the sport. Legal action. 

not sure if they should be prevented but should be an application process to decide why and if a player is 
allowed to move 

Players quit because they aren't happy 

Players may quit if forced to stay in a bad situation or with a group they don't fit in with.  

Player development could be affected if they are not allowed to play at appropriate level of play? 
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May cause hardship for parents who may have to travel further than necessary for practices and games 

The sport losing players and garnering badwill from ex-players who will no doubt tell their friends about 
what a terrible experience it was to play ringette. 

Some people are going to lie about their address to get into another association (we see it in hockey all 
the time, ringette is no different) 
 
Coordinators are going to get grief from parents about who they play with and who is on whose team. 
Again- it is life skills that we adapt and learn to suck it up. Honestly. I can't see a reason why this should 
be considered unless the association is looking for creating a huge problem and a LOT of work, 

Some girls might not fit into a group of players within one association. Can lead to bullying.  

Having pissed off players .. 

Girls quitting, loss of good coaches 

No major risks 

Feeling there is no choice, feeling limited..loss of interest in playing. 

Don't know 

Kids may be held back from developing at a higher level of ringette where their are more kids of like 
caliber.  

girls will leave the sport, which can jeopardize the association 

Lack of participation 

May not play in a certain area and give up on ringette all together  

Loss of enrolment  

not able to develop the skills needed for competitions and taking there level of play up past a B level. If 
that is what the association is only able to compete in every year. 

- there are many girls of high skill levels that reside and play in associations that are not as well-
developed. If they cannot be released to play with a different association and be challenged in their 
game, they will not really improve much.  

Player may choose not to play 

They won't play. 

Players have left & may continue to leave the sport.  Players are unhappy & do not enjoy their team or 
the game. This impacts their emotional and physical well being. Parents are the payor & should have a 
say in where they want their daughter to play.  Parents who wish for their daughter to have a more 
competitive opportunity should be allowed to pursue this, without fear of reprisal.  

They will quit the sport altogether or move to hockey.  In the end the goal is to see greater recognition of 
Ringette as a sport. 

There are more important things to be focusing on. 

none 

Not letting them play with their friends  

you loose the girl from the sport completely - this is a game for physical activity and friendships.... keep 
the politics out of it. 

Unable to excel at the sport due to lower association numbers which also can mean a lower level team, 
preventing the player from developing. 

It may cause a player a conflition between playing ringette and not being able to. 

Loss of player to another sport. 
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Children have different developmental abilities. It is not always appropriate for players of different 
abilities to play with each other. Highly skilled players don't develop because they are playing at a lower 
level than they need to. Children that are working on developing skills, can't keep up and therefore have 
little interaction during practices and games if they are playing with children more skilled than them. 
There is a lot of research that shows that these two groups do not benefit from playing on the same 
team. 

The risks of preventing players to choose where they play are they quit playing all together - which is 
totally against why we want our girls to stay active and healthy. 
 
In Rockyford, we only have 8 players next year for our U19B team.  4 are willing to move to another 
association 4 do not want to move.  They want to stay with their home town.  They have been very 
successful in the past and if other associations were allowing players to move freely we may be able to 
have a team next year.  Without movement our team folds and Strathmore Association will gain 4 more 
players.  If movement was allowed we could potentially be able to have two great teams rather than one 
team, players quitting and two teams in Strathmore.  It would be a win / win for both associations.    
 
As well, if girls from our team wish go to to another team - they are free to do so.  I would rather have 
happy girls playing rather than unhappy and being forced to play somewhere else. 

there might be some families or athletes that you wish would play somewhere else; won't happen.  
Maybe a program scrambles to make a team of semi-serious players only to fold part way through the 
season, leaving some athletes with no team. 

no opinion 

I see no risks, kids grow up in towns and communities and they should be able to play ringette at an 
appropriate level in their communities.  In my experience this year, there were almost 30 U14B teams, 
and 6 U14A teams.  This discrepancy tells me that too many communities are playing B, when they 
should be playing A.   The risk would be having a girl playing B, when she could be playing A.  (EX:  A 
smaller centre with a player who could play A, playing B) 

You will end up with individuals lying about their addresses 

Top loading teams. Competitive inequities 

Potential whining from player because they didn't get to choose where they play... So basically no risks. 

Discontent with wanting to play 

For personal reasons a player/parent may not wish to play where they reside, therefore may not want to 
continue with the sport if they cannot choose 

they will quit altogether 

None. 

See my previous comments 

make scheduling tougher for parents and players 

May restrict families from getting their players to the rink of another association works better for them.  
If there's a conflict with that family and the team/coach then they are stuck in that conflict  

Quitting the sport. 

Athletes that are being held back due to lack of a team/division that can support their skill level get set 
back and their athlete development suffers, they get discouraged and they quit the sport 

Can hinder the development of a player playing outside the abilities of their association 

Don't see any really.  Al associations are competitive now and I don't see a better way than geography 
and where you live to base who you play for. 

they leave the sport 

The player may not have an opportunity to further develop their skills. 
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Not being able to play on a team most convienvent to you 

I don't see any. Play where you live, same as all other sports 

- maybe people have circumstances that make it easier for them to fit in with adjacent association. 
Boundaries don't always reflect which association is closest so might be easier to go out of catchment 
area.  
 
- Don't know where kids go to school and have friends in the sport so would be good to let kids play 
where they want if they have a reason. Focus should be supportive between associations, not hinder kids 
from playing. 

Frustrating parents/players if they wish to play with another association.  

non 

- the child losing social interest in the game if one or more team mates from prior season are moving 
over. 
 
- not allowing the child to remove themselves from a difficult environment within their existing 
team/association. 

I don't know. 

Could only see as a issue if the player has had a issue with the area they previously played in 

Some associations do not treat or assess their players fairly.  There is little recourse for players in this 
situation. 

N/A 

Having a poorly run local board that does what is best only for themselves 

Players not wanting to play the sport 
 
Players not developing the way they would if they were playing where they wanted to and felt more 
comfortable playing. 

Players might not want to play at all if they can't play where they want to.  

A player might be in an association where the coach doesn't develop her talents.  The coach might favor 
certain players to the detriment of the other players development.  A talented player might never get the 
opportunity to be on a winning team or association due to other players lack of comittment, or coaching, 
or skill development. 

They choose not to play or end up not having a fun & successful season.  

None.  Players should play for their association.  If they don't make a team they should be allowed to go 
try out for another.  

none 

Unhappy players or parents makes ringette less "fun" 
 
Commuting isn't optimized and kids are spending unnecessary time driving to rinks.  

Sadly, as we have witnessed in our association, athletes have and will continue to quit the sport of 
ringette.  As long as associations feel they "own" our children, they continue to get away with things that 
are not representing the sport of ringette with good faith and due diligence. 

Players leaving the sport of Ringette to play hockey 

Players choose not to play at all 

Players may not be able to receive the same opportunities in their association as they would in another. 
For example, getting to play in a league with a set schedule, opportunity to play at a higher level and with 
better athletes, etc. 

May discourage players from keeping in the sport of ringette and/or playing at the highest possible 

Again it should be based on skill set so by not allowing a player to play in the division they should be in 
could result in uneven teams again.   
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Parents will just place their child on the "best" team, creating some teams which become "elite"  

A player may choose to quit ringette.  *Extenuating circumstances, i.e extreme coach differences or team 
issues, i.e. bullying...issues in which the home association can not mediate...This is something that should 
be discussed at team selection, submitted in writing with reasons by the player and approved on a case 
by case manner.   

I feel it could frustrate the player and force them to quit the sport if they are not happy 

None known 

No team at the child's skill level in home association so child does not play at all. 

As in my previous answer, I am very unhappy with my association.  They have shown that they care little 
and are willing to invest even less into the athletes.  If we can't play somewhere else, we may not play 
next year.  Yes, it's that bad and I am that disheartened.  And I am not alone. 

While there is risk of hard feelings, understanding the rules and expectations of following them is easier 
to manage than not having restrictions in place. At least from a St. Albert perspective we don't see many 
conflicts arise related to players wanting to leave SARA for SHPRA or SG, but it always seems the conflict 
arises with respect to the AA programs and how Zone 5 fits in. Lots of issues there and one example of 
where active recruitment has taken place even with a governing policy.  

I guess there may be a risk that some players may not play but, I still think we need to have players 
playing with there local association to keep the numbers up and, the sport assessable to everyone. 

Power over issues when we have no team of ability for a given player, but the association would rather 
that girl stay in the association and help out a weaker team, thus holding that player back from their 
potential. 

they may end up in associations they don't want to be and quit playing.  In smaller associations you might 
have nut job coaches or association administrators that families want no part of. 

- players may have personal issues and moving associations may resolve these issues  
 
- players who are requesting to play in other associations may become disgruntled and quit the sport 
 
- competition at the national level may not be as effective 

If there is a conflict between player/parent and the organization and they are unable to move the player 
may quit ringette. Proof of the this should be needed!! 

If a player does not to play for you why would force her. It could cause problems in the dressing room. 

May cause hardship for certain players in unique circumstances.  

Some players in some seasons may not have their chosen level of competition in their home association 
available, they may try out elsewhere, but may need to play a less desirable competitive level some 
seasons.  

If you take away parent/player choice for associations it may affect accessibility to practices/games if 
parent options for car pooling are eliminated.   

A player may choose not to play however consistency within the rules or policy structure has to be 
achieved.  There has to be weight placed upon the difference between an individual athlete choosing not 
to play and losing an association due to player migration to a "larger" or more "attractive" association.  
As difficult as this seems rules are required and must be maintained through player, parent and 
association accountability. 

None 

Likely at the higher levels, potentially limits opportunities 

I don't really see any risks  
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Players not content with their home associations lose motivation and would want to pull out of the sport. 
It is disheartening for them to have to stay and play year after year in an association that isn't producing 
tangible results at their level. 

Players might decide not to play ringette if they are forced to be apart from their friends. You might have 
issues with lack of goalies in one association and too many in others 

I suppose some players may choose not to continue playing. As I understand, with the current rules a 
player is permitted to play elsewhere if an association does;t have an A team  and they want to play A.  
This is fine, I think if a player is good enough to play at a higher level then they should not be restricted 
and be allowed to play elsewhere. 

Sorry, wrote on the question before: risk that we lose the player completely from the sport and the risk 
that we are not enabling someone to develop to their full potential.  

- in rare cases, the player may quit the sport.  but in some cases, exceptions to the residency policy could 
be made 

Losing players overall -  

Certain players may quit altogether if they cannot play where they wish, could create tension in the 
association / affected teams 

There will always be certain circumstances where a player needs to play for another association. Your 
policy should have some flexibility for those circumstances and should be determined case by case 

they will not play anymore. every circumstance of why may or not be different  

none obvious, however it would need to be based on a case by case basis 

This creates team dysfunction throughout the year.  Players and parents will be forced to play in a 
program where they may feel unwelcome and don't want to be there.  This makes team dynamics 
difficult.  IF a player gets cut from a team and goes and plays elsewhere, develops and has a positive 
experience they should be allowed to go back to the program that developed them after being released.  
For example in St Albert you need to be cut 3 times before being granted a "grandfathered" release.  This 
is ridiculous to make a young person go through that process three times.  No other main stream sport 
makes kids do that.  If a player is released from their home association and goes and plays elsewhere, 
even once they should be allowed to choose where they go.  St. Albert's policy of forcing kids to play on 
teams they don't want to be on is so hard on the athletes and parents.  Ringette is a very small 
community and typically kids play with the same kids year after year and this often results in very poor 
team dynamics (i.e. bullying).  Forcing kids to play on teams where this occurs is just plain wrong 

Perhaps unable to play with friends 

One association gets stronger players than the others instead of level them up. But I am a new parent in 
Ringette and that is my first thought. 

Not allowing a player to be able to have that choice limits their talent in some associations.  

The players may quit the sport instead of playing where they are being forced to. 

They may decide they don't want to play ringette 

If a child is uncomfortable with a coach they may quit the sport if they have to play with that coach.  

Girls will leave the sport. If the environment is not a situation that is encouraging for a particular player, 
that player will be unhappy. Every girl is different and some requires different situations / opportunities 
to grow and sometime the SPRA cannot meet the needs of all the players. 

... 

Occasionally, the needs of the one outweigh the needs of the many.  Holding back the highest skill 
players from playing with their peers will permanently stifle the potential skill devevlopement of the 
individual. 
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Girls who may be higher tier players may be playing lower simply due to numbers where other 
associations may have room for them at a higher level.  Another point of preventing players to move is 
that girls drop out of ringette for a variety of reasons and allowing movement may keep some of the girls. 

players being left off of teams 

possibility of better coaching 

RINGETTE NEEDS MORE PLAYERS. 

You may have players drop out or create frustrations if you don't take into consideration each situations 
circumstances.  

In a smaller association you get a bigger range of abilities on the tiered teams, so aren't as competitive as 
the larger associations and by preventing movement they may not develop in the same manner. 

Other commitments, parental availability 

I don't see any major risks. 

Players will not be able to play at their skill level if the association only has a certain level team and the 
player is well above that skill level 

Girls not being able to play because the resources are not there to bring them to the games - especially in 
families with both parents working, choosing other sports instead that are close to their school or 
support members (ie. grandparents). 

If an athlete wanted to play at  a level that was not offered within their own association. 

No risks at this point  

I do not see any risks. 

players may quit or choose hockey 

Losing communities and athletes. Smaller communities would continually lose, people get tired of that 
very fast. 

Players may be forced to play somewhere that is holding them back skill-wise.  Players may be put on 
teams simply for numbers and not because it's the best place for them to play and develop. 

Players forced to play for associations and coaches where they've had a bad experience. Players 
separated from their friends because of an address change. Players forced to play for poorly run 
associations. 

player discouragement and possibility of quitting the sport 

Possible loss of the odd player but that should not override the big picture of parity 

There is the possibility of losing players to other sports if they do not want to play in their local 
association.  

less engagement from players and less longevity in the sport  

As of today players can ask for releases and try out with other programs AA, A if they so decide.   

Again players should be allowed to move. Reasons can be to many to list.  

Girls will continue to drop out of the sport. Mosty at the U14/U16 level 

Kids not wanting to play, because of excessive travel to practice and games. Not being able to play with 
their friends causing them to quit.  

If a players misses out on the chance to play for their association (i.e. do not make the roster) do they 
then miss the opportunity to play at that same level for another association 

Players decide to switch sports that will allow more freedom of movement 
 
Certain associations need players to survive and without the movement, will not have teams 

This is Canada - freedom to choose is not only a choice it is a right under our Charter. 

If they are a top level player, they will not be challenged or play to their potential level. 
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Players will quit if not happy 

none 

There is a potential risk of loosing a potential player because she can't play in her association of choosing. 
I do not believe this is a big risk and one worth considering.  

Lack of development.  Not having a chance to play with or against the best or your equal ability. 

Not allowing movement; Perhaps players/parents are wanting to get away from certain players/coaches 
that are in their current association 
 
Players leaving Ringette for Hockey if they are not allowed to move 
 
Stunting growth of a strong athlete if local association does not provide a higher level of play 

Girls could be "forced" to play where they don't want to play.  They may even quit ringette all together. 

possible limiting growth of players, having players leave the game  

Holding back players who may need to move to get tiered at their skill set or abilities 

They don't play  

development 

If player don't want to play at one location, they will quit vs moving, hurting the sport and the child. 

unhappy athletes/parents equals politics and dealing with issues that aren't important to the sport 

A player could be forced to continue playing in a n association where they are not happy and not having 
their development goals met. 

The parents could very well decide that they don't want their kid to play if they can't play in the 
association of their choosing hence loosing players. 

None 

Players may not be able to play at a level that matches their skill level. 

Individual situations often call for individual solutions.  A blanket policy may not be necessarily effective. 

loss in interest in sport - while the player is on the ice, it is a family commitment at the end; time, funds, 
convenience, association environment 

See 3 

In a smaller city such as Airdrie, they are not able to provide teams at all levels.  If a player should choose 
to play elsewhere in order to find a team that matches her skill level, she should be able to do so. 

Kids should be able to play at their skill level.  Their association first, followed by another if they don't 
have high level Ringette 

Some girls won't get the opportunity that others may get if their teams don't succeed and perform. There 
is no longer a way to pick up top players from other zones to compete at nationals which is rather 
unfortunate (and a different topic but nationals should NOT be every team that's wants to) 

They may leave the sport. 

Players quitting the sport, and players not developing to thier full potential. 

- unsatisfied players leaving the sport instead of growing the sport 
 
- unsatisfied parents  
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Prevents a player from playing at their "level" if their home association doesn't have a team at that level.  
Can force a player to play in a bad situation with no way out (e.g. a serious personal conflict with a 
player/coach). 

May stunt the players from advancing in their own game.  

The growth of a player  

Kids who move areas in town having to switch teams may be difficult on the kids to leave friends they 
have played with for years. 

Loss in registrations 

Kids may drop out of the sport altogether - which is a terrible option but often times parents allow this 
behaviour to happen. This can be mitigated if a policy is developed and communicated as early as 
possible.  For those kids at the younger age groups where moving to another association is not even a 
thought, they likely won't know the difference once this policy is implemented. It may affect a few kids at 
the older age groups. 

None, if there is not a suitable team to play on in our town they have the ability to be released. 
 
I suppose if there is a weaker home team kids will be disappointed if they are not on a stronger team. 
This should not be the focus. 

This could limit players from reaching full potential. 

None 

Being on a team with personal conflicts. Girls may not want to play on a team If they are bullied but they 
still may want to play.   

I can not come up with any ideas, sorry. But then again this is our second year so I might not have enough 
experience to answer this question.   

They quit the sport!  

Unsatisfied with association etc. Unbalanced teams  

They may drop out of ringette. 

None 

Child issues between each other or parents.  
 
Adult issues between each other or kids.  
 
Favouritism in team selection of athletes where evaluation is not being used properly. In my opinion I've 
yet to see a "special" case where this is necessary or even a "special" athlete that warrants not playing 
for their association or the zone.  

There are cases where individuals cannot play at the competitive level they are capable of due to higher 
numbers in their association and if they are willing to travel, they should be given the opportunity to try-
out for a different association. 

Kids drop out. Maybe they are experiencing bullying or other issues where they are and need the option 
of a fresh start 

None 

Good players being kept off of top teams for "political reasons" 

I don't know... 

Losing players to other sports because they aren't playing where they want 

Families may leave the sport because their current association does not meet their needs 
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1.  Loss of players from the sport because it's too darn expensive.  Let's face it, ringette has a lot more 
travel associated with it than local hockey teams that play in their quadrants within the bigger cities.  
Playing closer to where you live makes it more bearable financially. 
 
2.  Not having choice could lead to other choices like "I'll just go play another sport like soccer instead."  
Parents try to diversify their kids into various sports for the experience in general and exposure to 
different sports.  I think  most of these kids eventually narrow their sports as they grow up and make one 
sport more of a commitment over time.  Not having choice, makes narrowing down to another sport an 
easier decision for families, especially if it boils down to economics and convenience. 

They could quit. 

The player might become frustrated and quit Ringette if they get no resolution from a conflict or issue 
with their local association.  

Player stops wanting to play at all 

My kid plays for fun. This may apply to the top 1%. Focus on the 99% of the players and families keeping 
the sport alive. 

You are taking opportunities away from players to have a positive experience in a sport they obviously 
enjoy playing.  Players and families are going to walk away from the sport.  Ringette is not the only game 
that these athletes can play.  Forcing players  to play in local associations will potentially lead to the 
demise of Zone Programs.  This prevents players from smaller associations within the zone from having 
the opportunity to play at a higher level which may result in players leaving the sport.        

None  

Players are not chatel. They do not belong to anyone. They are kids. They should be allowed to play for 
the program that best meets their needs.  

* Player drops out / Quits 
 
* Potential for bad attitude/ causing issues on the team   

Some players that are at a higher level of play and commitment may be stuck playing at a lower level 
thus hindering their athlete develooment 

yy 

- Players choosing to quit ringette because they do not want to play with their specific team for personal 
reasons  

Player is more apt to drop out of Ringette and play another sport. 
 
Unresolved conflicts will fester, "sides" will be taken and the association may suffer from some 
division/disruption that could be avoided if a player was allowed to play for another association. 

They quit ringette if there is a major issue and they won't play with the local association.  

Quitting the game 

They could quit altogether  

Parents will feel stuck. I am a parent who let's my child decide her competitive level. Her dedication 
determines where she wants to play. Her goal is to make a AA team which is not offered in our current 
association. And cost may be a factor. If one association costs more than another the parents may choose 
the cheaper option to fit their family needs.  

Players may choose to drop out of the sport and thus enrollment and continued development of the 
sport of ringette would be in jeopardy.  Equal opportunity would not exist for players from smaller 
associations.   
 
Associations with a limited number of athletes to draw from,  water down a team, so much so that they 
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are not competitive.  Athletes participating at this level want strong competition to promote their 
growth.   

As was mentioned in my first explanation, the risks are: 
 
- that a player loses their passion for the sport 
 
- is not allowed to be competitive where they are forced to play 
 
- stuck with crap coaches 
 
- END UP QUITTING THE GAME OF RINGETTE 

They might not play or leave the game on the long run. 

People will leave and choose hockey or quit altogether. Girls hockey let us choose where to play last year 
for novice and it was great. We chose north even though we were technically south. Also, our range the 
assn is Cochrane and there is no way we would've played there. One more thing, springboard kids are 
split between north and south Calgary which impedes carpooling and friendships.  

They may quit the sport 

Always extenuating circumstances.  For instance one parent could live in one area and another parent in 
another. 

Perhaps a player disenchanted with her association might leave the game. 

None, may threaten to quit but if they are passionate they wont 

Players might quit ringette because they are frustrated.  Lack of needed changes to the coaching makeup.  
There should be a lot more mentoring and training at all levels.  At the step 3 and A level teams the 
coaching is acceptable in most cases.  The lower levels tend to have difficulty with coaching so the kids 
don't develop and catch up to their classmates.  This is frustrating. 

Upset players not wanting to play 

Players quit. 

Might drop out of the sport. 

Players may drop out of the sport. 

limits teams/leagues from growing 

players leaving the sport because they continuously  put on on teams that have such a huge difference in 
skill level. 

Could reduce the number of players who can access the sport when they may otherwise join in another 
association that is more convenient for them.  

none 

Girls not playing the sport as too far to travel for practices and games may deter some families. 

Moving house  

Players may not get tiered to the appropriate level if an elite player - some associations don't have AA 
programs. 

Every Player's development potential is dictated by where they live and how much ice time their 
association has, and how strong/weak their association is. 

Separating friendships, driving skaters away from the sport, making for inconvinient locations for 
practices and games  
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Players with skill are stuck with associations that do not challenge or build the players individual and 
team skills.  

None  

Could prevent athletes from playing at their full pitentisl 

We will lose players. If there is dissatisfaction with the home association, and there are no other options, 
we will lose them and they won't come back. We lost many players this year. We lose players every year 
already, so we need to retain who we have.  
 
This year we tried to grow the sport and ended up actually harming the sport, I believe.  
 
There could potentially be conflicts where a certain AA coach will never pick a certain qualified player for 
whatever reason and they will never have the opportunity to play at that level. Having the opportunity to 
go elsewhere could keep that player in ringette. 
 
There could be different club values, beliefs, policies that fit families differently.  
 
Here is a personal example. My U14 daughter was not successful trying out for ERC. Due to all the issues 
with Zone 5, they requested she try out with them as they needed players. She was successful making the 
team. We had a fantastic season there, we both made many new friends. To play for this one season, we 
had to invest in the club bag, club ringette pants, club apparel etc. The coaches invested a lot of time and 
energy in my daughter, and developed her with their club development strategies. Now, the way it 
stands, she is forced to go back to ERC next year. She will need all the ERC apparel, bag, etc. This is a 
complete waste of money and hard on the child. She should have a choice.  I strongly believe that if a 
player is released one year, the following year they should be given the option of trying out for the new 
association or the home association. If they released her once,  they should have no rights over her at all 
in the future unless we choose to come back. 
 
I also think if the associations know that people have options of where they want to play, they will be 
forced to be more accountable in their decision making and listen to the feedback that they get.  
 
Here is another example of a potential situation. By not allowing movement between zones, you may end 
up with a few very weak years in AA for example. If I am playing AA, dedicating that much time and 
paying that much money, I would like to be somewhat competitive.  By keeping borders closed, you 
cannot strengthen those weaker years.  

The players may lose interest and quit the sport entirely. 

Some players may not play the sport. This is secondary to the first point of allowing players to play in 
associations that they choose. 

Leave as is, you play I. Association you live in 

N/A 

None 

Players may quit playing.  

May loose some girls to the sport. 

Players may decide not to play at all.  

Coaching and/or compete level may be lacking in associations. Personality conflicts may push some kids 
out if forced to play within associations.  

None 

Likely to not play 

The same risk any sports association has, players that don't make the team they want may quit.   

Kids won't play if it is too difficult or inconvenient 
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Unhappy players may leave the sport.  Someone who is truly a goalie may lose out on an opportunity if 
too many goalies on a team.  Decrease skating time if too many players on a team. 

Disgruntled players in local team/organization.   

Players quitting the sport in it's entirety!  

They leave the sport, and there is no self policing process in place to insure that the programs are 
developed for the majority of the membership and just not creating opportunity for the few. 

Allowing choice causes conflict between parents and zones. People try out in different areas trying to 
make the highest level team possible. 

Risk of losing players from the sport 

Players may quit playing ringette 

TheY quit cause you make them play for SPRA with no option to move.  The travesty that happened this 
year is AMAZING, that people haven't been fired from their posts at both RAB and SPRA only happens 
because their is zero accountability. Have a look around at SPRA population and balance book complete 
incompetence and you must play for them.  

Frustration with losing (as in the case on NW U14A this season) 

i dont think there are any 

You risk losing players. They may choose to abandon the sport rather than play in an association or for a 
coach/team that they dislike or had a bad experience with. 

Some unhappy people. 

Quiting the sport 

I don't believe that there are risks. I think that Alberta Ringette has to look at smaller communities 
(example Indus) so that if they are a B team - they truly are a B team based on evaluations not a mix of A 
level and B level girls 

Death of the sport 

There may be times where athletes are uncomfortable playing for their "assigned" association, bullying 
issues, or their current association is limiting their opportunities for growth. 

if the local association has a viable team you are not preventing them from playing -  if they choose not 
to play then that is different 

-player & parent unhappiness because they weren't allowed to do what they wanted 

Players may end up quitting. Sometimes it might come to the point that there are no options but but to 
either play in an environment not good for the player or quit.  

Could lose girls to the sport 

The player may decide not to,play due to the fact they can not choose their home association 

May be required to play in an association that doesn't supply a safe and enjoyable environment for all 
athletes. Unable to get away from unpleasant athletes, coaches, or parents. Moving would require 
changing associations and leaving relationships. A different association may be more convenient.  

Having girls quit the sport because they are not able to get away from a certain coach or certain players. 

kids quitting. 

If there is not a rep team in the players area but the player is capable of high level (rep team) this is a 
downside. Also, if coaching is more elite in specific areas and inadequate in their home region this can 
also be detrimental. 

Being stuck in an organization that is being governed by a Board that DOES NOT have ALL its athletes best 
interests in hand! 

May quit the sport if the coaching is poor and feel stuck  

A player might quit playing ringette 
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Players could quit the game. This is less of a risk, and more a threat. Players that want to play will 
eventually decide to play.  

- they would be forced to get along in their own associations and accept the level of team they made  

Players may quit 

You may have players quit the game if they can't play in another community.  

It could hold the better players back and sometimes an organization will bump their team up a level 
when the team as a whole isn't fully qualified to be there.  

Holding a player back from further development, meeting new coaches, players, learning new skills and 
drills 

Rules are rules.  Hockey Alberta has done this for years and everyone seems to understand it. 

Players either quitting because they're not happy with what their current association is providing or 
continuing to play where they may not be playing at a level that they need to be at/lack of development 
due to too many skill levels on one team. Parents refusing to pay for concurrent years for their child as 
it's a waste if they're not developing/not happy. Also how associations choose to fundraise/costs 
associated to play are drastically different between certain associations & money appears to be 
mismanaged.  

Nobe 

Players may quit the sport. There may not be enough  teams at the level at which they wish to play in 
their own association, and the player may decide they would rather not play than play at a lower level if 
they do not make the more competitive team in their own association.  

They may quit all together. 

- player ends up with the same group of kids all the time 
 
- player does not get variety in coaching experiences/biases - same coach with their own biases towards 
the athlete (ie pegged into coach chosen position) 

Not developing that players skills with the people and environment to do so. 

Athletes quitting Ringette. Many have for that reason already. Preventing players from developing 
because they are not given the opportunity to play for more experienced coaches. 

Lack of ccompetition 

It can potentially result on players that are unable or unwilling to play if disagreements or friction occurs 
between parents/players and coaches or association members. This risk is increased in situations where 
associations or hoads operate in a closed or dictatorial fashion. Transparency and consistentcy in 
association form and operation becomes important, along with opportunities to appeal or take 
associations to task when perceived or claimed grievances occur.  

They may feel they are being limited as a player. However, with the current policy allowing them to go to 
another association to try out for a team at a different level than what is being offered in their own is the 
most fair policy I believe. 

To date, I have not seen athletes leave ringette because they were prevented to move. The current 
structure allows athletes to play at all levels of ringette. In other words, what is broken? 

Players playing where they don't want too. Creates animosity amongst families, players...  At the end of 
the day where is the player happier, with the home association or where she wants to be. There is a great 
chance that players will be pushed to play other ice sports.  

Only risk and unfair part would be if there isn't a team for their level then they should be released. Makes 
planning of ice availability difficult if players are moving around 

Players lose interest as they can't play with their friends 

? appears like a unilateral decision ? 

none except for upset parents who wanted their child moved. 
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IF a player has been "grandfathered" into another association other than their home association THEN 
considerations need to be made. Such as ... As of this date, players need to stay with their association. 
Being flexible in the past due to numbers worked but now we have grown and guidelines must be 
followed.  

players leave the sport if they had a bad experience and don't want to play i their home association 

Not allowing players to move associations will most likely lead to either an unhappy player that continues 
to play under duress or a player that quits the sport altogether.  

wouldn't see friends/family or previous teammates 

Too many players on one team not enough on another 

Accessibility.  

Unhappy families, kids unable to play (ours would not be able to play if they had to play in Leduc, which 
we're zoned for, b/c their school/daycare is in Sherwood Park and we actually live closer to that town)! 
We'd lose the sport!  

They could decide that not playing ringette at all is the better choice if they are forced to play for/with a 
team they don't want to.  There's the potential to lose ringette players from the sport altogether.  

As long as there is a place for players to play at the level they wish to play there are no risks.  Players 
should be allowed to play for a different association only if their level of play is not provided by their 
home association. 

T 

If a player's technical needs are not being met in their association and they cannot move, then player 
cannot develop as well.  

They are upset they cannot choose to go where they want. 

What about the associations who are counting on consistent registration numbers for their budgets? 

Players may quit ringette if they are not able to play in their preferred association.  

Maybe there is a dispute between an organization or players within it and a player may not want to be 
forced to play with certain girls or coaches 

They would decide to not play 

Needs to be situational based - because Ringette is still "small" in numbers we may risk pushing girls into 
hockey as a result of not being somewhat flexible 

Players should play within the boundaries of their association  

Only risk is if players are denied playing at all.  

Don't see any 

They quit ringette and switch to hockey or another sport. 

Parent relocation in the city 
 
Friendships created 

Sometimes there are other factors- siblings that play in the town for other sport, proximity to the town in 
question, that is where friends play. 

If their motivation/reason is severe enough (eg. player safety) they will stop playing ringette. 
 
If they are passionate about the sport, then not much will keep them from playing, no matter where they 
play.  

Possibly missed opportunity to play at higher level 

Players quitting over issues with club/area coaches and/or executives 

Risk players not getting to play at a level they are qualified for 
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There really are no risks. There has to be a ruling in place however that allows a child to move due to a 
crazy situation like bullying either by peers or association or coaches, etc.  

You could be forcing a player to play where they do not want to. They may quit ringette due to this. 

Making the players play for a team which they wish not to play for 

I know that some associations have tried to scout quality players only to play at the same tier level that 
these players home association has to offer.  

Minimal risk of only high performance athlete potentially not playing on top zone team.   

Disgruntled parents who cause the most issues.  

Player may quit the sport 
 
Player may be unhappy, still play in home association but be disruptive 

They'll leave the game 

Preventing that certain player from excelling in another environment 

Player doesn't have chance to advance past their current level of play 
 
They stop playing all tog if they ant play with their friend league  

None 

The risk would be the player gets frustrated that they cannot play with friends and drop out. Or they 
don't show for tryouts so they can get cut. Or not try in tryouts so they get cut.  

May lose some players but not many.  

That the players may quite. The players may not be able to play to there full potential. 

Stacking teams  

May lose a few players to other sports when they don't get to play where they want.  

I suppose girls could quit -  

The players quit 

You risk players quitting ringette  

None 

They may choose not to play if they can not be on the team they want  

I can't think of any 

Some players must conform to skill levels either well above or well below their own 
 
Loss of players 

see previous answers 

There is no risk.  If there are guiding principles on the subject and the kids want to play, they will play.  If 
they don't get their own way and choose to play where they want and they quit, then they don't love the 
sport enough to play it. 

Risk would be kids not playing at all, and that's not good for the sport. Kids should play. 

Allowing a player to choose a more suitable team that may contribute to success of that player. 

I see no risks, other than upset parents. 

Like I said, you'll lose ringette players and they will either quit or go to hockey! 

Players will lose interest in playing ringette and the sport will recede. 

Some players that are not in strong divisions won't have the same opportunity as others  

They quit ringette, lawyers are involved 

Players may choose to quit the sport 

- ultimately a player may quit if they don't like a coach and cannot leave 

- loss of interest of the player in playing the game 
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I noticed the politics were running hot this season, I think it would get worse, or girls/parents would be 
vying to be on "good" coaches teams. Without good coaching girls don't progress, teams aren't cohesive 
and the politics can get out of control 

Not playing with top players and improving 

There may be some personal conflict issues which could be solved if player goes elsewhere. Player may 
wish a higher level team.  

Losing players from the sport. 

None that I can see. At the younger, lower levels perhaps not being able to play with friends.  

I don't really see a downside in preventing players choosing where to play. This seems to work well.  

None 

That the more advanced players will never improve!  I am all for players going to AA teams but it should 
be one or two players from an association not 3-4 players for every age group  

They won't be able to play at their appropriate skill level and develop their skills further.  

they will not play at all 

This survey monkey would be for monkeys because girls will start to leave this small community sport  

Players may choose not to play at all 

- they don't get to play with their friends 
 
- having to deal with an associations that you may have conflict with 
 
- want to play on a team that isn't continually losing (most likely problems with the coaching staff) 

You lose CHILDREN playing ringette. 

Can't see any.  

Players quitting, disruption of social relationships and lack of good customer service. 

You have what you have today. A lot fighting between associations, animosity and even in some cases 
potential lawyers involved which benefits no one. Something new needs to be incorporated ASAP where 
it is clear prior to tryouts what a players options are as to where they can play. What is happening in 
Zone 5 AA will eventually start to occur in Zone 2 AA if it hasn't already. My comments are regarding AA 
in AB. I have lots to say on the AA program in Alberta but this form wouldn't hold it.  

If players cannot choose they may not want to play. 

Making a player stay in an association they are very unhappy with socially.   

None 

None 

I don't see any "risks", there may be some girls choosing not to play at all if they were prevented from 
jumping borders.  My concern and reason for possible border jumping would be if their residence is 
physically closer to another city or town then a possible exception MAY be granted. 

n/a 

Drop out rates may go up? 

Girls will quit playing ringette if they are forced to play for associations that they are dissatisfied with, 
and  they may be dissatisfied for any number of reasons- location, coaching staff, cliques or bullying, etc.  
The mandate of Ringette Alberta needs to be player retention and growth of registration numbers, any 
policy that is in contravention to that mandate should be revamped. 

You don't own our children. Freedom of movement charter of rights. Allows poorly run associations to 
force people to stay.  
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Might have some angry parents. Also would be some unhappy children 

Without some choice you run the risk of frustrating players and them leaving the sport all together.  

None unless extreme situation would warrant it (ie behavioural challenges/disagreements that are not 
able to be solved after considerable effort).  

none 

I agree with Not allowing people to choose their association. Only in extenuating circumstances should 
they be allowed. 

without having a review process (like the fee based grievance) to hear the serious situations risk is people 
who actually have a valid situation can't be accommodated. 

Players are forced to play in an environment that is not beneficial to their development both as a player 
and a person, and ultimately will end up quitting. The overriding goal of the policy should be to ensure 
continued participation in ringette.  

? 

Girls will quit.  My daughter has this year because of your policy 

Players will leave because the challenge or appropriate coaching is not available  

Players are not given the opportunity for more development at the association level  

Freedom to choose should never be stopped. 

Give up on the sport due to frustrations 

Unsur 

i think situations should be considered on a case by case basis but I guess a risk would be the player quits 
the sport.  

It is possible that we may lose girls from the sport. 

We should not prevent players from choosing where they want to play.  

bcv 

The player may be unhappy where they are, and not play to their potential if they are unhappy. 

May lose players who wish to play with their friends 

A level players could potentially be put on c level teams, which is too big of a gap and they may prefer to 
play at their level at a location nearby.  

As stated in the first question, I feel that goalies should have a separate clause 

Forcing kids to play for coaches they may not like or associations that parents may have bad experiences 
with.  Preventing kids from remaining with friends.  Also allows goalies to move to associations where 
they'd have better opportunities. 

I feel the risks of preventing players from choice could result in losing Alberta ringette talent to other 
sports or players quitting. Could cause team disruption and tension, unhappy players and a lack of unity 
within a team which can take a very talented team and break them down. We are dealing with youth and 
young adults. There are enough pressures out there for them that sports should not be a negative one. 
They should be a place to learn sportsmanship, life skills, FairPlay, build friendships all while gaining 
ringette skills and learning to compete at the highest level possible and represent Alberta well. We love 
our team and have appreciated not having these issues, but if we did, if we had to deal with either 
parent, coach or player bullying or limited playtime due to talent level, I would want the option for my 
daughter to switch teams so she could continue to excel and be in a supportive environment that was a 
better match to her personality and skill.  

Split families with 2 homes, not playing with kids you go to school with if not from same area 

Athletes unhappy and treated unfairly due to biases involved in home associations.  Player should NOT 
be asked to go back to home association after released one year. Not fair to player, family or organization 
that they played for this season. 
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They may be discouraged if they don't fit in locally or if they are choosing another location due to other 
circumstances in life/family they may not be able to play at all of restricted 

Preventing player movement could cause athletes to leave the sport. However some athletes will always 
present that as an option in order to gain their desired outcomes.  

No idea again, my daughter is 5 

Players might have a disagreement with their association, and would like to leave without being hindered 

All strong players might all try to move to the same association.  

Very similar risks as in the previous question. 
 
Some associations could try to "stack" teams; some associations could suffer from kids going to other 
associations and/or levels 

Like a said before if they have no where to play at a competitive level we will lose them to other sports 

I do not see any downside. They should play where they reside. 

n 

Players may choose to quit the sport  

The coach of a certain  team might get along with certain players and parents. 

People will not be happy and parents will force the athletes leave the sport.  Let the athletes play!!! 

Become disinterested in ringette causing them to change sport or quit or to create animosity and create 
negative publicity for the sport.  

Most sports do not allow "shopping". You can only play where you live. Soccer is the exception and the 
clubs are for profit. 

Leaving the sport or playing with animosity and attitude toward team and association. 

Not wanting to play 

Hold players development bsvk 

People may leave the sport. Conflicts between players/parents and coaches/associations my carryover 
year to year as no movement is allowed besides leaving the sport.  

Hard on family who has kids on multiple teams 
 
Kids are not playing where there friends are 
 
Kids who had a release in one year get forced to go back and play in home zone - once they go 
somewhere they should be allowed to stay 

keeping players from accessing a suitable level of play 

Very skilled players may not have access to the tier level that meets skill level.  

Unfair tryout results, get cut, try out for another team if you wish.  You will never get away from having 
an 'untouchables' list of board members, coaches, etc. children making the team. Someone that feels 
they deserve the spot can try out elsewhere if they wish.  

Erf 

Some players could quit or move to hockey 

If you don't like the club/coaches it then makes the player stay in a program that is not a good match 

Loosing athletes. 

The very very few players that would actually be unhappy with this policy may choose to leave the sport  

Losing a player 
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You get parents moving kids because they don't like the coach or something to that effect. I say get 
involved as a parent and learn where the coach is coming from and then if there is still a conflict Mabee a 
move is appropriate.  

You may have players being stuck with a coach, or person that does not agree with them. They should 
have choice. 

Smaller associations usually have the same coach so the players don't get a variety of coaching styles. It 
can be a problem for the player if there is conflict between a coach and a player.  Players may end up 
quitting ringette.  

Skill gap (kids not playing where they should) Unfair competition (teams with a couple really good 
players)  

The risk is, you may lose that athlete to the sport all together.  Sometimes there is a conflict, when 
coaches have their own priorities 

More teams but weaker teams. 

i dont see a risk here. 

They may leave the sport if they are not happy with their association. 

Compelling reasons (e.g. moved to a new community but still want to play with old association) 

For example if they live in edmonton but are 2 minutes away from st albert which would be closer, so 
preventing a player from going there could create hard feelings , everything should be case by case . 

Undeveloped players due to smaller associations. Don't invest in qualified coaching staff.  
 
Stuck in more of a Rec league & player wants competitive league 
 
Players don't get to advance as no higher levels 

You may lose girls and retention is critical to the survival of the sport. 

Happier players and parents. No risk 

Having to be on a team you feel as though you dont belong on 

They don't know anyone on the team their placed on, it would be nice to stay with the same girls your 
entire career. I personally think the tier method is silly. People should play in their communities and stay 
together. 

Kids may quit 

Due to family circumstances players may be better off playing with other associations than their primary 
address 

No freedom of choice? 

Local control diminished 

Having players drop out because they are extremely frustrated by being held back or because they can't 
keep up with the team. 

dfghcvghjgh 

They may quit.  

Losing girls from the sport  

Distance 
 
Not a good fit with current team 
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Athletes leave the game. 
 
Athletes are not given the best environment to  succeed and develop 
 
Athletes may not be able to compete and play at the highest level possible 
 
Forcing athletes to play in a sub-standard association that is run and managed poorly 
 
 

People will lie about their address to play in a certain area. 

. 

Not getting to play with friends? They always make new friends 

They will quit or move sports. 

For smaller communities there might not be enough players for one team.   

I don't see any risks.  I don't very much that a player would leave the sport because of this reason.  

Whiners? 

Losing interest in the sport 

Elite-level players may leave the sport, frustrated at their inability to play on more competitive teams. 

The kids quit the sport and are no longer active  

Families cannot avoid conflicts with other families anonymously. This is for member conflicts, not 
individual skill of player 

People might not play at all I guess. 

Potentially loss of player to the game. 

Athletes will quit.  Often people choose to leave because of how they are treated by members in the 
association they are with or they want better opportunities. By preventing them the ability to choose will 
result in negative life impacting experiences to the athletes and overall unhappy members who will leave.  

if there is a team within a players own zone, they should support the zone that developed them.  If 
distance is an issue or no teams available, then let the player choose.  

Players will leave the game. Ringette isn't helping itself by allowing clicky groups running the show. Very 
unfair. And disappointing to girls who want to play the sport.  

See response to question 2 

Players should play where they live in Levels A & B.  They should be allowed to compete only for AA 
spots. 

Players will not be permitted to play with a coaching style that suits them and/or escape from a situation 
were their development is being hindered by a conflict within a team or with coaching. 

Girls may not have the opportunities at the smaller associations.  ie no A team 

Limited number of bodies for example 13 girls show up 13 girls make one team is many players who 
wanted to come out to indus because they live in the deep south east of Calgary however we're not 
allowed to be released from certain associations that have much greater numbers 

Players could quit if in conflict with a coach or team mates. 

Freedom  

None 

Unhappy players and families  

Not being abke to play at their skill level 

Players quit ringette 
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Boundaries and association rules. Being in Edmonton we have many opportunities to play else where and 
are unable to take advantage of the opportunities they have available.  

 

Appendix C – Local Association detailed survey results 
 

Local Associations: Residency Policy Survey 2016 
 262 local association board members representing a total of 33 

associations were solicited for input (adult-only associations 

were omitted) 

 54 local association Board members completed the survey 

(20%) 

Which Association? 
Response 

Count 

Airdrie Ringette Association 6 

Beaumont Ringette 4 

Bow View Ringette 3 

Brooks Ringette Club 0 

Calgary - Calgary AA 0 

Calgary - Calgary East 0 

Calgary - Northwest 2 

Calgary - South Calgary 2 

Calgary - Bowview 1 

Central Alberta AA 0 

Cochrane Ringette 0 

Drayton Valley Ringette 0 

Edmonton - Edmonton Ringette (EFCLRA) 1 

Edmonton - Edmonton Ringette Club 3 

Fort McMurray Ringette 0 

Fort Saskatchewan Ringette 3 

Hinton Ringette Association 0 

Hussar Ringette 0 

Indus Ringette Association 0 

Lacombe Ringette 3 

Leduc Ringette 0 

Lethbridge Ringette 0 

Medicine Hat Ringette 4 

Pembina Ringette Association 0 

Red Deer Ringette 4 

Riviere Qui Barre Ringette Association 0 

Rockyford Ringette Association 0 

St. Albert Ringette 0 

Sherwood Park Ringette 5 

Strathmore Minor Ringette Association 5 

Spruce Grove Ringette Association 6 

Zone 2 AA Club 0 

Zone 5 AA Club 2 
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Q1. Current Residency Policy 
Ringette Alberta should have a policy that allows local ringette associations to control player 

movement from one association to another. 

Agree - 77.6% 

Disagree - 22.4% 

…and Why? 

As a smaller association in an area classified as rural it will be a challenge to retain competitive players and field 
higher level (A) teams when other associations i.e. Calgary open up spots for them to play at.   Calgary has 
already has the A stream for years and have successful programs and does take in our A players when we can’t 
field an A program in a specific year.  In Airdrie this is our 2nd year with a successful U12A program and the 
hope is we will have a U14A team this upcoming season.  If the residency policy changes and there are no 
boundaries or guidelines you will see smaller associations loose the competitive players to larger associations 
and then fold teams and possibly associations i.e. Hussar/Rockyford would go to Strathmore at the tiered levels, 
Indus would go to Airdrie (They are already asking), PSA and Strathmore. 
 
As an association who has been growing from the lower levels up we have been finally seeing numbers at U12 
and U14 where we can offer all levels and retain numbers to have a place for everyone to play.   
 
What I can see happen is poaching of players from Airdrie to play in Calgary to make that ‘A’ program better.  
Free agency.  Best program offered with the best opportunity to win will pick up 2-3 players from Zone 2 
associations teams.   I can see 3 players leaving our U12A team from this year (Who would be on it again for 
2016/17) to go elsewhere to pursue a team that could win it all. 

Program planning 

My take on this is not so much to restrict movement of players but to serve as a indication to aid in planning for 
membership needs.  Without some form of guidance or rule, associations have no recourse to address 
"poaching" if it were to come up. 

Every situation is different as to why players change associations. Both associations need to agree as to why the 
change is requested. 

For consistency and to help assist associations when "special cases" or grey areas arise.  

Players need to be able to play where they want to play.  This will encourage retention in the sport.  

Player movement should be controlled in a responsible and reasonable manner.   

Because if it is too easy for players to move where they want then it will make the associations volunteer jobs 
harder to plan when they do not know how many players they will have every year.  The smaller associations 
could also have issues with not having enough players to make a team.  With the policy the way it is at times we 
are short players and have to combine levels to make teams.  I also think that we will lose the number of 
associations we have today if players can move where they want, some of them may not survive. 

Control is a really strong word. It discourages associations from working TOGETHER in the best interest of the 
athletes. It evokes an "us vs them" mentality and it treats children like property. We agree that in general 
athletes should play in the association that that they reside in, but in some cases there are circumstances that 
make that difficult. A small number of athletes look for opportunities outside their home association for a 
number of reasons and we should not limit those opportunities- ringette is not large enough to put such strict 
limits on athletes. Also, if an association knows its athletes are free to go elsewhere, they will have incentive to 
provide the best program possible.  

It is critical to the health of associations that they can have this sort of control. Otherwise, players may leave to 
play on "stronger" teams. 

The local Associations should have control over player movement as it ensures the viability and health of the 
sport in the community and Zone. If no policy exists, icing teams in particular age groups would be challenging 
as so called 'free agents' would look for the best particular situation and Teams in a reasonable diving distance. 
In smaller associations like Airdrie, where I reside, competitive A level vein, would be a struggle to keep or 
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remaining competitive in the future.  With the new AA Zone 2 program, this would be a serious blow to the 
program as without strong Associations feeding athletes into the program, the viability will be jeopardy.  

Having players move around from one another association to another as they please will result in greater stress 
on associations.  Movement back and forth will only create animosity between associations and players / 
families.  By allowing players to move freely, the smaller associations will simply disappear over time, or in the 
very least struggle to keep a viable program.   
 
Associations are growing a community of sport for young athletes to be a part of with their friends as well as 
creating role models in their community.  These communities need the players to be at home where they go to 
school, showing the community they are part of their association and proud to support their home community.  

Because everyone has different opinions ..... Consistency is the only way that everyone can work cohesively 
together  

Good to help maintain numbers, but shouldn't be used if it's stoping a player from playing at a higher level.  

It depends on the situation - the registration numbers and situations of the player should have a factor in 
deciding whether or not they should be released to move to another association.   

Many factors play into a member's decision to move to another club and no policy could possibly cover all 
scenarios. Member's ultimately pay to participate and should be able to choose where to spend their time and 
money 

I think players should be able to move immediately if requested.  No waiting.   

Ringette Alberta is the governing body which should provide the direction for the local associations.  We had a 
real big problem with Zone 5 trying to step over us and confusing the players/parents on what can be done.  If 
Ringette Alberta has a strong policy then associations can take the direction from there for the player 
movement.    Your question could easily be mis understood.   It should read: Should Ringette Alberta have a 
policy in place for player movement between associations.    People reading your question could interpret that 
Ringette Alberta should have policy....  But the control of player movement from one association to another 
could be missed read....   Ringette Alberta needs a Policy so associations can refer to....  Don't leave grey areas..  
Make it Very Clear.... 

While having a Ringette Alberta Policy can somewhat isolate associations from upset parents/players, allowing 
the association to have the final say can allow for flexibility in unique situations.   
 
Ideally, Ringette Alberta could provide a recommended policy that associations can use, but leave the final 
decision up to the association. 

I think it's important for a governing body to control residency and release, so it is implemented in a controlled 
and standardized way. 

play where you stay.  Player should be allowed on a year by year basis to move associations for higher caliber if 
not offered by home association 

 They are not property that we own, they should go where they want. 

Each case should be looked upon on a case by case basis and if player growth is limited in local association then 
move could be allowed. Also in smaller associations it might be vital so as to keep numbers to make viable 
teams 

Players may move to other associations to be part of a strong team which puts the home association at a 
disadvantage.  If the home association has a team at the level the player plays at then they should remain there.  
If not then they should have the opportunity to go to another association. 

parents woudl have the option to move for no other reason than they don;t like whats going on in their own 
association. 

Associations have boundaries that work. Allowing players to "shop around" for associations is counter 
productive and will create issue where it does not need to be. 

This will ensure best ability to develop all regions at one time, as opposed to have some players not able to play 
in some divisions as a result of too much talent from other regions.  It will ensure best chance for equity. 

Smaller associations can't always offer the right programs for the player.  Often there is only one coach for the 
level and sometimes they player and coaches don't match.  Year after year there is no growth for the player 
because they can't get from under the coach.    A player maybe a in between a or b team but because of small 
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town politics they will never be given the chance to rise to the challenge of A.   Players don't change in smaller 
leagues so they end up with the same kids.   Sometimes a player needs and the teams don't match.   For the 
player they need to be able to move.   

You're putting the association before the athlete.  If an association is losing players, it is a reflection of the 
association and the product offered.  A player movement policy does not fix that.  .      

This allows associations to have strategic planning in place for the upcoming season based on numbers 

They should be able to play at a higher level if that level is not offered at there local association  

 

 

Q2. Risks: Choice 
Being as brief as possible, what are the risks, if any, of allowing players to choose where they wish 

to play? 

Associations will no longer being able to offer a team at all at a certain age/levels due to player loss (Low 
registration).  
Will lose the players to other sports (i.e. Hockey) where there is no team. 
Smaller associations will lose ice due to not having teams to fill them due to player loss.   
Loss of the 'playing for your home association mindset'. 

teams folding due to inadequate players, associations losing money due to spending on ice expecting 
registration levels. If phased in over time, it could be workable. A free for all could cause collapse of programs 
if the players, and not the associations direct the process 

If it is a larger group in a small association, there could be repercussions.  For example, a small association has 
only 26 players in U14, a group of 7 close friends elect to all move to a different association, the original 
association is now impacted substantially going from enough players to make 2 reasonably sized teams (A/B) 
to one large (19 player) team at the B level.  Granted kids could play up or down to work back to 2 teams but it 
may affect divisions on either side then. 

Dream teams would be created and it would be difficult for the smaller associations to field competitive 
teams. 
Players will begin to quit the sport because of the additional politics this movement of players would create. 

The biggest risk is the collapse of the ringette associations.  It would also contribute to player poaching by 
coaches. 

Leaving their association may put their team in less competitive position. If one leaves, it could cause others 
to leave.  

Obviously in larger centres, allowing players to choose can greatly strengthen one team over another.  

Smaller teams in some associations 

There are no risks, just happier players and parents. Most players will choose to stay close to home, but if 
someone wishes to leave so they can play with a friend or family member elsewhere what is the harm in that. 
It only creates positive attitudes about the sport.  

Losing competitive equity by introducing the concept of shopping around. 
Lack of ability of associations to plan and manage  

Associations would not be able to plan for the upcoming season on how many teams they could have and the 
number of players.  The way it is right now, if players are seeking elsewhere they need to inform the 
association so the association could at least do the planning when they are aware.  Also if you allow players to 
go play at a different association even if their association had a team then teams may not be competitive 
against each other.  One association could make a very strong A team for example by picking who they want 
on their team.  Also the smaller associations don't have enough players sometimes to make 1 team and if 
players could pick where they want to play, it could cause smaller associations to go away due to lack of 
members. 

No "risks" 
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Making all star team taking strong players from association teams making them weaker 

Given our shortage of ice and our efforts to attain more through the city I don't think the city of Calgary would 
be fond of the idea of our icing teams that are not filled with players from "tax-paying families". 
Would allow for the creation of "stacked" teams. 
Does not encourage out of zone associations to develop. 

associations may make plans based on assumed members status.  These plans may change radically if several 
plans leave or enter the association  

Decreasing # 's in home association  

Ensuring that all athletes have a place to play (eg one association may have too many athletes and not enough 
ice,  or not enough coaches for all the athletes that wish to play there. 

It can hurt the enrolment and health of associations if players can play wherever they choose. This would 
allow situations, particularly in large municipalities, where players leave an association because their team(s) 
are perceived as "weak". 

 
1. Overall, will hurt the health of the Associations. Smaller associations need every registration dollar to a) pay 
for ice b) secure primetime ice with the local government 
2. Participation numbers in general will decrease. If a bunch of high performing U12A level athletes and 
parents choose to go to another association, those that still want to play at a higher level that are not willing 
to obtain a release and  travel will not have that opportunity. It may not happen immediately in year 1 of a 
policy change, but yr 2-3 will be the tell tale as those families will be frustrated and look elsewhere for a 
competitive outlet. ie. Girls Hockey. Once the health of an association is in question, others not at an A level 
will also begin to look elsewhere.  
3. AA programs - if there are not high performing athletes feeding into these programs, long term viability 
would be question. 

The smaller associations will find players leaving to go to larger associations, resulting in the smaller 
associations close to bigger associations slowly disappearing.  
Associations are granted ice on the player residency.  By having players register in a non-resident association 
the already shortage of ice could increase.  
A very big risk of animosity amongst the ringette community.  
Money has been spent on player development and coach development with their home association and in 
turn deciding something looks "better".  

Mob mentality .... If one person says "the coach for such and such is horrible don't play there" true or not 
people unfortunately listen... By allowing people the choice you could cripple a team 

Strong associations will get stronger and weaker ones will stay weak or dissolve.  

I think that some associations may try to "stack" their teams.   

The biggest risk is that clubs who are well manage attract the most and best players that could ultimately in 
other clubs being left with low numbers and be un competitive. However it could also lead to better and more 
professional management in clubs. My experience is that Ringette has grown in Calgary, however we still 
manage it as a small time sport with strong individuals driving policy and agenda's.   

Unfair and uncompetitive teams are created with players all joining together to create 'power' 
divisions/teams.  

Players could choose a different association if they didn't like their placement. 

Maybe you will lose players but I think if a player wants to leave they should be able to period.   

Inability for associations to predict numbers and teams, threats from players to leave due to conflict with 
teammates and coaches, loss of local identity. 

You would have kaos...  As an association we could not plan from year to year because you wouldn't know the 
numbers...  Plus association would start to steal players from each other...   We saw this first hand with Zone 5 
this year with U14AA.   Look at Hockey Alberta, they govern where kids can play and it works...   A player who 
plays in Sherwood Park can't play in Edmonton or Strathcona County...  They have to play in the community 
they live in... 
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If I can refer to soccer boundaries.. From experience a team of highly skilled players dismantled one by one as 
players were offered spots in other association, no loyalty to a home association and coaches could poach 
athletes  

For smaller associations, a single player can be the difference between being able to form a team or having to 
eliminate an age group completely for a season. 

ruin small associations and end with very uneven caliber teams 

The only risk is possible all the elite players playing on one team but to compete provincial and nationally that 
is what you need. If you want some of our athletes to play at the national level you need to play with girls that 
challenges the athlete. If you want to be better you play with better athletes.  

Small associations will suffer are numbers are already falling and if this happens we stand to loose more to 
bigger centres that are close by  

Smaller associations not viable 

The small associations will be left behind or become extinct  

Weaker associations become weaker and stronger associations become stronger. 

I believe that a lot of the moves would be used to make certain teams stronger rather than being used for 
player development 

Shopping around for a team, negatively impacts the entire association; 
1.We cannot do any long term planning 
2. Creates animosity between players who accept their ranking and those who shop around 
3. Doesn't allow for growth of the player in terms of resiliency, sportsmanship, losing with grace 
4. Possibility of creating inequality of, " I will only play with this coach and girls because of their winning 
record" 
5. Making the "Association" the bad guy if they wont sign a release 

The boundries that associations have currently work.  By allowing players to shop around it risks creating 
issues with current evaluation processes and risks players with hurt feelings due to lower than expected 
rankings to react in a knee jerk manor.   

stronger vs weaker teams in same division 

Decreasing registration in areas due to lack of interest, or inability to be on the teams within their region that 
they are best suited for.  This would not be the best way to support equal development of the sport 
throughout all regions. 

Kids and parents will leave associations because there is to much BS.   I'd drive 30-45 minutes for more ice and 
better program for my daughter and so would others 

You run the risk of team stacking and recruiting for a "dream team" leaving other associations with low 
numbers and possibly no teams at certain levels 

Competing associations luring players from one another to build the most competitive team.    

One association becomes stronger due to other associations joining. Players at local associations don't get 
chance to play A because girls from other associations are trying out  

Coach / Parent poaching of players from one zone to another thereby building a team using hand picked 
players.  These types of actions create a competitive, social and overall hostile divide among zone players, 
parents and coaches.  Players should resides and play in their respective zones unless permission has been 
granted for extenuating circumstances.  Perhaps there should be a cap on the number of import players 
allowed from out of zone players permitted in an organization. 
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Q3. Risks: No Choice 
Being as brief as possible, what are the risks, if any, of preventing players from choosing where 

they wish to play? 

Lose players to other sports due to a fist year 'A' program as it may not have a successful year (Wins).  

Players don't get to avoid fees, commutes, coaches, parents or other players they may not like.  

Biggest risk is the parent or child becoming frustrated and quitting for a year, then registering with the new 
group a year later. 

Players may quit ringette if they (or mostly the parents) are not happy with the home association group of kids 
they are playing with. 
 
Players may not be playing at proper level (although this is normally worked out with releases) 

For the small number of players/families that chose to leave an association, I don not see any risks. 

None 

Having them quit the sport.  
If they would like to play at a higher level not available to them in their area, obviously that would be an issue.  

Not allowing them to play somewhere would hinder they ability to play at a higher level 

Loss of players from Ringette will be the result. I've witnessed this many times.  

Treating players as property  
Battles between associations and zones  

Associations do end up with players that quit or are unhappy but some end up coming back to the association 
and playing.  You may see more players shopping around instead of staying at their home association.   

Can't prevent  

They my quit ringette 

For smaller associations this could mean that a player can't play at their level if there is no team. (which would 
be easily solved if they weren't allowed to shop for a team if there was an appropriate level team in their own 
association). 

That the player quits all together.  

Players will quit playing ringette if they are not happy in their current situation. Associations have no incentive 
to provide a good program since they know their athletes cannot do anything about it.  
Associations do not work together to provide quality programming for all the athletes.  
Players are treated like property.  

Players should be allowed to leave under reasonable circumstances. For example, if it does not prevent the 
formation of a team in the natural association, or if there is no suitable team for them in their natural 
association. 

1. Some athletes / families may leave the sport if they are not currently satisfied with the Association as a 
whole 
2. Risk of not getting the best possible coaching that could be available in the area.  
3. Not providing the individual athlete the appropriate level that the athlete can play at.  

There is a slim chance a player will quit because they do not get to play where they want to play. For the most 
part, players are happy to play where they reside.   
 
For the most part, the player that does not get to play for another association (if they wanted to) would return 
to the home association and be happy. 
 
For the most part, associations who request releases, with just cause, are granted a release.  

There are no risks .... If they know these are the rules on where they play then there last no discussion  
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Players aren't playing at the proper calibers, wich will hurt development.  

There may be a situation where teams have not enough players for two teams and those players may need to 
be cut, but it would unfortunate if they weren't allowed go to another association and not be able to play at 
all.   

Loss of players, remember Ringette is a friendship sport, no Olympics or major scholarships, thus if players can 
not play where their friends are or where they feel excepted, there really is no "incentive" to play and we 
would loose them. 

Lack of choice may turn off some skaters  

Losing players to sport.  Associations working with disgruntle parents and players.   

Athletes quit the sport, athletes stuck in negative situations 

Not be able to play for a different coach, if they don't like the coach in their own association. 

Quitting, but from experience the parents are a huge contributor to negativity rather than the kids. 

Players not willing to play for their local associations will leave the sport (which has happened). 

can not play to potential 

A better questions is why does the athlete want to move? I am a strong believer that if you have a good 
program which good coaching and parent and board support the athlete will want to stay.  

Again small numbers in small associations.  If we were to have 2 players at the same level ie:u 14B choose to 
leave our association to play some where else we may not have enough players to run a team that year so 
everyone is affected. As a small association most years are teams have 10-11 players only and have had teams 
as small as 7  

Not achieving potential in smaller associations  

They will quit the sport 

We risk losing athletes 

Stunting players growth if the association doesn't have a team at the level the player can play at. 

If there is a past history with an association, then choosing to play with another association should be based 
and agreed upon by the two associations involved for the betterment of the player. 

The only risk I see is a player potentially leaving the sport due to a knee jerk reaction. 

holding better players back. 

Possible drop-out of some players and coaches. 

Association don't like because they loose membership but your going to loose them to hockey if you don't fix 
the ringette program 

There may not be a team available in that age group. Some of the kids might choose to quit. Releases need to 
be on a case by case basis. 

Quit the sport because they are prevented form playing where they choose.   

Kids don't get to play at an A level because they are from a small associations.  
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Appendix D – Compliance Data 
 

2015-16 Missing Releases  

(Identifying information omitted) 

Register with… City 

Should have 
registered 

with…without a 
release Division / Level 

Brooks gleichen Strathmore U12C 

Medicine Hat Brooks Brooks U19B 

Airdrie Red deer Red Deer U12B 

Cochrane Calgary Airdrie AS 

Indus Calgary Bow View U12C 

Rockyford Strathmore Strathmore U10S2 

Rockyford strathmore Strathmore U10S2 

Strathmore Hussar Hussar U14B 

Strathmore Chestermere Indus U10S2 

Strathmore Calgary NE or Bowview AS 

Calgary Chestermere Indus U12A 

Calgary De Winton Indus AS-1 

Calgary Okotoks Indus U16B 

Calgary Bragg Creek Cochrane U14A 

Calgary Bragg Creek Cochrane U14A 

Calgary Bragg Creek Cochrane U12C 

Calgary Bragg Creek Cochrane U10S3 

Fort Saskatchewan Leduc County Beaumont U14B 

Fort Saskatchewan Sherwood Park Sherwood Park U10S2 

Fort Saskatchewan Sherwood Park Sherwood Park U10S1 

Leduc Leduc County Beaumont AS1 

St. Albert Stony plain Spruce Grove U19AA 

St. Albert Spruce Grove Spruce Grove U19AA 

St. Albert Edmonton Edmonton U12C 

Edmonton Spruce Grove Spruce Grove U16B 
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2015-16 Releases (On Time v. Late) 
(Identifying information omitted) 

Released From Released 
From 

Released To Release 
Received 

Division First Game On 
time 

Beaumont  Leduc 17-Sep-15 U16A 08-Oct-15 Y 

Cal-East  Indus 26-Sept-215 U16B 17-Oct-15 Y 

Airdrie  Cal-East 18-Sept-15 U12B 13-Oct-15 Y 

St. Albert  Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U19AA 15-Oct-15 Y 

St. Albert  Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U19AA 15-Oct-15 Y 

Cal-East  Indus 15-Oct-15 U16B 17-Oct-15 Y 

EFCLRA  Beaumont 16-Spet-15 U16B 07-Oct-15 Y 

EFCLRA  Beaumont 5-Oct-15 U16B 07-Oct-15 Y 

Cochrane  South Calgary 20-Oct-15 AS2  Y 

Cal-East  Indus 15-Oct-15 U16B 17-Oct-15 Y 

Bow View  Indus 06-Nov-15 AS1  Y 

Cal-East Calgary AA Zone 2 AA 15-Sep-15 U16AA 14-Oct-15 Y 

EFCLRA  Sherwood Park 02-Dec-15 AS2  Y 

Cal-East  NW Calgary 10-Nov-15 U19B 20-Oct-15 Y 

Medicine Hat  Brooks Ladies 4-Oct-15 Open  Y 

Bow View  Indus 09-Sep-15 U10S3 22-Oct-15 Y 

South Calgary  NW Calgary 23-Oct-15 U19B 20-Oct-15 Y 

Rockyford  Hussar 19-Sept-105 U12C 13-Oct-15 Y 

EFCLRA ERC Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U14AA 08-Oct-15 Y 

EFCLRA  Spruce Grove 21-Sep-15 U19B 08-Oct-15 Y 

EFCLRA  Spruce Grove 21-Sep-15 U19B 08-Oct-15 Y 

St. Albert  Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U19AA 15-Oct-15 Y 

EFCLRA  Beaumont 05-Jan-16 U16B 07-Oct-15 Y 

Bow View Calgary AA Zone 2 AA 19-Sep-15 U16AA 14-Oct-15 Y 

Rockyford  Brooks Ladies 29-Sep-15 Open  Y 

Strathmore Zone 2 AA Calgary AA 14-Oct-15 U16AA 14-Oct-15 Y 

Beaumont  Leduc 17-Sep-15 U16A 08-Oct-15 Y 

EFCLRA  Sherwood Park 20-Nov-15 AS2  Y 

St. Albert  Zone 5 AA 01-Oct-28 U16AA 08-Oct-15 Y 

Fort Sask  Beaumont 20-Sep-15 U16A 08-Oct-15 Y 

Beaumont  Leduc 17-Sep-15 U16A 08-Oct-15 Y 

Airdrie  NW Calgary 10-Nov-15 U14A 14-Oct-15 N 

St. Albert  Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U16AA 08-Oct-15 N 

Cal-East  NW Calgary 23-Oct-15 U19A 14-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  Cochrane 22-Oct-15 U16B 17-Oct-15 N 

EFCLRA ERC Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U16AA 08-Oct-15 N 

St. Albert  Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U16AA 08-Oct-15 N 

Fort Sask  Sherwood Park 23-Nov-15 U19A 08-Oct-15 N 

Cal-East  NW Calgary 23-Oct-15 U14A 14-Oct-15 N 

Beaumont  Sherwood Park 28-Oct-15 U10S1 17-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  NW Calgary 23-Oct-15 U14A 14-Oct-15 N 

Rockyford  Strathmore 06-Nov-15 U14B 15-Oct-15 N 

EFCLRA ERC Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U14AA 08-Oct-15 N 
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Airdrie  Cochrane 22-Oct-15 U16B 17-Oct-15 N 

EFCLRA ERC Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U16AA 08-Oct-15 N 

Leduc  Sherwood Park 08-Dec-15 U19B 08-Oct-15 N 

Cal-East  NW Calgary 23-Oct-15 U14A 14-Oct-15 N 

Fort Sask  Sherwood Park 23-Nov-15 U19B 08-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  NW Calgary 10-Nov-15 U19A 14-Oct-15 N 

Cal-East  NW Calgary 23-Oct-15 U19A 14-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  Cochrane 23-Oct-15 U19B 20-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  Cochrane 23-Oct-15 U19B 20-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  Cochrane 23-Oct-15 U19B 20-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  Cochrane 23-Oct-15 U19B 20-Oct-15 N 

St. Albert  Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U16AA 08-Oct-15 N 

EFCLRA  St. Albert 14-Nov-15 U10S2 17-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  Cochrane 23-Oct-15 U19B 20-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  Cochrane 23-Oct-15 U19B 20-Oct-15 N 

EFCLRA  St. Albert 14-Nov-15 U14A 17-Oct-15 N 

St. Albert  Zone 5 AA 10-Jan-16 U14AA 08-Oct-15 N 

Fort Sask  Sherwood Park 23-Nov-15 U19B 08-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  NW Calgary 23-Oct-15 U14A 14-Oct-15 N 

Sherwood Park  Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U14AA 08-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  NW Calgary 22-Oct-15 U19A 14-Oct-15 N 

EFCLRA ERC Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U14AA 08-Oct-15 N 

Fort Sask  Sherwood Park 20-Nov-15 U19B 08-Oct-15 N 

Cal-East  NW Calgary 22-Oct-15 U16A 13-Oct-15 N 

Cal-East  NW Calgary 22-Oct-15 U19A 14-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  NW Calgary 10-Nov-15 U19A 14-Oct-15 N 

EFCLRA  Sherwood Park 20-Nov-15 U10S1 17-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  Cochrane 22-Oct-15 U16B 17-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  NW Calgary 10-Nov-15 U16B 17-Oct-15 N 

Cochrane  NW Calgary 23-Oct-15 U19A 14-Oct-15 N 

Cochrane Zone 2 AA Calgary AA 14-Oct-15 U14AA 13-Oct-15 N 

Indus Zone 2 AA Calgary AA 14-Oct-15 U16AA 14-Oct-15 N 

Airdrie  NW Calgary 02-Nov-15 U16B 17-Oct-15 N 

Sherwood Park  Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U14AA 08-Oct-15 N 

Strathmore Zone 2 AA Calgary AA 14-Oct-15 U19AA 19-Sep-15 N 

Sherwood Park  Zone 5 AA 12-Oct-15 U14AA 08-Oct-15 N 

Indus  Cal-East 15-Oct-15 U12C 13-Oct-15 N 

Bow View  Indus 15-Oct-15 U12B 13-Oct-15 N 

Cochrane  Calgary AA 14-Oct-15 U19AA 19-Sep-15 N 

 

 

 


